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BEHIND THE RECORD
the materialization of
thi June issue affects us like the landing
of a big, bright-colored game fish, that
has somehow managed to grow since we
Ii rst got him on the line. Over a year
ago we hooked into the Bankers Life
building, via our Dodge representative
in De Moines, when the pro ject was
little more than a gleam in the eyes of
it progenitors.
Since then we have
played it along, reeling in , giving it line,
then reeling in some more-our enthusiasm over its development waxi ng in proportion to o ur pla ns for mounting the
pri ze once it was in th e bag.
Thi month , on pages 47-68, we di play the splendid creature, depicting in
four-color reproductions all its rainbow
hu es. In addition we examine it for
readers, skeletal element by element, and
practically scale by scale. Twenty-two
pages devo ted to a single building, in
themselves, ought to make just about
the bag limit!
But, packing the creel so you can
hea r the wicker snap, Building Types
winds up thi s month's catch with 22
pages on Community hopping Centers.
Turn to page 100 and ee how easily,
safely, and efficiently, through the
achievements of the architect, " Today's
Housewife Drives to Her eighborh ood
hopping Center."
I N M ANY WAYS

Next Month

Drn YOU KNOW that plastics are being
used as plumbing pipes ; are the "resin"
m resin-bonded plywood; make shatter(Co .. 1in11ed
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NEW SPEED, NEW ECONOM IN CONSTRUCTION
Here's a cement which, on many buildings, provides an answer to a three-cornered
question: How to build faster ... without sacrificing structural strength ... and
at reasonable cost. It's Atlas High-Early, the Triple-Thrift cement with the same
uniform quality, dependability, and durability of normal portland cement, but with
the added advantage that Atlas High-Early gains strength several times faster.
It is thus frequently ready for service loads in much less than the usual time.

H01c does .itlas High-Early Cement speed construction?

] . By redu!'ing the amount of time normally rt>quired for protection and curing-as much as 603 to 70<:~.
2. By permitting earlier stripping of forms .

.'t By producing serviceable concrete in less than the usual
timt'. fn·qtwntlv in 1/.) the time.

· nv does Atlas High-Early Cement save money? Here's how:
'ffings in cost of protection, both winter and summer.
wer sets of forms may be necessary as forms may be
ipped more quickly and reused.
. The economy of faster construction, which, on a multipk
story building, is cumulative. With this saving in time
comes a corresponding reduction in general overhead, a
saving in labor !'o:-:ts, and earlier occupaney.

CONCRETING TIME CUT 29/'0 ! Rushing this job through
in winter prompted a shift from Universal Atlas portland
cement to Atlas High-Early on this 18-story dormitory for
Northwestern University, Chicago. Result? Forms stripped
in 10 days instead of 14-a saving of 24 days on floors 4 to
9. Concreting time cut 29%. Time and cost of protection
and curing greatly reduced. And 2 instead of 3 sets of
forms did the job. Architect, J. G. Rogers, New York;
General Contractor, R. C. Wieboldt Co., Chicago.

What are the clwracleristics of Atlas High-Early Cement'!
Atlas High-Early is finer. It provides a plastic, easily placed,
easily finished concrete, and remains easily workable long
enough for careful placing. It may be used for any type of
rnncretinf! 'rnrk, including Architectural Concrt>te.

It pays lo

spec~/y

Atlas High-Early . ..

Seores of architect,; throughout the country ha\·e specified
High-Early cement with profitable results. You, too, will find
that it is often an outstanding time- and money-saver for your
clients. For more complete information, see SWEET'S CATALOG, Section ,J, or write us. No obligation, of course. Universal
Atlas C:ement Co. (United States Steel Corporation Subsidiary).
Chrvsler Building. Nt'W York f:ity.

25 DAYS' TIME AND $300 SAVED! Concreting of Northwestern Bell Telephone Building in Council Bluffs, Iowa,
had to be rushed through in winter, with temperatures as
low as 18° below zero. Use of Atlas High-Early cement
saved 25 days' time, $300 on form costs, and cut protection and curing costs. Architect, J. Chris Jensen; Contractor, C. C. Larsen & Sons: both of Council Bluffs.
AR -H·1 6
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BEHIND THE RECORD (continued)

obtain at least that much of the April number
in advance of the regular procedure."

proof glass possible; and are being
molded as wash basins and l'offins? Did
you know that these low-cost materials
are usually made from waste, surplus,
and by-product elements, and have been
successfully imitative of ivory, leather,
silk, glass, jet, and ceramics-to mention but a few substances?
In a 12-page Trends study for July,
Morris Sanders, architect and industrial
designer, brings us up to date on this
increasingly pertinent topic. The materials themselves will be illustrated in
four colors.
The News section will offer its usual
complement of new buildings, selected
and angled every month, as much as
the\· and recent achievements in the field
may possibly admit, to give all our
rpaders what they want, when they want
it. New houses, in that section, will be
of the three-bedroom variety; and the
··residential details" portfolio will examine new bedroom ideas in minutia.
The Building Types study now in
pr('paration for July has been laid down
on the broad basis of Hotels, with suhdi \·ided attention planned for Commerl'iaL Apartment, Resort, and Motor
Hotels. Time-Saver Standards data are
bPing developed on the one factor common to all four types, the hotel room;
and case studies have heen chosen for
\ ariet\ of type, geographical location,
and. of course, for the light they may
shed on tlw particular problems of
Rr,cmrn readers.

And finally, having clasped our gloves
in that direction by rushing him off
some page proofs, we turn to meet the
measured slants of a recent architectural
graduate:
"I believe that a technical magazine should
serve as a perpetual text book. Your magazine may or may not be serving this purpose,
but the class of work being presented is far
out of the scope of duties of a young architect. I can usually evolve an acceptable parti
for a problem, but I cannot go to your magazine and expect to find the answer to the
construction problems which will present themselves in the execution of the job. In other
words, I am searching for the answer to those
questions which did not come up in school.
As you know, the Beaux-Arts system has never
concerned itself with the 'how' and 'why' of
construction.

Let us see more answers to con-

The Seagram Distillery (above) in Louisville, pictured AR 5/40, p. 20, should
have been credited, correctly, to Joseph
and Joseph, Architects and Engineers.
sense! fiddle-faddle! bosh! rats! [slang], come
off! [slang], "in the name of the Prophetfigs!" [Horace Smith].

struction problems and more text devoted to
the 'small' job."

To which is added a footnote giving
the classical slant:

All of which strengthens our determination to live right and keep trying
to improve our foot work.

Credat J11dae11s .·1Pella [Horace J; tell it
to the marines . . . "Say 'boo' to you-'poohpooh' to you" [Gilbert].

A Little Nonsense Now and Then . . .

There's a chance that readers, in
moments of professional stress, may find
this as pleasanth- expressive as we did.

DENYING that any element in the foregoing might have inspired our research
in Roget's Thesaurus (Thomas Y. Crowell Co. edition, Dr. C. 0. S. Mawson,
editor), we offer the following extract
from that work, listed under the topical
heading of abrnrdity:

Int. fiddleclcedee! pish! pho or phoh!
[rare], pooh! pooh-pooh! bah' stuff and non-

Correction

Dr. Arthur B. Moehlman was incorrectly
titled in our April issue. His titles
should properly have read: "Professor
of School Administration and Superv1s10n, University of Michigan, and
Editor. The Nation's Schools."

A Few Rounds on Us
F:YERY :\OW .\:\D THF:N a V ox Populi or
"reader reaction" ktter C'omes along
"ith the designed effect on our editorial
('<jllipoise of a stiff havmaker brought
all the wa\ up from the C'anvas. Rel'entlY we had the following "vox pop"
('X ploded at II:':

"The Public Works Admini;tration has saved
the bacon of nearly every architect and engineer in the Middle West, and you have been
particularly careful to refrain from any mention thereof in your magazine. As the result
of your silly practice . . . I have nothing but
:ontempt for your worthless periodical!"

-,f'

While we talk that one over with the
Rd, ,,.,, suhmit from a fricndlr hand in

our own corner:
"I note that VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS will
be the Building Types feature of your April
issue. This is exactly +he problem that I have
before me now, but my search for information
on this subiect has produced very little that
is helpful. I am sure, however, that your treat·nenc will contain much valuable information.
"Unfortunately I am unable to delay my
study of the problem until I receive the April
issue in the

normal manner, and

I am asking

if there miqht be some way in which I could

JUNE

"The time to tell me you were
going to have a baby was before
I'd got the cubage all settled."
-Drawn for the RECORD by Alan Dunn
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Other stores lit candles
• • • but this chain store had electric light
~~ t&

CALL at this chain store was made to inquire how the Exide

~ Emergency Lighting System functioned during an electric

EXIDE BRANCH OFFICES

current failure ten days ago which put the business district in darkness for over an hour. Other stores used candles. The Exide System
in this store operated satisfactorily." -From the report of an Exide
Operating Engineer.

ATLANTA

This is a typical instance of the way an Exide-equipped building is
able to carry on, without loss of business, and without danger of fire
or disorder. An Exide System operates instantaneously and automatically upon any interruption of the normal electric current
supply, providing abundant light the instant it is needed most ...
it is the first 60 seconds that count.
Not only stores, but schools, theatres, restaurants, public buildings, and especially hospitals, need this adequate and dependable
protection. The utility companies take every precaution, but cannot
control the effects of storms, floods, fires, or street accidents.
If you are working on a project that needs this sure safeguard,
write or wire the nearest Exide Branch and an experienced Exide
Field Engineer will call promptly to help with plans and specifications.

CINCINNATI

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY, Philadelphia
The World's Largest Manufacturers of Storage Batteries for Every Purpose
Exide Batteries of Canada, Limited, Toronto

MINNEAPOLIS

210 Walker St., S.W.

617 Washington Ave., N.

BOSTON

NEW ORLEANS

l 00 Ashford St.

428 Balter Bldg.

CHICAGO

4613 S. Western Ave. Blvd.

718-19 Temple Bar Bldg.
CLEVELAND

6400 Herman Ave., N.W.
DALLAS

lll 8 Jackson St.

NEW YORK

23-31 W. 43rd St.
PHILADELPHIA
Allegheny Ave. and 19th St.
PITTSBURGH
1078 Union Trust Bldg.
ST. LOUIS

DENVER

1218 Olive St.

810-14th St.

SAN FRANCISCO

DETROIT

8051 W. Chicago Blvd.

6150 Third St.

KANSAS CITY, MO.

SEATTLE

129 Belmont Blvd.

1919 Smith Tower Bldg.

LOS ANGELES

WASHINGTON

1043 S. Grand Ave.

1819 L Street, N.W.

Exibe
~eepalite

EMERGENCY LIGHTING

UNITS
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Thermolier"Routed"Heat
~anishes

the
[old Spots!

Just as well-planned floor layouts
distribute store traffic to prevent
congestion, Thermolier unit heaters
route the heat to eliminate hot and
cold zones. Their uniform heatdiffusion insures greater comfort and
produces fuel-savings up to 27'% !
When you specify Grinnell Thermolier, you get the only unit hea ter
that has prov ed its superior design
in long service! Engineered as an
efficient heat ing machine, it has required no functional improvement
since its original development!
No other unit heater has its patented Internal Cooling Leg that
insures against flooded tubes, noisy

intermittent draining and impeded
circulation. And it was the first to employ expansion U-tube construction.
The attractive modern appearance
of the Grinnell Deluxe Thermolier
. . . with all parts and connections
concealed in a satin chrome
and neutr a l grey finished housing
. . . offers unusual advantages in
decorative planning of interiors.
Before you make your decision,
write for the Thermolier Data Book
and compare Thermolier's 14 points
of superiority! Grinnell Co., Inc. ,
Executive Offices, Providence, R . I.
Branch offices in principal cities
of the United States and Canada.

Look fo r Th ennolier in Sweet's Catalog

JUNE

3 TYPES. 37 SIZES

Deluxe T y pe with a ll pipe
connection s, f an and motor
hidd en in s mart housin g.

ludustridl T y pe
w ith poli s h e d

Fd c t o r y T y p e

c oppe r hous in g,

~~isi:e~o?facc~

for offices and
plants .

tod es, ga rages,
ware houses.
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WITH RECORD READERS

Presentation by Julian Clarence Levi of " Great Georgian Homes" to Horacio
Acosta y Lara , Mayor of Montevideo, at the Pan American Congress of Architects recently held in that city. Left to right: Ines Floto , Chile; Bartolome Traverso ,
Uruguay ; Moreno de Mesa , Argentina; Carlos E. Becker, Argentina; Afredo Saenz
Ga rcia, Bolivia ; Mr. Levi; George Harwell Bond , U.S. A. ; Nestor E. Figueredo ,
Brazil ; Angel Silva , Argentina ; Mayor Acosta ; and Enriqu e Gebhard , Chile.

Mellor and Meigs, Philadelphia-"Laverock," r esidence of Arthur E. ewbold, Jr.,
Chestnut Hi!J, Philadelphia.
Frank Lloyd Wright of
prin g Green,
Wis.-"Fallingwater," r esidence of Edgar
Ka ufman , Bear Run, P a.
R. C. R eamer of Seattle, Wash.- Edmond
M any Hotel, Seattle, Wash.
Ernest A. Gruns/eld, Jr., of Chicago-Adler
Planetarium, Chicago.
L yndon and Smith, Detroit, Mich.-Beecher
Hi gh chool, Flint, Mich.; orthville Grad e
chool, Northville, Mich.
Th eodate Pope of Farmington, Conn.- Avon
chool for Boy , Old Farms, Avon, Conn.
Janss en and Cock en, Pittsburgh- "Longue
Vue Club," Pitt burgh, Pa.
Schmidt, Garden, and Erikson, Chicago!. Francis
ur e ' Home, Pitt burgh, Pa.
Arthur Brown, Jr., of an Francisco-De·
partment of Labor and Interstate Commerce
Commi ion Buicling, Washington , D. C.
John Russell Pop e of ew York (deceased)
- Archives Builcling, Wa hin gton, D. C.
Jackson, Robertson, and Adams, Prov idence,
R. !.- Providence County Courthouse, P rovi·
dence.
Gordon B. Kaufman of Lo Angele , Calif.
- Boulder Dam and Power Hou e, Colorado
R iver, Colo.
Holabird and Root, Chicag two award ,
ews Building, Chi cago,
for Chicago Daily
( Co11ti1mrd 011 /Jane 12)

Pan American Architectural Congress Bestows 70 Awards on U. S. Exhibitors
0 T OF 14·3 AWARDS co nferred on ex·
hibitors durin g the recent P a n American
Congress o[ Architects at Montevideo,
L'ruguay. repre entatives of the nited
tate received nearly half. 386 delegate from 11 co untri es of the We tern
Hemi phere were in attendance; Julian
Cla rence Levi. chairman of the foreignrelations co mmittee of the American
In ti lute of Architect , George Harwell
Bond, architect of Atlanta , Ga., and
Edwin C. Wilson ,
. Mini ter to
Uru guay. were accredited delegate of
the u nited tale governm ent at the
Co ngress.
Awards were made to parti cipa nt in
the Fifth Pan- merican Exhibition of
Architecture and Town Plannin g, a ignal fea ture in the proceedin o-s which
drew approximately 4,000 vi itor dail y.
(For brief note on other important activitie and conclusion , ab tracted from
a report b Mr. Levy, plea e ee paragraphs following the list of winner .)
ince the nited tates exhibit had been
m.ade up orig in ally for educalional circulation among architectural schools,
etc., in this country, no one building nor
the work of any architect or firm were
hown in ufficient detail to be eligible
for the Grand Prize of Honor for the
entire exhibition . This award went to

Mauricio Oravetto , rchitect, of Montevideo.
Th e U. . winners, including individuals, architectural firm , and government department , and the ' vorks for
which each wa cited, follow:
PRIZE OF HONOR
Paul Ph illipe Cret of Philadelphia, recently
appointed by Pres ident Roo velt to the National Fine
rts Commi s ion- the Federal
Reserve Board Building, Washin gto n, D. C.
Perry, Shaw, and Hepburn, Bo ton- the
Willi amsburg, \'a., Re toration.
Coolidge, Shepley, Bulfin ch, and Abbott,
Boston- ew York Hospital , Co rn e!J 1eclical
enter, ew York Cit y.
R einhard and Hofmeister ; Corb ett, Harri on, and Ma cillurray; Hoo d and Fouilhoux,
all of ew York- Rockefeller Center, 1ew
York Ci ty.
GOLD MEDAL AND DIPLOMA
Arthur Loomis Harmon of
ew YorkShelton Hotel, ew York City.
Thomas Harlan Ellett of ew York-Cosmopolitan Club, ew York City.
Herb ert A. Magoon of
ew York- Jon e
Beach State Park, Wantagh, . Y.
Karcher and mith , Philadelphi a- United
tales aval Hospital, Philadelphia.
Zantzinger and Borie, Philadelphia- Depart·
rnent of Ju ti e Building, Washington, D. C.
Shreve, Lamb, and Harmon, ew YorkErnpire Late Building, ew York City.
SILVER MEDAL AND DIPLOMA
Tngham and Boyd, Pittsburgh- Chatham
Village, First Unit, Pittsburgh.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
• Ju ne I-Ju ly I-Exhibition of Van Gogh
Paintings, Holland House Galleries, I 0
Rockefeller Plaza , Ne w York, N. Y.
• Jun e 10-Augu st 31 - Summer study
sessions for men and women, sponsored
by the AIA and the Carnegie Corp ..
School of Architecture and App lied Art,
University of Oregon.
Bull etins available from Office of Summer Sessions,
814 Oregon Bldg ., Portland.
• Jun e 17-20 Semiannual meeting,
Am erican Society of Mechanical Engineers, H e-te l Pfi ster, Milwaukee, Wis ...
• Jun e 23-A ug ust 5-Vi siting Session of
Chicago School of Design, Mills College,
Oakland, Calif.
• Ju ly I- Final date, applications for
participation , Summer Program in City
and Reqional Planning, M.l.T. School of
A rc hitecture.
Applications should be
sent to Professor Frederick J. Adams,
M .l.T. School of Architecture, Cambridge, Mass.
• July I Opening day, Summer
Courses in A rch itecture, Syracuse University, Syracuse, N. Y.
• Ju ly I-Augu st I 0 - Summer School
Courses in Arc hitecture, Landscape A rchitecture, and History of Architecture,
Harvard University Graduate School of
Design and Smith College Graduate
School of Architecture and Landscape
Architecture. Harvard Un iversity, Cambridge, Mass.
• Ju ly 8-Registration, Summer Classes,
New York School of Fine & Appl ied Art,
136 E. 57th St., New York City.
• Ju ly 10-13-Convention , Alpha Alpha
Gamma , national fraternity of women
architects, Beekma n Tewer H otel, New
York City.
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GLAZIDG

u

EASY~

IDEXPEDSIUE

that's why
11

MESKER

offers you Pivoted Steel Sash

0UTSIDE PUTTY GLAZED

11

... 1fYi~~~

The big advantage of outside putty glazing are \\'ell
known Lo both industrial architects and roundhouse
foremen.
Here, where space between the windows and th e pits
i at a premium and offers the only pathway for workmen, dollies and motor cranes, outside putly glazing
completely eliminates Lhe danger and inconvenience of
repla ing broken light from th e in ide.

i

JUNE

Simply add Lhe words "Sash Shall Be Glazed from the
Oul ide" to your specification wherever your de ign
calls for horizontal pivoted or commer ial proje ted
t el window .

See the 24 page Mesker catalog in Sweets 1940 Architectural Files, section 15-1 5

I

I
A t)pfral M tS lur
horizontal piroted
slttl sash, dtsigned
esp1rially for outside
p11t1;r g la z ing.

When de igning roundhouses, power plants, assembly
plants and other types of indu trial buildings where inide working area is necessarily limited, be ure that
a]azing will be made easy, inexpensive and practical.

T/Jt ill11stratio11 shows how
puny 011 the Qulsidt <01 ·ers
tlu mttnl framt almost
romplettly. II also leai •es n
sloping putt)r line that acts
as a wash, eliminaling all
ledges 011 whkh rain water
can sta nd, i'1 suring " more
waltr·proof glazing job.

ME S K ER
424

SOUTH

SEVENTH

B R 0 T H E R S

STREET

•

SAINT

LOU I S, M I SSOUR I

Manufacturers of Genuine Wrought Iron Windows . . Steel Windows with Wrought Iron Sills and Alf. Steel Windows
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2MILWAUKEE STORES
GET BETTER HEATING
AT REDUCED COST
Webster Moderator System Helps
Schuster's Mitchell St. Store
to Save 15% on Coal Costs
ALL SECTIONS HEATED EVENLY
130 New Webster Sylphon Traps
Installed in Third St. Store
as Part of Modernization
CORR ECT OLD HEATING FAULTS
Milwaukee, Wis.-How departmen t store
heating problems can be solved with a
Webster Moderator System of Steam
Heating has been demonstrated in two
Milwaukee stores of Ed. Schuster & Co.,
Inc.
Formerly hard to heat, Schuster's Mitchell Street Store brought its heating
installation up-to-date in 1936 with a
Webster Moderator System. There was
an immediate improvement in steam
distribution, with all sections of the store
r eceiving steam evenly and rapid ly,

Mitchell St. Store,
above

Third Srreec Sco re ,
righc

Ed. Schuster & Co. , Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.

The results were so satisfactory that
a second Webster Moderator System, including new Webster Sylphon Traps for
130 radiators, was installed in Schuster's
Third Street Store in 1938.
Charles Billenness, Purchasing Agent
for Schuster's, says:
"Coal consumption has been reduced
15 per cent in the Mitchell Street Store.
Although it is too early to know the
exact savings figure in the Third Street
Store, we are well satisfied with the
improved heating service."
The Mitchell Street Store installation
contains 21 ,972 sq. ft. of installed direct
radiation and was made by William F .
Noll, Heating Contractor. The installation in the Third Street Store, containing
24,733 sq. ft., was made by Thomas E.
Hoye H eating Co.
These before-and-after facts point the way to
maximum comfort and economy in heating
new buildings as well as in modernization of
existing installations. Consult your architect,
engineer or heating:tonttactor. Or address
WARREN WEBSTER & CO., Camden, N . ).
Pioneers of the Vacuum System of Steam Heating
Representatives in 60 principal U.S. Cities-Est 1888

WITH RECORD READERS

(Co11ti1111ed from page 10)

and the U. S. Fore$t Products Laboratory,
Maruson, Wis.
Howe and Lescaze, Philadelphia- Philadel·
phia Savings Fund ociety Bank and Office
Builrung, Philadelphia.
Voorhees, Gmelin, and Walker, New YorkIrving Trust Company, ew York City.
Paul Phillipe Cret of Philadelphia, and
Alexander B. Trowbridge of Washington, D. C.
- The Folger Shakespeare Library, Washington, D. C.
Bebb and Go1dd, Seattle, Wash. - Art
Museum, eattle, Wash.
John Gaw Meem of Santa Fe, . M.- Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center, Colorado
Springs, Colo.
Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue and Carleton
Monroe Winslow, of Los An geles, Calif.California State and Fine Arts Builrung, San
Diego, Calif.
Cram and Ferg1ison, New York- Cathedral
of St. John The Divine, ave and West Eleva·
tion Baptistry, New York City.
Hobart Upjohn and Otto F. Langmann, of
New York-All Souls Unitaria n Church, New
York City.
United States Housing Authority, Washington, D. C.-i ts exhibit as a unit.
United States War Department, Wa hin gton, D. C.-its exhibit as a unit.
United States Veterans' Administration, Washington, D. C.- its exhibit as a unit.
United States Department of the Interior,
Washington, D. C.-its exhibit as a unit.
United States Department of Agricult1ire,
Washington, D. C.- its exhibit as a unit.
United States Navy Department , Washin gton, D. C.-its exhibit as a unit.
HONORABLE MENTION
Dwight James Baum of New York (de·
ceased)-residence of Anthony Campagna,
Riverdale-on-Hudson, N. Y.
Electus D. Litchfield of ew York-Yorkship Village, Camden, N. J.
Robert Rodes McGoodwin of PhiladelphiaThe French Village, Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, Pa.
Clarence S. Stein of New York- Hillside
Homes, Bronx, N. Y.
R eginald D. Johnson of Los Angeles, Calif.
- Santa Barbara Biltmore Hotel, Santa Bar·
hara, Calif.
Louis Justement of Washington, D. C.Falkland Properti es, ilver Spring, Md.
Harrison and Fouilhoux, New York- Rocke·
feller Apartments, New York City.
Wyatt and Nolting, Baltimore, Md.-Warrington Apartments, Baltimore, Md.
Coolidge, Shepley, Bulfinch, and Abbott,
Boston- Harvard University Building, Cambridge, Mass.
Richard J. Neutra of Los Angeles, Calif.School Buildings, Los Angeles.
Lester W. Geisler of Palm Beach, Fla.Miami Jockey Club, Miami, Fla.
Frederick M. Mann of Heraldsburg, Calif.University of Minnesota Memorial tadium,
Minneapolis, Minn.
John Parkinson and Donald B. Parkinson,
Los Angeles, Calif.-Los Angeles Coliseum.
S chenk and Williams, Dayton, Ohio Y.M.C.A., Dayton, Ohio.
Bennett, Parsons, and Frost, Chicago-Federal Trade Commission Building, Washington,
D. C.

Paul Phillipe Cret of Philadelphia - two
award , for the Central Heating Plant, Washington, D. C., and the Calvert Street Bridge,
Washington, D. C.
Delano and Aldrich, ew York- Post Office
Department, Washington, D. C.
Howard L. Cheney of Chicago- United
States Post Office, Miami Beach, Fla.
Shreve, Lamb, and Harmon, New YorkUnited States Post Office and Courthouse,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Aymar Embury, 2d, of New York - Triborough Bridge and Henry Hudson Bridge,
ew York City.
Aymar Embury, 2d, of New York, and John
L. Hamilton of Chicago-Winnetka Congregational Church, Winnetka, 111.
Joseph Finger, Inc., Houston, Tex.- a print·
ing and lithography establi shment for Clarke
and Courts, Houston, Tex.
Atlee B. Ayres and Robert M. Ayres, San
Antonio, Tex. - Administration Building at
Randolph Field, San Antonio, Tex.
Milton B. Medary of Philadelphia Pa.- Bok
inging Tower, Mountain Lake, Fla.
Davis, Dunlap, and Barney, PhiladelphiaAmerican Bank and Trust Company Builrung,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Holabird and Root, Chicago-A. 0. Smith
Engineering Laboratory, Milwaukee, Wis.
Morris and O'Connor, ew York- Interior
of the Great Hall of the Cunard Builrung,
ew York City.
Edward F. Sibbert of New York-S. H.
Kress and Company, ew York City.
Marston and Maybury, Pasadena, Calif.Pasadena Public Library, Hill Avenue Branch,
Pasadena, Calif.
Albertson, Wilson, and Richardson, Seattle,
Wash.- Church of St. Joseph, Seattle, Wash.

Subsequent to the reading of papers
and discussion by the Congress, conclusions and resolutions were passed on
the following major themes: Problems

of growth of American cities; Middleclass housing; Public competitions;
Auxiliary specialists in architectural,
work; and Complementary studies of
specialization in architectural schools.
Unfortunatel y space does not permit us
even to attempt an adequate digest of
Mr. Levi's comprehensive report on
these particular resolutions.
General conclusions reached were:
Participation in the Congress brought
the United States closer to the other
American countries; recommendations
of. the Congress can be of real service in
reaching solutions for some of our vexing problems; in general it was helpful
in showing a similarity of problems in
the different countries and in harmonizing national divergences of habit and
approach; and, finally, the Department
of State, the Pan American Union, and
the AJA should jointly study the possibility and means of achieving a larger
representation from the United States
(Co11 t i111ied o"

pag e 14 )
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"Cap" one brick with Brixment mortar, and one brick
with mortar made with portland ce me nt and lime. After mortars have
hardened , place both brick in a pan of shallow water. I Photo 1.) ...

BRIXMENT

Mortar Helps
Prevent EFFLORESCENCE!
EFFLORESCE CE is an outcropping of minute
whit crys tals on brickwork. When thes crystal
o cur on colored mortar joints, the condition i
sometim s mi taken for fading.

Bricklayer who have used Brixment mortar for
years say they have never seen a case of efflore cence
on a Brixment wall. If you have been troubled
by effiorescen e, we suggest that you try Brixment.

Efflore ·enc i cau ed by th e pre ence of soluble
salt in ma onr material . Wh en reached by water,
th e e salts di olv and ar drawn, by evaporation. to the urface of the 1 all.
Brixm enl never cause efflorescence because it is
practi cally free from oluble alts. Ev n \ hen
su ch all are pre ent in th sand or brick. the
waterproofing in Bri menl mort<ir u ually prevents
them /ram coming to the swface.

For Mortar and Stucco
JUNE
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(Continued from page 12)

at future Pan American Architectural
Congresses.

Awards of the Month
j OH:\ G ULL.\S, 23, of New York City,

/Jnd ARCHITECTS,

ENGINEERS and
HOME OWNERS ... FOR GENERATIONS ..• HA VE PROFITED FROM
THE SAVINGS INSURED BY GREATER
HEATING EFFICIENCY ...
•Heated water rises most easily thru yertieal passagewa)·s. Smith engineers have incorporated this primary principle in the
<h·sign of .Mills Boilers whose VERTICAL
WATER TUBE CONSTllUCTION affords a rapid circulation of water thru
tubes entirely surrounded by hot gases
flowing upward.
SMITH MILLS CAST-IHON BOILEllS
sl<'am faster, achieve higher eflicicncies.

Now
Available
For the first time

VERTICALWATEll
n;1m COJ\STRUCTJON in a low-priced
small home boiler.

THE NEW MILLS

No. 150 Mir.LS BoJLER WITH
Ex TENDED JACK ET, a Tll'W oil
boiler for small homes

"15" •.. inexpensive
to install ... economical to operate ... will
deliver greater owner
satisfaction.

WRITE for DETAILS

The H.B. SMITH CO., Inc.
WESTFIELD

Boston

•

MASSACHUSETTS

New York

Philadelphia

SWITH
.2>;nce

1853
MOST FAMOUS NAME IN HEATING

is the winner of the 1940 Rome Prize
competition in sculpture. This Fellowship, awarded annualh- by the Ameril'an Al'adamv in Rome, offers the Fellow two ye<~rs of study and travel in
Ital) lwginning next Octob<>r, and is
valued at more than $2,000. If, however. the international situation will not
permit Mr. Gulias to l'arry on his work
abroad. he may lw gi\en the option of
deft>rring his trip or of fulfilling it m
America.
Honorable 'Vlentions wt>nt to H. Richard Duhme. Jr .. Pennsylvania Academy
of Fine Arts; Abbou L. Pattison, of
Chicago, a graduate of Yale; and Frederick ]. Thalinger of the St. Louis
School of Fine Arts.
There were l.'i l'ompetitors representing leading art sl'hools of the country.
The winner was l'hosen not for any individual piec·<> of sculpture, but rather
on the basis of all work submitted plus
any other evidence of qualification.
The jun rnnsil'ted of fames E. Fraser, Chairman, Caetano Cecere, Lee
Lawrie, Pa.id lvlanship, and Bruce
Moore.
In painting, the Rome Prize award
went to Loren Russell Fisher of Needham, Ind., a student for the past four
years at the John Herron Art School,
Indianapolis, where he has held full.
time scholarships for three years. He
is 27 years of age.
Sidney Simon of Pittsburgh, Pa., who
studied at Carnegie Institute of Technologv and Pennsylvania Academy of
Fine Arts, re(·eived honorable mention.
Members of the jury of award were
Barry Faulkner, Chairman. Gifford
Beal, John Corbino, /)ean Cornwell,
and Allyn Cox.
RAY PATTEN, of the General Electric
Company; Henry /Jreyf uss, industrial
designer; Mrs. Altina Sanders, artist;
and William f oyce, fr., a former bank
clerk, were each presented with $1,000
as winners of the 1939 American Design
Awards, sponsored by the New York
department store. Lord & Taylor.
The awards were granted to Mr. Patten for the G. E. "Imperial" electric
range; to Mr. Drevfuss for the design
of a washing machine for the Apex

Corporation; to Mrs. Sanders for her
"Harlequin" spectacle frames: and to
Mr. Joyl'e for leisure-wear zipper shoes.
-::-

~-

-::·

DEAi'i 13ACO:\ of the School of Ard1itedure at \Vestern Reserve l'nin,rsitY
announl'es the award of the Charles
Frederick Schweinfurth Traveling Scholarship to Carl H. Droppers, fourth-year
student. and the Fellowship in Building
Construction to G. Robert Phelps, who
will be graduated this June.
The Schweinfurth Scholarship. rnlued at $500, which ordinarily sends a
student to the Fontainbleu Sl'houl near
Paris, will give the winner a summer
of study and travel in Mexico. The
Building Construction Fellowship, valued at $5.'>0, will enable its winner to
spend eleven weeks observing building
trades. materials, and prol'esst>s.
-::

-::

-::·

DA \ID LEA YITT, candidate for the bachelor's degree in architecture at the Uni·
versity of Nebraska this month, has
been awarded the Princeton Cniversity
$LOOO prize for graduate studv at that
school.

Objets d'Architecture
DuRil'iG HIS YEARS of developing publication and other enterprises. ''\Tilliam
Randolph Hearst also managed to build
up one of the most extensive and varied
art collections of these times. A sub~tantial part of it is now owned and
being dispersed by the International
Studio Art Corp., 15 E. Si St., ~- Y. C.
Open to inspection by everyone interested are, among seventy-odd complete
paneled rooms, a great number of stairways, mantels of wood and stone.
decorative carvings, doors and doorways, ornamental ironwork, sconces and
('handeliers, hardware, etc. Stored in
cases in the warehouse basement are a
complete Spanish monastery, two French
cloisters, and the facade and principal
elements of a 13th-century English
manorhouse.
Catalogs are available and inquiries
will be answered by the Studio Art
Corporation.
ALONG this same line, it is advised
that Nash Bros., 54 Amherst St., South
Hadley, Mass., offer to architects and
builders a complete line of Dinosaur
footprints, from fossil remains of the
Connecticut valley, for decorative effects
in doorsteps, flagstone work, etc.
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AIA'S 72nd ·CONVENTION
Round-Table Discussions Review the Past; Explore the Future
In Louisville, Ky., during the week of May 20th, the American
Institute of Architects held its 72nd annual convention-which,
in form of program, scope of subject, and character of action,
was a signal departure from former gatherings.

Among dele-

gates and their associates-numbering nearly 500 according to
an estimate by Edwin C. Kemper, executive secretary of the
AIA-there appeared to prevail a conviction that this year's
assemblage reached a new high in professional interest.

Both

formal and informal meetings were characterized by self-criticism and a realistic consideration of professional and business
problems.
Keynoting the convention meetings, President Bergstrom said:
"Until we accurately diagnose the case, we will not be sure
that some of the remedies we are advocating today will prove
to be cures or palliatives. We have been proceeding by trial

All officers were re-elected: President, Edwin Bergstrom
(right); Secretary, Charles T. Ingham (left); Vice-president, Walter R. McCornack; Treasurer, John R. Fugard

0RGAi\IZATION·WISE, the innovation of
round-table discussions proved both successful and popular. In reporting the
convention, the RECORD stresses these
informal meetings as they focused on
problems common to all practitioners,
while the formal sessions were largely
given over to AIA by-law revisions,
reports, and other routine business.
"The Architect's Equipment for Housing";

Miles Lanier Colean, Chairman
Three aspects of the housing field
were discussed: rural housing, urban
housing, and small houses.
RURAL HOUSING: ]. Frazer Smith of
Memphis, Tenn., in reporting on his
work of surveying rural Mississippi
areas, emphasized the importance of research by the architect as the basis for
an economic housing plan. Data on social and economic influences, including
population statistics, analyses of regional facilities and expenditures, are vital
factors affecting housing that must be
charted before an intelligent long-range
plan can be drawn up.
URBAN HousING: A. C. Shire of
USHA cited criticisms of architects m
government housing work-failure to
study and analyze people for whom the
housing is intended; failure to establish
a leadership in building which they
claim as their due; failure to produce
attractive structures-and suggested that
unless private architects improve the
JUNE

and error, whereas only a truth-seeking examination and a frank
and complete acceptance of the findings and their implications
will indicate the sound procedure."

quality of service, it may become necessary for local authorities to set up their
own architectural staffs.
Eugene Henry Klaber of Chicago.
Director of Design for the FHA, pointed
to the government's cumulative record
of housing experience as an invaluable
aid to designers of large-scale housing.
Walter R. McCornack, dean of MIT's
architectural school and chairman of
AIA's housing committee. countered
with criticism of federal agencies.
Stringent design regulations seriously
delimit design possibilities; research to
lower costs is a job for private industry,
not the government; USHA should focus on the lowest income groups instead
of verging on the fields for private ini·
tiative; standards should be lowered to
the level of mere health and safety.
Government urban housing, he maintained, should also fight building rackets, modernize building codes, and look
into prefabrication possibilities.
SMALL HousEs: Kenneth W. Dalzell
of New Jersey summarized AIA chapter
reactions to the small-home scheme,
sponsored jointly by AIA, the Producers' Council, and the Federal Home
Loan Bank Board, as "impracticable and
damaging to professional prestige," reducing both quality of architectural
services and the architect's income.
Mr. Dalzell proposed that the AIA
should officially withdraw from co-operation in the scheme.

However, Mr. Dalzell's suggestion
met with opposition: the round table felt
that the small-house plan had not either
a sufficient trial period for judgment or
suflicient co-operation from architects.
"The Relationship of th~ Architectural Profession to Society"; Edmund R. Purves,

Chairman.

Arthur B. H olrnes, former president
of the New Jersey Chapter. opened the
discussion by pointing out that unless
the profession vigorously protects its
own interests, it may presently assume
"the futile role of spectator."
In analyzing the changing role of the
architect from an historic point of view,
Col. William N. Taylor of Philadelphia
said: "Society has at all times, and will
at all times, confide the leading role in
its building operations to those persons
whom it believes will answer most closely their economic and social needs . . . .
What are society's requirements and
what does society think the architect can
contribute? Society thinks of the architect exactly what he thinks of himself."
All too often, according to Colonel
Taylor, the architect thinks of himself
as being primarily an artist; yet society
demands other qualities than beautv i~
its building. Said Colonel Taylor:
"We, the architects, have done a curious thing. We desire to be consulted on
every phase of building, yet we have
(Continued on pag(' 18)
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Miles L. Colean, newly elected Fellow
and former FHA assistant administrator,
talking with Robert L. Davison, housing
director of the John B. Pierce Foundation

(l-011ti1111cd

from

fiaqc

17)

insisted on the fine-art element m our
protestation of faith; we have openly
declared we are not mere builders; we
have refused to be engineers; we have
declared it unprofessional to take part
in contracting or financing buildings to
such an extent that societv believes us
and onlv C'alls on us when ostentation is
irn-oh-ed."
"Rural Prac:tic:e"; William

L. Steele,

Chairman.
Among suggestions for improving
rural practice wi>re: need for establishing a registration law in States now
without one; need for simplifying registration examinations; need for off-setting work of graduate architects employed by lumber dealers; need for better local publicity; need for better education of students for rural practice_
Suggestions placed before the group:
1 l 1 hold annual meetings with other
local building interests, and discuss common problems; I 21 sponsor group advertising in local papers or on local
radio stations; I 3 I develop evidence to
JHOVP to the prospective house client
that he saves money by retaining an
architect; I 41 rnltivate outside communitv inti>rests: IS) become active in
rebuilding and modernization projel'ls
lo lift thi> fa"e of "Main Street."
"The Fields of Arc:hitec:tural

Prac:tic:e";

John R. Fugard, Chairman; Arthur B.
11 olmes_ Vice-chairman.
Discussion at this round table explored present-day trends 111 the architect's fit·lds of activit1.

Albert Harkness and Frederick H. Meyer
chatting with Charles D. Maginnis, AIA
past president, at the president's formal reception at the Pendennis Club

FEDERAL: Louis A. Simon, SuperYising Architect of Public Buildings Administration, Washington, D_ C., spoke
on Federal Bureau architecture as represented in projects under the Federal
Works Agency, and stated that some
means more efficient than either direct
selection or competition must be found
for selecting qualified architects.
MLl\ICIPAL architecture, said Paul H.
Gerhardt, fr., Chicago City Architect,
demands broader training and experience than Federal or State architecture,
for it includes the operation and maintenance as well as the design of buildings_
Every community, he said, should be
served by such an individual.
Raymond T. Ashton of Salt Lake
City, Utah, approached the same subject from the viewpoint of the private
practitioner and noted the greater virility of the architecture when handled by
a variety of private architects.
SCHOOLS: This field of activity was
presented by William B. Ittner, Jr., of
St. Louis, and W illiarn ] ones Smith, of
Chicago. A recent trend toward bureaucratic design, which makes it increasingly difficult for private architects.
should be studied by the Institute, said
Mr. Ittner, in stressing the specialized
nature of school work and the fallacy
of attempting it without proper training.
William Jones Smith noted that both
private architects and school-planning
builders wen~ essential to good s('hool
architecture and suggested that bureaus
handle s('hool mirk that is less desirable
lo tlw individual. retaining private architects for the major huildingf'.
LoL\L
Hot SJ'\<; AL THOHITIES: Thi~

A pause between sessions: Edmund R.
Purves, regional director for the Middle Atlantic District, and Stephen F.
Voorhees, past president of the Institute

subject

was

jointly

discussed

Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Mr. Smith emphasized the opportunity
offered by housing bureaus for architectural "career" men. Authorities, he
said, can operate in conjunction with
private architects or, as an alternative,
provide full architectural services as
well as operation, maintenance, etc. Successful operation of this service compared with efficient private service offers
the main basis for weighing the justification of bureaus in public service.
Mr. McCornack expressed his opposition to the type of bureaus which encroach on private practice. Bureaus for
program development are valid and
have his approval.
REAL ESTA TE FIELD: Opportunities for
the architect in this sphere were presented by Edward D. Pierre, of Indianapolis, speaking on home development; by Eugene Fuhrer, of Chicago,
on appraisal work; and by Stephen F.
Voorhees, of New York, on property
management.
Mr. Pierre noted the challenge to the
profession in the design of small, lowcost houses, and emphasized the need for
a policy that would include all branC'hes
of the building industry.
Mr. Fuhrer defined the fields of appraisal of real estate for general and for
tax purposes, and recognized the demand for such service-a service that
ma\· take the form of a report. dra"·ings, or oral service, and which, if properly delivered, returns good fees.
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H ou;ard Dwight Smith of Ohio State
l'.niversity and Walter R. McConzack of
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WITH RECORD READERS
Twin Cities Vote on Recent Architectural Examples

TEN VOTES: Coffman Union, U. of Minn. C. H. Johnston,
Architects and Engineers; R. C. Jones, Advisory Architect.

NINE VOTES: Tri-State Telephone Building at St. Paul; by
the firm of C. H. Johnston, Architects and Engineers.

EIGHT VOTES: Natural History Museum, on the campus of the
University of Minn.; also designed by the firm of C. H. Johnston.

WINGING NORTHWARD with the trend of bird flight, the
Record Poll this month takes in Minneapolis and St. Paul,
the Twin Cities. As a possible demonstration of the happy
mutuality traditional between the two, the new Cofiman
Memorial Union, at the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, drew from both cities a nearly equal number of laycitizen nominations as the outstanding example of recent
architecture in the region; the University also furnishes a
noteworthy runner-up.
The following lay citizens submitted nominations: W. E.
Brockman, banker; A. N. Christensen, university professor;
Mrs. John S. Dalrymple; Gustave W. Krollmann, artist;
Alexander Masley, instructor of design and painting; Neil
R. Messick, hotel manager; William T. Middlebrook, university comptroller; Fred V. Nash, real-estate man; Laurence Schmeckebier, chairman, university fine arts department; De Forest Spencer, government administration officer;
G. W. Reynolds, D.D.S., university instructor; T. M.
Thompson, member Board of Education; Rolf Ueland,
lawyer~all of Minneapolis.
From St. Paul: Harry Barnes, executive; C. H. Bigelow,
manufacturer; Moritz ]. Blomquist, lawyer; Edward C.
Brown, banker; R. S. Kennedy, fr., selling agent; Dr. Theodore Leonard, minister; Thomas W. Larimore, musician;
George F. Lindsay, executive, honorary member AIA; W.R.
Mahood, savings and loan executive; Arthur S. Milinowski,
consulting engineer; C. T. Peterson, building editor; Carl
T. Schuneman, executive; John Socha, muralist; Robert 0.
Sullivan, lawyer;]. Allen Wilson, M.D.
Twin Cities buildings receiving a number of votes, but
less than the pictured winners are: R. W. Brink residence
( W. M. lngemann, Architect) ; Church of the Nativity
(O'Meara & Hills); Greyhound Bus Terminal !Lang &
Raugland); Hamline University Field House !Slifer &
Cone); Harold's Women's Store (Liebenberg & Kaplan);
C.H. Loomis residence (W. M. lngemann); William Luyten
residence (Close & Scheu) ; Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.
(Toltz, King & Day); N. W. Bell Telephone Bldg. (Hewitt
& Brown) ; Pioneer Hall, U. of Minn. ( C. H. Johnston, and
William lngemann); St. Barnabas Hospital (Hewitt &
Brown) ; St. Thomas College Gymnasium (Ellerbe & Co.) ;
J. S. Shaw residence ( P. M. Havens) ; White Bear Yacht
Club (C. H. Johnston); Woolworth Store, 7th and Nicollet
Ave. I Larson & MacLaren).

In July the Record Poll will visit Salt Lake City.
(_H1Jrc winners on 07.•cr page)
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For openings in industrial and commercial buildings,
Mahon Rolling Steel Doors offer the greatest economy in space and the ultimate in permanence and
easy, reliable operation. They are built to last a
lifetime, and have many outstanding and very
desirable built-in features which are not obtainable
in any other doors of this type. In the installation
at the Bus Garage of the Indianapolis Street Railway, illustrated above, two Mahon power-operated
Rolling Steel Doors, with a hinged post between,

THE

R.

c.

MAHON

were installed in an unusually wide opening. This
method of handling wide openings offers distinct
advantages in cases where the entire opening is
only required at certain times ... it permits opening either door independently of the other, or, both
doors may be opened and the hinged post, which
is also power-operated, may be swung up, leaving
the entire opening clear from jamb to jamb and
from sill to lintel. For complete information write
for catalog or see Sweets.

COMPANY,

DETROIT

Representatives in Principal Cities
Manufacturers of Rolling Steel Doors, Shutters and Grilles: Kalamein and Tin Clad Doors,
Steel Roof Deck and Cast Iron Roof Sumps
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Record Poll in the Twin Cities (continued)

SEVEN VOTES: The St. Paul Courthouse, by Ellerbe and
Co., Architects; Holabird and Root, Consultant Architects.

SIX VOTES: The Catholic Church of St. James, St. Paul; it
was designed by the architectural firm of Slifer and Cone.

FIVE VOTES: The W. H. Lang residence, Crocus Hill, St.
Paul; designed by C. H. Johnston, Architects & Engineers.

FIVE VOTES: The residence of Dean Malcolm M. Willey,
Minneapolis, for which Frank Lloyd Wright was the architect.

FOUR VOTES: The St. Louis Park Theater in Minneapolis; Perry Crosier was
the architect; the interiors were designed and decorated by Miss Clow.

FOUR VOTES: Uptown Movie Theater in
Minneapolis, Liebenberg & Kaplan, Archs.
ARCHITECTURAL
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HA:\KERS LIFE BUILDl:\G, DES MOI:\ES, IOWA

A "Natural"
for

I

VESTAL
FLOOR TREATlVIENTS and
l\1AINTEN ANCE

PRODCCTS

.

All of the floors in this beautiful
building were finished with VESTAL
products.

llERf.' JS AN O/lf~f(IT/l/iflg f'Xampfr of how PC Architectural Glass max be lBcdfiJr sculptured
mural.\ o( tl1.\tinctioT1. These panels add lu·auty and inten•.\t to the entrann• of the n1•w

~lass

}fonka'., Lijl' Company Hui/dint: in /ks .'101T1es, /ml·a. :lrchifl>ct.~ . . 1"insfr). JfrHroom and lli~Kins.

G_Because

'

like most modern huilding,; today, it had all types of floors•

ard1it<Th and de,igner' ha,·c deplored the fact
M .\:\Y
that tl1e\ c1111wt a<tualh model in gla". But toda\.
tile' can do almmt a' 11cll-thc' can produce m11ral' of the
by haYitlg their own
modeling in tl<l\ or pla't"r faithfuJI, reproduced in c'<qui'ite ''ulpturcd paneh of I'(. .\rd1i1ce1ural (,la". For murab,
con1ice-.. fric1c..; and 111<111\ other purpose-.. pieces of thi..;
gla-.-. a-. large a-. I feet IJ~ I feel ran lw u...;ed to rcproduu.· a
single dl'..,ig·11. ()r a 11unil1cr of ..;nilpturcd piece-. can be
joined to ( J"('atc a Lirgcr, O\crall pattt'rll or dc..;ign.
· l'C .\rchit<'<lural (,la" j, aJ,o ;nailai>le in a 11itle range
ol allL1<li\l' >1a11dard ,Jiapc". Sl'nd tile toupon for !rec
Ii tcr;1tu1T gi' i 11g ad di I ion al Lu h al 1ou t I his 1nodl'rn 111atcrial.

e
e
e
e

~anlc -.trikin~ origin;ilit~ and delicacy

At the New York World's Fair, visit the Glass Center Building
and the Pittsburgh House of Glass

RUBBER TILE
TERRAZZO
ASl"HALT TILE
WOOD
CEMENT

the architect and owners knew
that VESTAL products were apJHo\·ed by the manufacturers of
the different types of flooring.

Therefore,

when
thev
selected
VESTAL
products th.ey were a"ured of the
proper original treatmenh to preserve, protect and beautify ail of
the floors in the building. Their
VESTAL maintenance
program
provides for minimum labor hours
of upkeep.

l'itt,..burµh Con11nµ- Corporation

LOOK AT THE "VESTAL FINISHED" FLOORS

2117 Grant Bldg., l'i1t,,lmrgh, Pa.
l'lea:-•' ,.end nw, \,id1011t oLligation, your free lit•·ratun· 011 l'C Arcliiteetural (;la,,;,,;.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ __

\ddn•-.,.. - - - - -

------

.'-'1.llt·-~----------

Citv

~F1-ssu~Jii\B••••••••••••••••••llfl8

Pc
-

\-coRNfNij

A R.c H 1TE cTu R.A L

GLASS

Distributed by
PITTSBUR.GH PLATE GLASS COMPANY
mu/ h W. P. Fuller ~- Co. 011 the Paofi( Coast
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See pages 55 - 68
IF YOU EXAMINE THEM IN 1950
You will find the true test of all maintenance materials is in vears of actual
living conditions. VEST AL products protect floors against wear and deterioration.
For Complete Satisfaction Specify VESTAL

VESTAL CHEMICAL
LABORATORIES, INC.
NEW YORK

ST. LOUIS
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THE STORY BEHIND THE STORY ON THE BANKERS LIFE BUILDING
Date: April 4, 1939
From: Mr. W. A. Fischer, Dodge Salesman in
Des Moines
To: Editor of ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
The architectural firm of Tinsley, McBroom and
Higgins, of Des Moines, Iowa, has under construction for the Bankers Life Insurance Company in Des Moines a million and a half dollar
office building. It will include all of the latest
items and methods of construction and materials, as Mr. McBroom of this organization has
spent considerable time and money in research for this type of a building. I am wondering whether or not your office has written
to Mr. McBroom asking for an exclusive story
and pictures for this building at the time that
it is completed. I am sure that Mr. McBroom
will co-operate with you and the ARCHITECTURAL RECORD as much as possible.

Date: April 12, 1939
From: W. A. Fischer
To: James M. Fitch, Jr.
Your letter to Tinsley, McBroom & Higgins was
received enthusiastically and in talking with
them today, I feel sure that we have placed
the foundation for an exclusive story for the
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD.
Date: May 27, 1939
From: Claude B. Riemersma, District Manager
of ARCHITECTURAL RECORD, Chicago, Ill.
To: James M. Fitch, Jr.
I spent practically all of last Thursday with
Mr. McBroom of Tinsley, McBroom & Higgins,
and Mr McCarroll, Advertising Manager at
Bankers Life. This job, from every angle, is
ideally suited for AR because of its very
unique and unusual technical problems. The

performance requirements laid down by the
owner, and the architect's approach to the
solution of the problems set up by those requirements, make this job one which I am
sure you would not want to pass up. There are
~ lot of things about this building which make
it outstanding in an architectural and engineering way. Just to mention a few of the
things which impressed me, I might point out
the following:
I. There is practically no plaster in the entire
building. Ail interior walls are made of metal.
2. On six floors there is an office space
230' x 53' branching into "L" 90', without a
single visible supporting column.
3. The heating and air-conditioning system is
extremely unusual in that heat radiation will
come from pipes imbedded in the walls, and
the air circulation will be made possible
through special invisible ducts running through
the ceiling.
4. There are several unusual factors connected
with the design of the washrooms. For instance, the toilet stalls are suspended from the
ceiling instead of set on the floor.
5. All outside walls are insulated with cork.
6. This building has been designed primarily
to establish ideal working conditions for more
i han 600 employees and special attention has
been given to proper acoustics, color, atmosphere, etc., for employee efficiency.
7. I believe it is the largest commercial building being constructed in the United States
to.day with private capital and although it
might cost well over a million and a half dollars,
Mr. McBroom can prove quite positively thot it
is an economical investment for the company.
Date: June I, 1939
From: James M. Fitch, Jr.
To: Claude B. Riemersma
Thanks for the swell piece of reporting you did
on the Bankers Life Building. We will definitely
schedule the Bankers Life for a big play in
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD. I am making a
loop through the West beginning June 16 and
I shall make the necessary detours to Des
Moines and sew the job up with Mr. McBroom.
Date: August I, 1939
From: James M. Fitch, Jr.
To: Mr. Leland McBroom, Tinsley, McBroom
& Higgins, Architects
In accordance with our conversation of yesterday, I am forwarding you the following material.:
I. Al·though subject to plenty of change between now and next March, I think the following will serve as an outline for the finished story:
A. Planning: Work areas, recreational areas,
public areas
B. Structure: Foundations, skeleton, envelope
(walls, floors, and roof)
C. Operational systems: Heating, ventilation,
lighting, acoustics, communication, circulation, transportation
D. Equipment: Desks, cabinets
II. I shall need from you at the earliest
possible moment a list of all equipment and
materials used in the structure. I sholl also
want, as soon as possible, the description of
the building which you prepared for the press
in addition to the names and addresses of ali
specialists involved in:
A. Foun~ation and str Jcture design
B.
Heating, ventilating, and refrigeration
C. Lighting
D. Sound
E. Landscaping, etc.
As I told you, my purpose is to get from the
specialists a fairly detailed description of the
design and performance standards of their
(Continued on page 30)
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HU.~ C FR0M THE CEILINC
NEW VITROLITE SUSPENDED
PARTITIONS IMPROVE SANITATION-LEAVE FLOORS CLEAR
FOR EASY CLEANING-LOWER
MAINTENANCE
e

Look at these sparkling Vitrolite toilet partitions in the new Bankers Life Company Horne
Office Building, Des Moines, Iowa. Suspended
from the ceiling, they arc an obvious improvement over previous practice.
~o partitions interfere with cleaning the
floor. Partitions and walls are clean as the
deck of a ballleship cleared for action. Tlwy're
Vi troli te-the colorful, easy-to-clean strucl~ral
glass.
Walls, wainscots and toilet partitions of
lustrous Vitrolite offrr many advantages. Because Vitrolite is Glass, it is proof complete
against moisture, temperature changes, odors
-keeps bright, new and sanitary with a little
soap and water.

e

These

photo~raphs

show how they did it in Des Moines. Notice how emy

thPse floors and partitions ma_v be dPanPd, The_y'rP. Vitrolitt>, of rourse,
from hf•ml to foot, Tim/Py, J·frBroom & l!iJ?J!in.-., Ardiiu•rts, Des .Moinf's.

"Cse Vitrolite in your plans and specifications, either for
new construction or in modernizing the old. We're willing,
equipped and ready to cooperate with unusual design problems. Write for our latest Vitrolite Color Chart and any information you may desire. Vitrolite Structural Glass for other
purposes is covered in Sweet's Catalog. For details of the new
suspended construction write ... Libbey· Owens· Ford Glass
Company, Toledo, Ohio.

LIBBEY• OWENS• F O R D - - -

COLORFUL STRUCTURAL GLASS
JUNE

1940
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STORY BEHIND THE STORY
(Cu11ti11ucd from

fO!!C

2:-\)

•especlive systems. Where these were done by
your office (rather than with outside assistance),
will you please see that I get the same sort of
material?
Ill. I am sending a series of tear sheets
which illustrate the general techniques that I
should like to employ in the presentation of
this story. I think the chap to whom you finally
delegate this work can get a very clear idea
of wha+ I am driving at by studying them. For
the present, I shall leave the selection of
specific items up to him, counting upon filling
in the qaps as the material is sent in and the
ayout "jells." For example, i+ is obvious that
a series of combined photographs and black-

and-white drawings could be started on th9
typical exterior wall bay: or, again, isometric
skeletal drawings, showing the main work in
recreational and public areas, plus the transportation and communication systems, could be
begun.
The same thing goes for the steel
framing whose peculiarities in terms of extralong spans, cambered girders, and special windbracing, etc., can best be told by diagrams.
IV. The question of a photographer whose
experience and equipment ·,s adequate for a
buildinq of this size also rears its head. For a
first-rate photograph"1c coverage of the finished
building, I should like to recommend HedrichBlessing of 737 North Mich"1gan Avenue, Chicaqo, Illinois. It seems to me that this firm is
well equipped to cover the buildinq frorT' 1he
standpoint of the owners, the architect, the
manufacturers, and the magazine.

Date: August 10, 1939
From: Leland A. McBroom
To: James M. Fitch, Jr.
I am enclosing a description of the building.
I would appreciate it very much if you emphasize the fact that the building was designed to
be the most efficient building to house the
workings of an insurance company that we could
conceive, as weli as one which in the long run
would be n1ost economical.
For instance, I
think we can just"ify an expend"1ture for cork
thermal insulation over the entire outside shell
of the building and our double windows on the
qrounds of real economy over a very reasonably
estimated life of the building. Before air conditioning, thermal insulation of walls could only
work during the heating cycle, but now with
air conditioning, it functions and saves money
in both the summer and winter cycles. See if
you agree with me that that sort of an approach is the most interesting one. It certainly
is one which the Bankers L"1fe and ourselves
would appreciate.
Date: February 3, 1940
From: Leland A. McBroom
To: James M. Fitch, Jr.
Everything is working out perfectly swell in
the building, and we hope to have the Con-pany all moved in before the first of April.
I

have

never

seen

p·1ece

of

architecture

which seems to meet with such unive1sal
approval by all types of people. Needless to
say, it gives us quite a kick.
Date: February 29, 1940
From: James M. Fitch, Jr.
To: Kenneth Hedrich, Hedrich-Blessing Studios,
Photographers
The sum and substance of our problem ·is this:
to get prints of all the shots which we shall
need for the magazine as early as possible.
The second point is color. Obviously these
shots shculd be taken as early as possible
since at least three weeks must be allowed for
engravings.
(a) one vertical shot of the south (main)
front
(b) one shot of the main lobby
(c) one horizontal shot of a typical work
room

(d) one vertical shot of the compressor room
from the spectators' gallery
The first three shots could be taken before
April 13 since McBroom says the company will
be movinq in around March 20. But the last
shot of the compressor room will probably
have to be delayed up until the last moment
because Micky doesn't think the room will be
finished until then. What is your suggestion
as to timing these shots? Also what is your
opinion on

four-color separation . . . . Would

four-c:)lor separation be more expensive? The
reason I ask is that engravings made from
~eparations are always cheaper and sometirres

more accurate.

IJ/,J,;,e N.

SAYS: "Here is Modern Door Control

as Seen in the 'Bankers Life' Building ....

LCN

"For the interior doors of this splendid nc"· home of the llanlcrs Life
Compam·, architects Tinsk1, \lc!Jroom & Higgins chose LCN 301 closers
conceale<l-in-<loor, shown aboYc. Thus smooth, unohtrusiYe and reliable operation of such doors is one
of the manv superior features of the building._.. \\" ould
\'OU like to knO\\. ho\Y these closers are rnsrallc<l~
See Sweet's: section 16/25, or write Norton Lasier
Company, 466 \\'est Superior Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Date: March 2, 1940
From: James M. Fitch, Jr.
To: J. H. McCarroll, Advertising Manager,
Bankers Life Building.
Things really arc beginning to move. My attached letters of March 2, to you, and February
29, to Hedrich, are slightly antedated by yours
of the 29th, to Mr. Hedrich, which I just received. However, we are not too far apart at
that. If you feel that the photographs you
11eed can be taken between March 18 and
March 25, tha~ is of course OK with us. That
will leave you plenty of time for your blackand-white engravings and-if the four-color
engravings are to be made in Chicago-would
just about give you time to have the four-color
engraving of the main front.
(CoJ1ti11ucd

011
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BANKERS LIFE COMPANY, HOME OFFICE BUILDING
DES MOINES, IOWA

TINSLEY, McBROOM & HIGGINS, ,,frd1itects

e A sprrialh• rlesignrr! ({l/"pFI in the
prrsirlmt's ufjiti' sr/s !hr 10/(Jr s1)1n!lt'
f ,,,. tht' ,;,.,, pt'rit'."

A. great new huilding: soars up in the
i\li<ldle 'Vest. Its desig:n ... structure ...
features are the pacemakers for office
huildings for the next decade. And
,V. & J. Sloane get the contract to do
every one of the twenty-eight executive
oflin'S, including those of the president
and vice-president.
It was a test of mettle to work out
the decorative plan for Stll'h a building:.
& J. Sloane were one of several
firms competing. 'fhey were chosen because they not only have the facilities to
co\Tr n·err phase ... hut they also ha \T
the talent to think ahead of their time I
Sloane styled decorative schemes to
dovetail with this new type of office
building. All furniture was spcciallr

"r·

W&J SLOANE, Collt1borators

designed an(! matlc:. So were many of
the carpets. 'fo keep costs down, only
the president's office was treated as a
svparate unit. Except for draperies, the
remaining executive offices were done
exactly alike.
How successfully Sloane did this major furnishing: an<l decorating joh is
reflected in a letter from the president
of the Bankers Life Company.
" .... Tff,· co11clwfrd to proc11rt' u11r
j11rni111rl', carpets, drapl'ries, and other
0;11ip//lntt from you bt'cause of the
OJI/I pl1·tn1ess rts zvi:ll m thl' r111ality of
tlz1' s1Tuiu1 you rcnrfrr .... The 11ss1Hi11Wt' h16J1' had u:ith you hai11' b1'1'/l
highly s11tisfactory, mu/ iVl' un· zu·ll
plmSt'd ,zvith the Sl'rvice renda/'(I."

tions

Wholesale FURNITURE Division
e Lih thr other rxm1tir•e offires,
the virI-prt'Jir!ml's hm i1/flir-irlually
sr!t'ltr1! rl rd ptri,·s,
JUNE

1940

W&J SLOANE
575 FIFTH AVENUE· NEW YORK, N. Y.
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STORY BEHIND THE STORY
( C o11ti1111cd fi·om

page 30)

Date: April b, 1940
From: Charles S. Leopold , Engineer
To : Leland A. McBroom ·
The ARCHITECTURAL RECORD sent me an
advertisement on the Bankers Life. I suppose
yo u have a copy. On the second page they
state:
"T he structura l de sign incorporates a number
of features which will be treated in some detail.
Two of the owners' re quirements-that the
building be organized vertically and that major
work areas be fre e of all interior columns-led
ro a steel frame of extraordinary interest."
I am somewhat su rprised at the statement
that the owners made the demand that there
be no columns in th e work spaces. Even if this
is true , I do not think it should be featured
because the outstanding characteristic of this
project was that the architect, owner, and enginee r all forgot their own peculiar functiotts and
pitched in to make a good job-and I think it
is impo rtant enough to note . . . in an architectural publication.
Date : April 25, 1940
From : James M. Fitch , Jr.
To : Kenneth Hedrich
The transparencies arrived this morning and
they're really tops. If these are the discards,
I can't wait to see proofs on the real ones.
Ha vi ng seen them it is easy to come to two
decisions . First, that we'll use the four interiors
- the typical office space, the compressor room,
rhe auditorium, and the women 's recreation
roo m. And secon d , that instead of various size
cuts we will use all four at the same size as the
originals-4 5/a by 65/a.

HEN those who know the most about lightning and its hazards install lightning protection equipment ON THEIR OWN BUILDINGS ...
that's a seol of approval that should carry weight.

W

Numbered among them is the Bankers Life Company. Its new bu ilding in Des Moines is the most
modern of insuronce home offices. Every deta il of
design,

construction,

departmental

arrangement

and choice of materials and equipment was care-

fully plonned for economy ond efficiency of operation . And, as you would expect from an insurance
company, every sound

precaution was taken to

make it fire -sofe. Sign ificant that this building is
equipped

with

a

modern,

inconspicuous

West

Dadd Lightning Protection System.
Other more recent West Dodd installations include

the General Electric Exhibit Building, the model
Fire Safe Hause and the Electrified Model Farm . .
all at the New York World 's Fair.
Experience has proved that taking a chance with
lightning is taking a grave risk. Yet the National
Fire Protection Association states, "There are few

fire causes against which so reliable a defense is
available." A West Dodd System is so inconspicuous
as to be practically unseen and its cost is modest.

It pays to consider lightning protection . And it
pays to SPECIFY West Dodd.

Write for Architects' Detail Folders, or refer to Sweet's.

In the General Electr ic Building ot the

New York World 'i Fair, G-E exhibits
man -mode lightning, and West Dodd
guards the building aga inst nature 's

The Electrified Form , sponsored by the
El ectric Utilities Industry ot the New
York W orld's Fair wos also West Dodd
protected .

lightn in g .

WEST~
LIGHTNING
GOSHEN,
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West Dodd also installed th e lightning
protection system on the Fire Safe House
sponsored by the Home Insurance Com pany and featured ot the New York
World's Fa ir.

DODD

CONDUCTOR

CORP.

IN DIANA

Date : May 7, 1940
From : James M. Fitch, Jr.
To : Mr. Charles S. Leopold
Yo ur manusc ript and drawings arrived OK. W ill
you ple ase check me on th e following:
Can you say in general terms what temperature a nd humidity you plan to maintain in the
winter? In the summer? (In other words, a
sort of synthetic performance factor which
would include the effect o f either heated or
cool ed walls.)
As soon as the story begins to take physical
form, I will either send you page proofs or
arra nge for you to come up and check it.
Date: May 13, 1940
From : Charles S. Leopold
To : James M. Fitch, Jr.
The po int ra ised is quite pertinent, but rather
involved and I d o no t think it can be pro perly
cove red in the scope of your article. In brief,
in winter by warming the wall we obtain a
uniform sensation of co mfort across the room.
This makes a minor change in the requirements
of the room as a whole an d also eliminates the
need of raisi ng the general floor temperature
above the desired point in order to take care
of the local areas adjacent to the windows; but
it should be noted that there are other radiant
surfaces to be considered, notably that of the
ceili ng, so that the one wall does not tell the
complete story. As I tried to point out in my
outli ne of Ma y 4th, we are not depending on
the warm wall to the extent tha t one would in
the conventional radiant heating syste m. At
the present time one of the research committees of the A merican Society of Heating and
Ventilating Engin eers, of which I happen to be
a member, is investigati ng the correlation of
our previous wor~ on temperature and humidity
with the radiant effect, and this data will be
published shortly. However, until it is published I do not feel at liberty to quote it and
I think the entire question is a little too involved for presentation in this type of paper.
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Perhaps every decade or so-a farsighted and fortunate architect finds an equally farsighted client with whom he is able to work in so unhampered and constructive a way
that the resultant building actually sets a new standard and serves as a challenge to
all concerned with architectural progress.

In the judgment of RECORD editors, such

architects were Tinsley, McBroom & Higgins: such a client was the Bankers Life Company:
and such a bailding is the new home office of this insurance company in Des Moines, Iowa.
The basic problem involved was to design a building "for economical and eflicient line
production of insurance policies under the most favorable conditions possible for the
workers within the building."

Analyzed as a whole or in part, the building shows how

successfully the architects met this challenge.
Performance efficiency and maintenance economy are, in fact, the controlling factors
in design, not only in plan but in every aspect of the building-its structural scheme, its
air-conditioning, lighting, and acoustical systems; its materials and equipment; its decoration and furnishing.
This much might be said of many new buildings.

But rarely does one appear where

all these various elements are so closely coordinated and integrated to produce the
finished design.

The exterior architectural treatment here is no sentimental wrapping

superimposed on and disguising the structural and functional features of the building.
The beauty of the finished structure, rather, derives from and grows out of the highest
respect for these features.
We devote unusual space to this project, not because we feel that a large number of
our readers will have the opportunity of designing an insurance company's home-office
building, but because the architects have skillfully solved so many specialized problems
which cut across a// commercial buildings.

For that reason, emphasis is placed upon

aspects of advanced design technique rather than on plan features that relate solely to
the operation of the insurance business.
The presentation is divided into four parts: , 1, Planning, pages 52-55; 2. Facilities,
pages 56-59; 3. Structure, pages 60-63; and 4. Systems, pages 64-68.

All of the photographs in this presentation of the Bankers Life building (except construction photos
on page 63) were specially taken for Architectural R€:cord by Hedrich-Blessing Studio, Chicago.

NEWS

LELAND A. McBROOM of the architecof Tinsley, McBroom & Higgins, Des Moines, Iowa. "I would appreciate it very much," Mr. McBroom writes ,
" if you emphasize that the building was
designed to be the most efficient building
to house an insurance company that we
could conceive, as well as one which in the
lo ng run would be most economical." The
foll owing pages are documentary proof of
this hig h standard from start to finish .
hmt.l firm

NEWS

48

DR. PAUL E. SABINE of Riverbank Laboratories, Geneva , Ill., was the acoustical engineer. Dr. Sabine comments: "The acoustical
problems presented in the Bankers Life building covered in a degree practically the
whole field of architectural acoustics." In
the application of the various materials and
systems, there is an unusual integration with
both the air-conditioning and lighting systems. Description of this aspect of the
building a p pears on pages 66 and 67.
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Home Office Building
THE BANKERS LIFE COMPANY
TINSLEY, McBROOM & HIGGINS, Architects

CHARLES S. LEOPOLD, of Philadelphia ,
was the consulting eng ineer for heating and
air conditioning. The novel system he worked
out, combining a perimeter warming and
cooling system with a centralized air-conditioning system , is described on pages
64, 65. "The outstanding characteristic of
this pro ject," says Mr. Leopold, "was that
the architect, the owner, and' the engineers
all forgot their own particular functions and
pitched in to do the best possible job."
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ARTHUR H. NEUMANN & BROTHERS, Inc., General Contractors; CHARLES S. LEOPOLD, Heating and Air-Conditioning Engineer;
B. E. LANDES, Mechanical Engineer for Plumbing and Electric Wiring; DR. PAUL E. SABINE, Acoustical Engineer

OYMNA~IUM

Basement: I. Fan room. 2. Refrigeration equipment. 3. Boile r
room. 4. Mechanical equipment. 5. Service and maintenance
shops. 6. Supply room. 7. Transformers. E. Elevators. T. Toilets.

UPPkR

Ground floor:

PAP.T

O~

CJYMNA 51UM

I. Supply room. 2. Locker room. 3. Upper part,
boiler room. 4 . Visitors' balcony. 5. Superintendent. 6. Pneumatictube station. 7, Upper part, refrig. equip. room. E. Elevators. T. Toilets.

BANKERS UH BUILDING
TINSLEY, McBROOM & HIGGINS, Architects

to the highest point, the building rises
14:) ft., with six floors, the penthouse, and cooling tower
ahm e grade. I nduding the auditorium, the structure covers
:B.g';'.) sq. ft. and rnntains approximately 100.000 sq. ft.
of 11 orking floor space.
Exterior surfacing materials include a 23-ft. base of
rainbow granite with limestone above. The hronze-framed
glas:--hlol'k panels. with dear-glass insets are separated vertiL·ally h~ spandrels of extruded bronze.
For the conduct of the insurance business, the front portion of the building is organized according to desirable
n·lationships between the several departments and the relatiYe need for accessibility-as close to an assembly-line system of production as the character of the insurance business
allo\1·s. Basement and ground floor contain utility, storage,
and suppk rooms. direct-mail advertising department. and
files for dead and semi-inactive documents and reference.
Also lornted in this area is a gymnasium for employees' use.
The public has little need to reach any of these areas.
From the first through the fifth floors are the public lohhies, large work areas for the routine of the insurance business. file space, secretarial and transcribing areas, tabulation
and accounting rooms, etc. Most of the top executive offices
are located on the sixth floor, along with conference rooms
and a law library. In the seventh-floor penthouse is a
printte executiYe suite, including cloak room, foyer, and
the directors' room. The plan and description of this penthouse floor appears on page .SS.
;\ t the rear of this block as seen in the photograph
opposite. is the auditorium. This is accessible both from
the main lobby of the building and from its own separate
rntrance and lobbv. The exterior treatment of the auditorium wing corresponds to that of the main building.
FRO\! GROL\D l.En:L

Sixth floor:

0. Private cffice.

T. Toilets.

E. Elevators.

Fifth floor: I. Personnel. 2. Waiiing room. 0. Private office.
E. Elevators. T. Toilets.

ACCOUNTING

Fourth floor:

DtPAP.TMtNT

0. Private office.

E. Elevators.
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T. Toilets.
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POLICY

ISSUANCE=

Third floor: I. Women's rest room. 2. Medical department.
3. Laboratory. 4. Conference room. 5. Photostat room. 6. Dictaphones. 0. Private office. E. Elevators. T. Toilets.
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First floor:

K. Employee

Kitchen.

E.

Elevators.

T. Toilets.

Second floor:

E. Elevators. T. Toilets.

1. PLANNING

Just as the organization of departments is based on maximum operational efficiency and
economy, so with every plan element. Planning is the result of an objective study of
needs, an analysis of means to satisfy those needs, and the design of forms to solve
each problem most effectively. Typical of this process is the auditorium shown above.

THE AUDITORIUM, with a capacity of 1,100, including the balcony,
is equipped for flexibility of use. Two kinds of seating are provided. F or large crowds, there are folding chairs that may be
quickly placed in position, and as quickly put away. These also take
care of incidental meetings and uses (for badminton, basketball,
and other employee recreational activities) where a quick change
from lecture-hall to open-floor arrangement is necessary. For greater
comfort, there are opera chairs arranged in panels of fo ur.
This handsome room, thoroughly treated for acoustics, is brightly
lighted by twenty-four 6-ft. coffers (which also serve for ventilation ) set in the perforated copper-colored acoustical ceiling. Side
walls are of plaster; the fl oor is of hard maple.
On the roof of the auditorium are terraces and a roof garden for
the use of employees at lunch time.
In the organization of separate departments, the architects have
even gone so far as to recognize and capitalize certain seasonal fluctuations in the conduct of the insurance business. Wherever possible,
departments wi th different seasonal peaks have been paired on the
same floor. Thus when one is having its "off" season and the other,
its busiest, the latter simply expands its work area into that of the
former and vice versa. A case in point is the adjacent placement of
the actuarial and investment departments on the fifth floor, as seen
on the adjoining isometric drawing.
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- -Quite as important as efficient departmental organization was the
problem of providing circulation and communication-i.e. the easiest
possible flow of people, things, and ideas. On this and the two
succeeding pages, provisions for the circulation of people are discussed. Communication systems that facilitate interflow of thing
and ideas are outlined on page 68.
Chief entrances and exits are shown on the schematic diagr
below, with accompanying photographs. The main entrance, sh vn
at top, is used by both employees and the public. The three decor ·ve
moulded-glass panels above the doors, symbolic of Iowa history
Indian days to the present, are the work of Artists Lowell
and Glenn Chamberlain.
The center photograph shows the entrance to the auditoriu
rear of the main structure. This entrance with its separate riveway
approach makes it possible to use the auditorium enti ly independently of the rest of the building. The doorway sho
at bottom
is actually used as an employee exit. A similar one
parallel position at the other end of the building.
The extended drawing at the top of the page show
and finish details described more fully elsewhere in th
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ENTHANCES, lobbies, elevator shafts, hallways, and stairs
are grouped for minimum eross traflic and conflict. The
diai!:ram at lower left shows the main vertical block at the
center of the building with its elevator shafts and adjacent
stairs. At either end are the secondary stair wells leading
to exits. Construction details of these end stair halls are
shown at right above.
Direct traJlic flow is a primary consideration. The main
entrance leads into the dignified central lobby, shown in
the large photo, and up a few steps to the elevator lobby.
The latter is detailed in the cutaway combination photograph and drawing at bottom right. Typical of the unusual consideration given to each detail of planning and
finish is the subdued hut harmonious surface treatment of
thPse lobbie,.;. The floor is of travertine, with a wide central traffic path of \\·ear-resistant 11011-slip greenstone,
which shows as the dark-toned central strip in both the
main- and elevator-lobby photographs. Walls are of polished travertine, with "alnut-paneled recesses to the right
and left of the main entrance. These alcoves arc used for
the waiting room and receptionist's desk. Above the panc~l
ing at either ,..ide, the wall spaces are dernrated with mural
maps-on one side, a map of the \Hlrld, on the other, a
map of the United States-designed and executed by
Rambusch Decorating Company, under supervision of
the architel'ls.
At the rear of the elevator lobby, in a direct line with
the main entrance, is the side entrance to the auditorium.
If an employee meeting is held in the auditorium, the elt>valors bring the workers to this entrance, and they enter
the assembly hall without crossing the traffic flow from the
building's front entrance and lobby.
Indicative of the numerous other specialized areas within
the huilding are the fully equipped medical laboratory on
the third floor and the photostatic cop1 room, also on the
third floor_ ~l10w11 in the photographs hl'iow.

TINSLEY, McBROOM & HIGGINS, Architects
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2. FACILITIES

From th e outset, the Bankers Life Campany insisted that every facility in the building be designed ta
produce the most favorable conditions possible for those working in the building. In generous areas
set a side for the service, welfare, and recreation of employees, therefore, the building is exceptionally noteworthy. One of the best examples is the colorful and comfortable club room, shown above.

located on the main floor, is planned as a pleasant place
where those employees who bring their noon lunch with them may eat.
In combination with the adjoining game room, it also offers ample facilities for reading, rest, and relaxation. Adjoining the club room is a small
modern kitchen that is used both for the convenience of those bringing
their lunches and for departmental social affairs where the serving of
food is involved.
Occupying a portion of both the basement and ground floor is a welllighted gymnasium. The room is equipped for basketball, badminton, and
volley ball. Nearby are locker and shower rooms, with floors specially
treated to discourage foot infections.
The great auditorium is principally used for salesmen's schools of instruction, meetings of employees, and similar sessions. But at other times
it is also available for dances and social functions.
Other facilities provided for employee welfare are the roof terrace
above the auditorium, dustproof wardrobes for hats and coats, and rest
rooms on each floor for men and women. The latter are remarkable in a
number of respects. The toilet partitions of structural glass are hung from
the ceiling; all fixtures are wall attached so that the cleaning of terrazzo
floors is greatly simplified. Large panels of glass block flood the rooms
with light, and all fixtures are of the finest quality.

THE CLUB ROOM ,
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Toilet partition detail

Gymnasium
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FACILITIES

Plan of seventh-floor penthouse

At left, penthouse foyer; below, the directors' room
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0:-> Tll E SIXTll AND SEVENTH floors are the accomIJlOdations for head executives. Here, of course.
fin i=-h and furnishings are rather more luxurious,
but the straightforward handling and restraint in
de=-ign that is typical of the entire building holds
here a=- else11 here. The seventh or penthouse floor
is ot·i·upied hy the directors' suite-foyer, cloak
room, toilet, and large board room. The latter
room I below, on facing page I is handsomely finished 11 ith walls of walnut and teak. The rich color
schc111c is made up of two-tone wine all-over carpet,
heig<' draperies, and chairs of walnut, upholstered
in leather. All furnishings were specially designed
and fabricated by W. &: J. Sloane under the architects' supervision.
The private executive offices on the sixth floor
arc equipped with their own secretarial offices. Con\enient!~~ at hand, the law library and two confern11·<· rooms are also located on this floor.
I 11 the central position at the front of the building
is th<~ prcsi<lcnt's office, generously daylighted by
three \I indows on the south. The room has walls
of an unusual East Indian laurel veneer, with a
burl-inlay dernrative band. A plaster border and
cornice surrounds the acoustically treated ceiling.
And the room is carpeted in dull gray-blue, with a
formalized pattern.
Vil'e-presidcntial offices are finished with similar
restraint and dignity. The walls of the one shown
here are of walnut-veneer panels. The furniture
is also of walnut, upholstered in leather. The allO\ er carpet is green.
Significant in finish treatments throughout the
building ;ms the consideration of ease of maintenance. The inner walls of most of the buildingin the large work areas on all lower floors, for
instance-arc of paneled steel, which is easy to install, easy to keep clean, and not subject to cracks.
Partitioning. likewise, is of steel-panel construction.
The corners of all work rooms are rounded, which
eliminates difiirnlt-to-clean right-angle corners. On
the floors of \1ork areas, rubber tile is used. The
bor<lers of the floors and the cove base are an
integral unit, mounted on metal backing. This
still further reduces the "housekeeping" burden.
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The president's office

A vice-president's office
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3. STRUCTURE

The Bankers Life Building is an outstanding example of a structure designed from the inside out, and its
physical structure is best understood by studying it on that basis. For example, the desirability of
uninterrupted work spaces such as the one shown above was a determining factor in the design
of both the steel frame (pp. 62, 631 and the heating and air-conditioning systems (pp. 64, 651.

everything in the building, from foundations
to wall surfacing, the logical functioning of the finished structure
was in each case the starting point. In structure, economic use
of space, provision for likely future expansion, working comfort
of employees are just as much elements in the system as are
bending moments, dead and live loads, or weatherproofness.
In studying the typical wall section opposite, the extraordinary
degree of integration of structural elements, systems of control,
and architectural treatment is particularly noteworthy.
All outside walls and roofs of the building are thoroughly
insulated with 2-inch-thick cork. In the glazed openings, either
glass block or double windows are used. Due to this tight structural skin, heat loss in winter and heat gain in summer at the
walls and windows were reduced to a very low point. This structural determinant gave rise to the unusual perimeter wall-warming and cooling system that is shown on the page opposite and
described in detail on pp. 64, 65.

IN THE DESIGN OF

FOUNDATIONS: Two factors in particular conditioned the
design of the foundations-a difficult soil condition and the need
of providing now for future expansion of the building.
Soil condition: Test holes revealed at one level a desirable
NEWS
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continuous layer of highly compacted gravel, over a stratum of
highly compressible blue clay. Below this was sand of different
types and, at a depth of approximately 50 ft., blue shale. A
foundation system was devised that equalizes the load over the
clay by placing a spread footing on the granular gravel stratum,
and tying the footing into a continuous reinforced basement wall
so that the footing and wall act together as a beam, equalizing
any tendency toward cracking or unequal settlement.
Future additions: The fact that additions are contemplated
at a later date (to form a hollow square around the present
auditorium) led to a design for footings that will take care of
this added load with a minimum of change and expense.
The footing is divided into alternate sections, with only those
portions which carry the present building connected. Sections
that do not carry any present load are separated from the loadcarrying ones by mastic pads and from the concrete wall above
by a space. Behveen the tops of these footings and the bottoms
of the walls, are large steel wedges (see diagram, p. 62), one
connected with the footing, one connected with the wall above.
When excavation is made for the addition to the building, all
that will be necessary is to tear out a waterproof covering over
the wedge and screw up the wedge as the new load is applied,
thereby bringing the now unused portion of the footing into play.
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SOUND INSULATION PADS.
VOID SPACE ABOVE SUSPl::NDED CEILING IS
USED As A PLENUM !'OR CONDITIONED AIR !=ROM
WHICH THE AID. IS SUPPLIED TO ROOM THROU6H
DER!=ORATIONS IN METAL CEILING.
LIGHT l'IXTUD.E-300 W SILVER BOWL LAMP.
METAL COl'l'ED..
DEDSOD.ATED METAL CEILING UNITS
NOTE: CEILING CONSTRUCTION SUPPORTED ON
SHEL CHANNELS Wini Wlll.E HANGEP.5
METAL VENETIAN BLINDS.
METAL l'INISH WALLS AND BEAM COVERS

GLASS BLOCK.

,,.__-+-1----- BRONZE"

Fil.AMES AND SASH.

NOTE: BRONZE rnAMES FOR SASH AND
GLASS BLOCK ARE SPLIT AND INSULATED
SO rnAT THERE IS NO METAL TO METAL
CONTACT !=ROM OUTSIDE TO INSIDE.

-~---- ft"

POLISHED PLATE GLASS

i"~C-tt----+-lttf----1f-t------CONTINUOUS

!"COPPER PIPE (PERIMET£12.
WAP.MIN6-AND-COOLIN6 SYSTEM)

2"CORK INSULATION.
BRONZE SPANDll.£L.
CLAY TILE FIP.EPROOl'IN6.
SPANDREL INSULATION.
VOID SPl>CE FOP. Ri\DIANT HEAT PIPES.
STRUCTURAL STEEL SPANDD.EL.
D.UBBED. !'LOOP. AND BASE.
4"CONCRETE FILL.
CLAY TILE ARCH STRUCTURAL FLOOR
CABINET IS FOP. PAPEP. TOWEL
SUPPLY AND DISPOSAL.

METAL UNDER FLOOR DUCT~ FOP. 110 VOLT
ELECTRIC, TELEPIWN£ AND 516NAL WSTEM.

STEEL FLOOR BEAMS
5PAN BETWEEN 61RDERS.

SOUND INSULATION PADS.

Typical structural detail
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STRUCTURE

Typical workroom. Elimination of columns provides maximum flexibility for arranging desks or rows of file cases (at left).

FRAMING: From the first through the fifth floor, beams, 9 ft. 8 in. on centers, span 53-ft. widths
without intermediate supports for the entire 235-ft. length of the rooms. Steel-panel partitions
may be installed at almost any point. Underneath the floor surface, a network of service wiring. makes it possible to connect signals, telephones, or machine power wherever needed.
Had simple beams been used for the 53-ft. spanning, the steel would have been excessively
heavy. So a special beam was designed, built up of plates and angles with a camber on both
upper and lower chords, with the camber of the lower greater than that of the upper. Connections to columns were made rigidly, throwing a portion of the moment on them that resulted
in a slight distortion in the columns. As dead load was applied, the camber in the upper chord
flattened out, the residual camber on the lower chord being retained for its optical effect.
The smaller beams which support the flat tile arch construction are connected across the
53-ft. beams by weld plates on top and welded angles at the bottom connection, which give
continuous action through the length of the building. This not only gives the building great
rigidity, but saves considerable steel tonnage. In the central-tower portion, the floor is of reinforced concrete slab-and-beam construction which acts as a stiffener for the entire structure.
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Detail of footing
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Foundations

Framing system
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Close-up details of steel framing
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4. SYS El .. S

Control systems were designed to aid efficient flow of office work. The competent organization of this complex equipment is nowhere more dramatically apparent than in the compressor room , seen (above) from the visitors' balcony. Described here are the systems
for control of atmosphere !pp. 64, 65), light Cp. 66), sound and communication Cpp. 67, 68>.

ATMO PHERIC CONTROL SYSTEM: In essence, this consists of two major elements-a perimeter warming-and-cooling
system (continuous 1-in. copper pipes in all exterior walls)
within whose envelope operates a centralized air-conditioning
system. Two factors led to this novel design: ( 1) the extreme
annual temperature range in Des Moines, which made summer
cooling desirable, and (2) the loss of effective work space
around the perimeter of a space heated by standard radiation.*
Refrigeration for cooling water (to condition air for distribution through the perforated ceilings, and for circulation
through the walls) is handled by three Freon compressors,
two 4-cylinder and one 2-cylinder. Each of the 4-cylinder
machines is directly connected to its own evaporator and condenser, and the 2-cylinder machine may be used in conjunction with either evaporator and condenser unit, or the entire
plant may operate as a unit. Thus, the failure of any one element would not seriously impair functioning of the building.
HEATING: Both steam (for the air conditioning ) and hot water
(for circulation through the walls) are provided by a bank of
three boiler units burning Bunker-C oil under complete automatic control. Each boiler is provided with an operating panel
showing pressure, over-fire draft, and the degree of smoke.
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WATER COOLING AND SOFTENING: Because of local water
conditions, all water used on make-up for the cooling tower and
for all circulating systems is softened. The cooling tower is
designed as an integral part of the building (see p. 50).
CLEANING AND WASHING: Air from outdoors, together with
a portion of the return, passes through suitable preheaters and
then through an electrostatic precipitator where from 85% to
90% of all dirt is removed. This equipment was selected to
remove smoke particles, which cannot be effectively removed
with ordinary filters, as well as the air-borne dirt and pollens
usually present. This air mixture then passes through an air
washer where the moisture is removed or added as required.
In the summer, cooling is simultaneously effected.
*The wall-warming system located between the inner and outer membranes of
the exterior wall (see page 61) "is not to be confused with radiant heating, although
in some respects its objectives are the .same," according to Mr. Leopold.

"The

term radiant heating is generally used to describe a type of heating system in
which the ceilings, and in some cases the walls, are heated to a degree that will
permit comfort of the occupants at a general room temperature substantially below
our present accepted standards. In systems of this type the heating pipe is usually
imbedded in the builcling material and the building surface raised to temperatures
in excess of 100°. In the Bankers Lile building it is necessary to heat the walls
only to a temperature at which the average radiating temperature of the windows
and exterior walls will limit the rate at which the human body loses heat by
radiation: this required temperature is in the vicinity of 70°. With this installation
local sensations of warmth or coolness from interior partition to outside wall are
practically eliminated."
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selected in order to limit heat transmission throu gh
e floor
and to make the systems less dependent on the ti gh ~ ess of
plenum spaces, as well as to provide easy access to
rious
piping and mechanical equipment located within the ceilin 0
P ERIMETE R WARM! G AND COOL! G: Through out
maj or wo rk areas the h eat r equired at outside walls is supp
by a perimeter system in b ack of the finished wall, carrying 11 t
wa ter (in the winter ) and chilled wa ter (in the summer ) unde
fo rced circulation. Although the air-co nditionin g system proper
is capable of h eating the structure, in a climate s uch as that
of Des Moines it was thought advisable to pro vide separa te
mean of h eat adj acent to the wind ow and wall areas in order
to co unter act a sensation of cold. But it was also desirable to
eliminate th e con centrated so urce of heat, as well as the gr illes
and openings, usual in conventional radiators. With the wall
and wind ow losses compensated b y insulation (p. 61 ) and the
perimeter hea ting-and-cooling system, air delivered by the con ditioning system will vary fr om roo m temperature downward ,
even in the winter. The wall-warming sy tern is also used during
winter nights when the building is unoccupied, and serves to keep
the building at temperature so that mini mum time is r equired to
reach pro per co nditions in the morning . Although th e system
is equipped so that ch illed water can b e circulated in h ot weath er ,
it was not consider ed advisable to incr ease the surface to compensate fu lly for h eat transmission and sun effect in summer .
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SYSTEMS

ARTIFICIAL ILLUMINATION: Although there are many specialized lighting sources throughout the building (right), the basic system used in all
major work spaces consists of a series of prefinished metal coffers recessed
flush with the hung ceiling. From this coffer hangs a 300-watt frosted
silver-bowl lamp. Around the lamp is a vertical louver to conceal the bulb
brightness from the employees. Tests have shown that this system achieves
an average illumination level of 35.9 footcandles at desk height; that it is
approximately 40'1{ more efficient than conventional indirect lighting; and
that the quality of light is very much superior to the direct or semi-indirect
lighting. Eliminated is the inverted forest of hanging fixtures; also the
cost of cleaning fixtures is drastically reduced.
l\ATURAL ILLUMINATION: Although glass-block panels set in bronze
frames are used throughout the building, it was felt that it was psychologicallv important for employees to he able to see out. Thus-in all principal
work spaces-double casement windows center the glass-hlock panels. By
aligning these panels with the interior wall surface, the designers were able
to exploit the deep reveal resulting from the framing system described on
pp. 60-63. Orientation studies indicate that this reveal protects glass-block
panels on south and west from a large portion of the heat-and-light load of
the sun. Venetian blinds are used throughout to reduce excessive brightness.
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ACOUSTICAL INSULATION srnvi;s ALSO A
THrnMAL INSULATION f:OR PLENUM rnAMllf
~---~ l-IEAT LOAD OF LAMPS IN PREFINISHE

COFFrnS ABSOl<BE=D BY PLtNU
Cl-IAMBrn
CONTOUR OF COFF@ AND LOCATIO
OF LAMP GIVES COMPLETELY INDIRt
ILLUMINATION-35.9 FOOT CANDLE
AVERA6E, AT DES" HEIO!-IT
REFLECTING BOWL LAMP A
RtMOVABLt DERMITTIN6 REPAIR>,
CliAN6ES OR ADDITIONS TO L16HTIN6 COFFE'RS.

Light-coffer detail

Typical window section
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ACOl:STICAL CONTROL: Several distinct t\ pPs of aC"oustical prohle111"
arose and were admirably solvPd in the design of this building.
I a) The quieting treatment in the major n·ork spaces n·as to be integrated
u:ith the air-conditioning and lighting systems used. Lahoraton tc~ts haH'
shown that a pn-forated metal surface with on!) a small percentagp of perforations trans111its almost 100'; of the sound e1wrgv whiC'h strikP,.. it. Further it 11as known that due to the diffradion of sound \1a1es_ thl' lighting
C'offers, which for opti('al reasons should he continuous high-reflPdinf! surfaces. would not 111aterialh reduC'e the aC'oustical efiil'ienn of sound-absorbing material plaC"ed ba('k of them_ JHOYided there 11 as an o.pen spa('l' hetwePn.
through which the sound 11aves C'ould pass. Thus, by carr) ing the perforated
metal ceiling and the lighting coffers on a hung stPel construction. su,..pended
some lB in. lwlow tlw structural ceiling, to which the sound-absorbent
pads I having a noise-reduction C'oefficient of 80', I were attached. and hy
using this space as a plenum for incoming air, it was possible to 111eet airconditioning, lighting_ and noise-quieting requirP111ents \\ith a single con·
;;truction.
( h) Corridors and public space u·ere lo be rendered reasonably quiet.
For all corridors and public spaces where acoustical treat1nent and air conditioning were not combined_ acoustical plaster and/ or acoustical tile were
specified.
I c I A'xecutive offices and directors' room 1rere to be effectively insulated
from machinery noise and building vibrations. '.\oise from the \ entilating
and air-conditioning equipment on the two top floors presented a problem
in sound isolation, sinC'e the directors' room is located in this part of the
building. For quiet opPration_ rPsilient mountings for all ht~an 111aC"hinen
were used. Heavy 6-in. walls of fairly absorbent tile, unplastered on thP
machine-room side and separated hy an air space from the walls of the
directors' room. served lo prevent the transmission of vibrational e11erg1- and
also afforded a high degree of insulation for air-borne sounds.
Id I The auditorium, designed for the use of employees and l'ompany
agents, was to be rendered acoustically good for a wide variety oj uses. An
acoustical analysis of thP auditorium was made with a view to effecting the
best possible compromise between the desirable conditions for its varied uses.
A mineral-wool blanket faced with perforated hard hoard on ceiling and rear
wall was the treatment finally adopted. Draperies for the auditorium stage
were selected with a view to securing proper sound reflection lo the audience.

Various types of acoustical plaster and tile.
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Diagram of pneumatic-tube system

PNEUMATIC TUBES: The system serves two stations on each floor.
Tubes and cartridges carry fully loaded standard company file folders.

TELEPHONES: I 0 trunk lines to outside, with a capacity of 145 instruments;
dial system completes both office and outside calls without operator.
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COMMUNICATIONS: A notable effort has been
made to simplify and speed up circulation I movement of people, see pp. 54, 55) by a flexible communication system (movement of ideas and things).
Sound: The complete installation, built around
two interconnected 50-watt commercial sound units,
serves a multitude of uses throughout !he building.
A paging system operating from the main telephone
switchboard (left) is connected with 42 speakers
located in all parts of the building.
Connected with the paging system. one of the
50-watt amplifiers is used for sound reinforcement
in the auditorium. This may be used to amplify
radio broadcasts, recorded music, voice. or programs on the auditorium stage.· Five unidirectional
microphones assure satisfactory rnund pick-up for
all occasions.
Two sound projectors for "talkies"' are installed
in the auditorium projection room. These have
their own sound apparatus and have no connection
with the public-address system. A photophone highfidelity speaker is built into the wall over the
proscenium opening and is concealed from view.
Through connection with the paging system, anv
activity in the auditorium may also be transmitted
to any part of the building. Microphones have
been placed in auditorium and telephone exchange,
as well as in the dirt>ctors' room on the seventh
floor, so that officials may speak to an audience in
the auditorium or to the entire building. Conduit
was also extended to the top of the building with
the idea that the company may at some time want
to broadcast time signals, Christmas carols, etc.
A deluxe recorder operating at both 33 Yi and
78 r.p.m. is connected with the auditorium system
so that any speech or program may be permanently
recorded.
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HOUSES WITH FOUR OR MORE BEDROOMS

Presented on the following pages are a group of houses whose basic design problem
was the p;·ovision of at least four bedrooms. Although these houses are located
in widely separated parts of the country, they have a common denominator in
that all are in suburban districts. The house section this month leads off with
a residence in North Carolina for which GEORGE WATTS CARR was architect.
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CONTEMPORARY DESIGN BASED ON REGENCY STYLE
This residence near Durham, N. C., a contemporary expression of the style known as
Regency, was designed by Architect Carr for Mr. and Mrs. William Muirhead and their
two children.

Although traditional in origin, the design eliminates unnecessary detail,

relying instead on simple mouldings and an occasional variation in the brick texture.
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THE FAIHLY LEVEL plot on which this house
is situakd i>< part of the Forest Hills development near Durham. The house faces
a road. but stands well back from the
street. The plan is an intere;o;ting oneunsvlllmPtrical on the first floor. sylllJlletrical oil the second. Garage and part
of thP living room extend beyond the wall
line of the central portion of the house.
and Jllake pos:-;ihle a variation in mass.
Ollh the central portion has more than onP
floor above ground level. Considerabk
space is devoted to vestibule, reception hall.
and stair hall. which constitute the principal rncans of circulation oil the first floor
and matPriallv increase the spaciousness of
the living area. The kitchen, rnnvenientl~
located near the front entrance. has its own
service entrance and court, and is connected In a large pantry with dining and
breakfast rooms. Bedrooms for the three
senants are in the attic. The house is of
fireproof construction up to the second
floor; from thPn~ up brick venper on frame
was used. The main roof is of copper.
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HOUSE IN NORTH CAROLINA

View from reception hall
looking toward vestibule
and main entrance

Main feature of living room is the fireplace set on a mirror panel; right, view from breakfast room toward pantry.
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DESIGNED FOR INFORMAL LIVING
Located on a 5-acre plot of rolling country near Portland, Oreg., this
house for Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westernoff was designed by Architect
HAROLD DOTY. The particular requirements were that the house be
of the informal farmhouse type, and provide plenty of open living
space, both inside the house and around it, for the family of four.

Entrance, with garage and auto court at left
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View toward the auto court from private road
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HOUSE IN OREGON
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Three views of the rear: top, low lines give
the informal character specified by the
clients; center, the porch faces the play
lawn and is accessible from main rooms
and the kitchen; below, detail of porch,
showing the door into the living room.
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HAROLD DOTY, Architect

0RG.-\l'dZATIOr; of elements pla~ C'd an
important part in pla11ninl£ this house.
For instance, living spa!'e is lol'ated
at one end of the house convenient
to the pla\ lawn and parking area:
the sen-ice area acts a:-; insulatio11 for
the sleeping quarters whi!"h are at the
oppo:"ite end from the living room.
The )!UC'st room. used only oe!"a:"ionally, opens off the livinµ: room and is
quite independent of the rest of the
house. A staµ:µ:cred arranl£Clll!'nt of
doors. leadinµ: from the lobby to the
living room and to the !"orridor. l"Uts
off dire!"l vie11 from the liYinµ: room
to servil"e and :deeping areas.
The house is of frame t"onstrudion,
on a 4-in. !"otwrete-slah foundation.
poured on a :3-in. crushed-rol'k fill.
Floors in the main rooms arc of
tempered com position hoard; else11-herf' the\ are of asphalt tile. The
car shelter has a macadam floor; the
local dimate and protecting fence

per111it ('lin1i11alio11 of µ;arage doors.

Cost of the hou"!'

11

as ::NOOO.

The living room (top, right) has walls and
ceiling of white sand-finish plaster; fir trim
and doors are enameled in white. The
dining space (below) is actually an alcove
off the garden end of the living room.
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OWNERS' HOBBIES DETERMINE PLAN FEATURES
The residence of Mr. and Mrs. John Taylor Snite in Deere Park, near Chicago, Ill., wa:;
designed by Architect JEROME ROBERT CERNY to meet two requirements.

Mr. Snite is a

sportsman and wanted the house to reflect his interest in yachts-hence the large ship
room.

Mrs. Snite enjoys entertaining, and this accounts for the spaciousness of the first

floor.

Special quarters for the three small children are located on the third floor.

THE HOUSE IS located on a high bluff on the shores of Lake
Michigan, and the principal rooms all overlook the lake.
"It was quite a problem," says Mr. Cerny, "to make the
house conform with the bluff elevation and to subordinate
its height as seen from the shore." Although strongly
reminiscent of both French Manoir and Georgian, the house
achieves a transitional character from its sparing use of
mouldings and other decorative motives. Exterior walls are
of common bril'k, painted white; the base is painted graygreen. Shutters are of wood, painted French powder-blue.
The entrance doorway is of lead, painted terra-cotta; all
metal trim and copings are also lead, natural color. Superstructure of the building is reinforced concrete and frame.
Typical of the interior character of the house is the dining
room (shown on next page) . Walls above the dado are
covered in blue cloth; dado and trim are painted white.
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PLANNED TO CATCH PREVAILING WINDS
Just beyond the city limits of Tu lsa, Okla., is the residence of Mr. and
Mrs. Darwin Kirk, designed by Architect DONALD McCORMICK. The prop-

D

erty slopes gently but uniformly to the south; and, as prevailing w ind s
are from

B

~

the south,

all main rooms face

in this direction.

To the

north, the land is developed for orchard, vineyard, and vegetable garden.
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I . DESIG ' I ' G THIS HO E th e particular problem that confronted th e architect was lo develop a plan which would b
co mfortable in the local climate. Hence the open p lannina
of the li ving area. with only a low partition between dinina
a nd li vin g room , and the large window in the e room .
In add iti on, by placing the garden on th e sou th side. a
pleasant outd oor living room is obtain ed. (The gro und to
the north of th e house could b old separately, hould it
become desirable to do o becau e of increased taxes due
lo possible inclusion of the property within the city limit ;
the hou e is planned o that thi would en tail no los o[
privacy. ) Bedrooms, as well a main first-A oor rooms. ha v
southern expo ures, and ca n be cross ven tilated by leavinrr
open the door into the corridor. One of the feature o[
the hou se is th e roof deck over the livin g room, in which
an in teresting meth od of on truction was u ed. " ' o effort
was made to waterproof the concrete deck," ay Mr.
McCormick. "The deck was laid on galva nized iron which
erved as form ; the iro n projects into the gutter and drain
off any water that seeps th ro ugh the slab." The entire fir l
Aoor is of reinforced concrete; exterior walls are of 5 by 8
by 12-in. concrete hollow tile. Co~ t of the house wa . 16.500.
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HOUSE IN OKLAHOMA

Sheer curtains around the entire glazed bay temper daylight for the living room.

Low partition and curtains separate living room (left) and dining room (right).
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KITCHENS

are an admittedly knotty planning problem for the architect.

Much

reference

therefore,

on

data
the

have

following

been

collected

pages

are

and

published

shown

examples

to the well-known problem makes them noteworthy.

on

kitchen

whose

Among

plan

fresh

these

are

types;

approach
a

number

of kitchens in which an informal eating place is an integral feature of the plan.

1. VAN EVERA BAILEY, Architect
CHARACTER OF this kitchen derives not only from its
pleasantly contrasting black and white surfaces. and the handling
of the corner window, but also from the plan organization.
Relation of sink to range and refrigerator is the familiar
triangular one. Among the gadgets that this kitchen boasts are
a small hanging cupboard above the counter (extreme right of
picture) for filing bills, recipes, and notes; a sliding tray-like
shelf (see detail) ; and a specially designed towel-drying drawer,
which serves as a solution to an ever-present problem.
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2. HOLLIS JOHNSTON, Architect

-- - '--

-

the equipment of this kitchen are special-purpose
closets (pots and pans, table leaves, etc.) and a delivery hatch
near the window. The kitchen is interesting for its compact plan
and its relation to other parts of the house. A breakfast room
to the right of the kitchen is convenient for serving, and leads
into the dining room. All cabinets are of wood and are painted
white; flush doors are of plywood with vertical-grain fir-veneer
faces and solid edges for hinges. Counter top and floor are of
linoleum. The sink is of stainless steel; drainboard is linoleum.
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3. DONALD DWIGHT WILLIAMS, Architect

!

I

ICJ ·····r 1~ r·.·
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IN A MINIMUM amount of space this kitchen offers plenty of work
space and cupboards. In addition, the breakfast counter at right
solves the breakfast-room problem in a minimal way. The small
drawers built into the counter serve as storage space for table
linen and tableware. The ceiling is flat white, with walls and
cupboards painted oyster white. Interiors of the wood cupboards
are painted wine. The wall just above the sink is wine-rnlored
tile, and the arms of the sink are white tile with wine nosing and
trim. The floor is covered in blue linoleum.
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4. E. L. BAKER, Designer
FoR CONVENIENT serving of light meals, this kitchen boasts a breakfast bar with seats
on the side away from the kitchen proper. As a means of further separating these
two elements, the bar is slightly elevated above the kitchen floor level. Because the
actual work center is at the sink end of the room, the bar does not interfere with any
of the necessary operations. The service entry is conveniently located near the
refrigerator; a hall connects kitchen and dining room. Both sink and electric range
have tubular lighting fixtures. Work tables on either side of the range have tile tops;
splash backs are also of tile. The bar top is blue linoleum with red and yellow strips;
floor is red linoleum with yellow strips. Plaster walls are also yellow.
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5. ROBERT A. BERWICK, Architect
IN THE PLANNING OF THIS kitchen, provision of storage space was as important as
organization of work and service areas. Included in the equipment is a cooler (see
detail at right) ; this inexpensive means of preserving food is especially adapted to
cool climates. In addition there are closets of special design: one is for brooms and
cleaning equipment; another, for pots and pans, with racks for storing lids. At the
left of the plan is the service entry; on this same side of the kitchen a delivery hatch
is provided. The dining nook has a folding table; the open counter facilitates serving.
Walls are yellow; ceiling, cupboards, and woodwork are ivory: floor is blue linoleum.
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6. J. LLOYD BERRALL
Architect
air are ohtained
in this kitchen from the \rindo\\
over the sink and from the glazed
bav in \1hich i~ located the hrPakfast table. Tlw kitchen proper i~
arranged for <'o!ffeni<'n'.·e: refrigerator is pla('(•d on a line with the
sen i('e door at ldt: lo the right
is a door lo the dining room: the
third door l<·ads diredh to the
entran<'P hall. The floor is eo\ered
witl1 mottled µrcen lino\pum. Cahinets and trim are of "ood.
painted white; work ('ounters are
finished with green linoleum. The
table has a Chinese-red plastic
top; bench cushions I not shown I.
of leather, are aL"o Chinese red.
AMPLE LIGHT A\D
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Design for Industry Suggests

A BROADER HORIZON FOR THE ARCHITECT
In this article, DOUGLAS HASKELL explores potential opportunities for the architect in a field closely allied
to architectural design. That architects are interested in this field of industrial design is evident from the
results of a survey !AR 5/40, pp. 75-791 posing this question: "Do you believe you could improve your
economic position if existing ethical restraints were liberalized, thereby permitting you to duplicate all
services offered by industrial designers?" Most answered affirmatively. But what are the opportunities in
this field for the architect? What qualifications has he for working in this field? At least a partial answer is
found in two exhibits (see pp. 88·951 now current in New York City-"Contemporary American Indus·
trial Art" at the Metropolitan

Museum of Art, and

AMONG THE numerous exhibitions of design in the field of
useful objects, only one in a blue moon helps to clarify the
situation for designers. The field is one that many architects
would like to enter. They have both the gifts for it and the
time. The question is where to start and what to do. This
question is one that such exhibitions as the Metropolitan's,
however fine are many of the objects displayed, and however
inspired some of the arrangements, leave only half answered.
What the Metropolitan does suggest to the prospective
architect-designer is a good point of departure. Household
furniture and accessories form the content of its show, and
surely no one is better qualified to finish out the house with
such accessories and furniture than the architect who has
already done the shell. The ac!'essory design technique, once
mastered, permits unlimited expansion into larger areas. Indeed, the design of household objects led historically to the
creation of the whole realm of "industrial design." A book
such as Teague's "Design This Day" betrays that the "industrial designers" themselves haYe added contributions
worth only about a stickful of type to the basic concepts that
stem mainly from architects and students of architecture.
Yet although the exhibition at the Metropolitan suggests
what to start with, it leaYes open the next question of
what to do. What to do, or how to point the design effort,
is determined bv the market. The public itself is confused
when "industrial" art is presentrd with such a "luxury" air.
Strictly speaking. the Metropolitan addresses itself not to the
luxurv market alone hut to three separate markets, whil'h
at be;t can lie side hY sidt>. like the lawrs of a club sandwich,
but can neYer coalesce. It is i111portant to any designer to
know what thrse three markets are. In the design of any
single type of object the standards they set are often mutually
exclusive and contradictory.
What Is Industrial Art?
To begin "ilh, the \<'IT

na111c

"Indu:-Lrial Art" needs clari-

fication because it is currently used to cover the entire field
in the design of useful objects when in fact it covers only a
part. "\\'hat is it that makes a design "industrial?" J\ot the
mere fact of utilitv, since useful objects can be individually
made. Not rnal'hine work: for, as Mr. Bach of the Metropolitan points out. machine work and hand work coexist
today all along the line. Not industrial materials. It is
scarcely possible today, excepting a sod house, to fashion
a useful article out of materials other than industrial ones.

"America

at

Home"

at

the

World's

Fair.

Again, r·oimnercial manufacture does not suflice to make an
article an industrial one: the commercial manufacture has to
be on a large scale. It is large-scale production that is indus·
trial production: not just mechanical production, or com·
mercial production, or production using industrial materials.
The mass market is what makes industry big. Production for
the mass market is industrial production. Production for the
limited market is specialty production. Production for the
individual purchaser is craftsman production. These are the
three basic markets, separated here not for the purpose oj
making a catalog, but of pointing out that, to repeat. the
requirements they set before the designer Yary greatly. being
often contradictory and mutually exclusin~.
Three Kinds of Approach

The three markets might graphicalk be represented in a
line, with the craft market at the left, SJWl'ialty market in
the middle, and industrial market at the right. with an arrow
from left to right pointing out the usual direction of development or progression. Of course such a presentation ignores
many complexities. Yet it has performed its service if it
illustrates basic differences in approach.
The typical craftsman's approach is found in a curious
stair shown at the Fair: a set of heavy wedge-shaped pegs
driven spirally into a heavy carved post; intrinsicalh a piece
of wood sculpture (illustrated on page 132) . Here fann and
caprice as an approach are not only no detriment to the result
but are of the essence of the project. There is a single client
to be pleased; if he likes his stair, no one else needs to: and
if he falls and breaks his neck for lack of a railing, the risk
is his alone.
Whollv different is the designer's responsibilitv for. say, a
wash ba~in or ehair in the scheme (also at the Fair I for a
typical apartment in a New York City housing-authoritv
project. Such a product must he safe enough for use b,·
anyone; it must proffer convenience, comfort, strength, along
with low cost of production, distribution, and maintenance.
to uncounted people. The conditions approximate those of
tool design; on top of that, the appeal of the article must be
both wide and relatively stable.
As for the specialty field, it lies midway between the craft
field and the industrial one, and the designers who choose
it can therefore face either way. They can concentrate on
smart individualism or general serviceability. Thi~ field is
(Co11ti1111cd on Pa.rJe 132)

TRENDS

CONTEMPORARY
AMERICAN INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
On display at New York's Metropolitan Museum of Art is an
extensive exhibit of modern house furnishings shown against
specially designed backgrounds. The work of a collaborating
committee of architects and industrial designers, the exhibit
was organized and produced under the direction of RICHARD
F. BACH, of the

Museum.

Since manufacturers also co-

operated with the Museum and designers, and will shortly
make available objects currently being shown, the exhibit is a
coordination of the work of craftsmen and quantity-producing
industry.

Like the 14 previous exhibits of house furnishings

at the Museum, this one emphasizes the value of art in industry.
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1. Sound-absorbing cork tile lines the radio niche in the living
room by Industrial Designer GILBERT RHODE, ERNEST FEIBELMANN,
Collaborator; it is intended to decrease the amount of sound
transmission between rooms. The adjacent wall is surfaced with
resin-impregnated woven-wood veneer.
2. For informal dining Architect EDWARD D. STONE designed this semienclosed porch, in line with today's trend
toward eliminating boundaries between indoors and outdoors.
At the base of the brick wall and of the trellis are plant beds;
ranged along the wall at right are metal pans containing
growing flowers, over which flows a small steady stream of
water to form a wall fountain. The tambour door under the
china cabinet makes a direct connection with the kitchen.
3. Shown in the foreground is a chair of plywood and woven
colorless plastic material, by WALTER VON NESSEN, Designer,
and MARGARETTA VON NESSEN, Collaborator. Beyond it is a
living room by EUGENE SCHOEN, and FRITZ MELLION, Assistant.
The glass-block panel admits light during day; artificial light
sources behind louvers illuminate room indirectly at night.
4. This room, entitled "Corner for Living", was designed by
Architect RALPH WALKER, with DAVID C. COMSTOCK collaborating. The feature of the room is the indirect lamp with its
suspended reflector. The reflector, made of limewood, can be
adjusted for height; the ball counterbalances the reflector.
JUNE
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1. Designed to the scale of a child of
four, this room by WILLIAM LESCAZE,
Architect, provides ample floor space
for playing, a cork wall on which to tack
drawings, an easel with rack for paint
jars, and open shelf space (over bed
and under counter) for toy storage.
Dado is orange red; floor is blue.
2. Color transparencies set flush in a
wall panel are used in this room by
RAYMOND LOEWY, Designer. Behind the
panel (which is removable) are light
sources. A protective panel of plate
glass covers each of the transparencies.
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3. For his prefabricated cabin interior, Industrial
Designer DONALD DESKEY uses plywod with a special
surface texture. The built-in seat can be converted
into a double-deck bunk, as the back swings out
to a horizontal position and forms the top bunk.
4. This hall of a country residence, designed by
Architect WALLACE K. HARRISON, with A. B. SHAW, Ill,
and T. G. CRAPSTER, JR., collaborating, and E. H.
HARRISON as consultant, provides a place where the
sportsman can clean up before entering the house
proper. Note the foot pedal, instead of manually
operated faucets, in conjunction with the wash basin.
The closet has a copper frame; copper wire strung
across a plywood back forms a decorative surface
for one side of the closet.
JUNE
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AMERICA AT HOME
Representing the work of architects and designers from all sections of the country, this
exhibit at the New York World's Fair includes
designs for living on budget as well as luxury
terms, for- continual and also occasional occu·
pancy.

Each par-ticipant designed the fur-nish·

ings for his pr-oject, using mater-ials and pr-oducts
from any or- all of the three markets: mass pr-oduction, specialty, and er-aft.

The exhibit, of

which Mrs. LOUISE BONNEY LEICESTER is dir-ec·
tor-, was designed by SHEPARD VOGELGESANG.
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1. Designed by HARWELL HAMILTON HARRIS in association with
CARL ANDERSON , all furniture in
this combined living-dining room
is light, easily movable, and
adaptable to other than its obvious use.

2. Bedroom in the "Unit for Living" by GILBERT ROHDE, Industrial
Designer. The unit is reproduced
from an actual apartment in one
of New York City's USHA
projects. Furniture, designed by
Mr. Rohde for maximum comfort,
is intended for mass production
and a low purchase price.

3. Prominently located at the
center of the exhibit is the "Unit
for Living " . A huge mirror, suspended at an angle over the
apartment, reflects the four rooms.
JUNE
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AMERICA AT HOME

1. This 20th-century music room is by

JOHN

Industrial Designer; it contains-in cabinets specially designed as separate, movable
units-radio-phonograph, record library, movie
projector, and television sets. The units are
adaptable to a number of other arrangements.

VASSOS,

Z. Using cloth-bac'Ked, wood-veneer surfacing
material, Architect MICHAEL HARE and Interior
Designer JOHN B. MANGER designed a variation
on the cubical aspect of the usual apartment room.
In one corner of the room is the desk shown at
right; note additional work and shelf space obtained by the convex curve.
TRENDS
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3. The living-dining-sleeping unit is a
special problem; here Decorator VIRGINIA
CONNOR
has designed a room which
combines all of these functions. The table
has extensible legs for conversion to dining
height. The walls and carpet are grape
grey; for accent lime-green and persimmon-colored fabrics and objects are used.

4. Of particular interest is the cork floor
in this child's room by Industrial Designer
THEODOR MULLER; the pattern (suggesting
river beds, roads, and fields) is pictorial
enough to intrigue the child when very
young, abstract enough not to seem too
infantilo to him at a later age.

JUNE
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CURRENT TRENDS OF BUILDING COSTS
Compiled by Clyde Shute, Manager, Statistical and Research Division, F. W.
Dodge Corporation, from data collected by E. H. Boeckh & Associates, Inc.

both this year and last.
Cost comparisons, as percentage
differences for any particular class of
construction, are possible between localities or periods within the same city
by a simple process of dividing the
difference between the two index numbers by one of them. For example: if
index for city A is llO and index
for city B is 95 (both indexes for
A and B must be for the same class
of construction), then costs in A are
approximately 16% higher than m

CURVES INDICATE trend of the combined material and labor costs in the
field of residential frame construction.
The base line, 100, represents the U. S.
average for 1926-1929 for residential
frame construction.
Tabular information gives cost index numbers for the mne common
classes of construction. The base, 100,
in each of the nine classes represents
the U. S. average for 1926-1929 for
each particular group. The tables show
the index numbers for the month for

CONSTRUCTION

COST

INDEX

May'39 May'40

150~--r~-.-----.-~--,--~,----,-~-.---~~--,..~-.--~~~~--.-~'--,----'--

140 1----+--+---t
130 1---~--+--•

4---+--+--l--l Residences
frame ______ _
Brick _______ _

82.8
86.l

86.8
89.4

120
110 1----+-+--I
100

Apartments
Br. & Wood __
Br & Cone._ __
Br & Steel __ _

86.3
95.3
95.3

89.6
96.6
97.1

110
100

90

Comm. & Fact.
frame _______ _ 80.5
84.7
Br. & Wood __ 88.8
90.7
98.2
Br. & Cone._ __ 97.6
95.6
97.0
50'--_._~_.__...~--'-~"-----L~..J._~'-----'-~-'--B-r_&~St_ee_I______-'-~--'-~~
'36 '37 '38 '39 JAN. FEB MAR APR. MAY JUN.
l--+--t--1----1

BALTIMORE

May'39 May'40
--

120
110
100

·-

90
80
70
60
50

98.8
100.5

95.4
99.7
99.1

101.2
102.2
102.6

110
100

93.7
Br. & Wood __ 96.7
Br. & Cone. ___ 100.9
Br. & Steel_ ___ 102.0

99.1
102.7
102.9
105.7

90
80
70
60
50

BricL _______
Apartments

~
'36

'37

'38

---

Br. & Woo-d __
Br & Cone. ___
Br. & Steel_ __

--·

Comm. & Fact.
Frame ________

-

-

'39 JAN. FEB MAR. APR. MAY JUN.

BIRMINGHAM

May"39 May'40

150.-----,.,---,----,~-.--~.,-----.-~--,--~,----,.-~-.-~~~~--,~~-.--~--.

87.8
90.9

90.9
92.8

Apartments
Br & Wood __ 91.5
Br & Cone. __ _ 96.4
Br & Steel __ _ 96.4

93.3
94.7
95.2

110
100

89.9
96.8
96.4
95.9

90
80
70
60
50

Frame ______ _

Brick _______ _

120
110
100
90
80

Comm. & Fact.

Frame _______ _

70
60
50

Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone _
Br. & Steel ___ _
'36 '37

'38

May'39 May'40

Residences

Frame _______

105.7
110.0

110.2
113.5

Br. & Wood __ 109.5
Br. & Cone. ___ 115.9
Br. & Steel_ __ 112.9

113.0
116.5
114.2

Brick ________
Apartments

.

Camm. & Fact.
Frame ________

Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone. ___
Br. & Steel____
'36 '37
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84.5
95.0
96.4
95.4

'39 JAN. FEB MAR. APR. MAY JUN.

BOSTON
150
140
130
120
110
100
90
80
70
60
50

'38

'39 JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUN.

A (

wo-9 ~

o.136.)

llO

Similar cost comparisons, however,
cannot be made between different
classes of construction since the index
numbers for each class of construction
relate to a different U. S. average for
1926-1929.

105.1
111.2
118.3
117.3

110.6
113.8
118.9
118.4

1926- 1929 equals 100.
May'39 May'40
Residences
Frame _______

-

··.•·•

Brick ________

110.6
112.2

116.l
116.8

Apartments
Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone. ___
Br. & Steel_ __

110.8
.122.9
118.3

115.5
124.3
120.2

114.7
108.5
126.9
122.2

120.4
112.6
128.0
123.8

Comm. & Fact.
Frame ________

Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone. ___
Br. & Steel ____
'36 ·37 '38

'39 JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUN.
May'39 May'40
Residences
Frame _______
Brick ________

- · - '--- -

102.6
105.6

104.3
107.3

Apartments
Br. & Wood __ 105.3
Br. & Cone. ___ 113.3
Br & Steel_ __ 110.0

106.7
115.6
lll.8

Comm. & Fact.
Frame ________

102.5
Br. & Wood __ 106.6
Br. & Cone. ___ 115.6
Br. & Steel ____ 113.8

'36 ·37 '38

May'39 May'40
Residences
Frame _______

Brick ________

106.8
110.1

106.2
109.9

Apartments
Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone._ __
Br. & Steel ___

109.9
115.9
113.3

109.7
115.9
113.l

108.2
109.8
118.9
118.3

107.3
109.7
119.0
117.6

Co"mm. & Fact.
Frame ________

Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone. ___
Br. & Steel_ ___
'36 '37

'38

'39 JAN. FEB MAR. APR. MAY JUN

DALLAS
150
140
130
120
110
100
90
80
70
60
50

104.0
108.0
118.8
114.0

·39 JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUN.

CLEVELAND
150
140
130
120

140 1-----+--+---'--+--+---+--+--+--+___. Residences
130

be said that costs in B are approximately 14% lower than in

CINCINNATI

93.2
95.0

Freme _______

--

90
80
70
60
50

150
140
130
120

Residences

~--

0.158. ) Conversely it may

CHICAGO
150
140
130
120

150
140
130

95

U. S. average, including materials and labor, for

ATLANTA

80
70
60 1----+-+--I

~; =

11

B (

May'39 May'40
Residences
Frame _______
Brick ________

--- , _

~
'36 '37

96.3
96.5

99.4
99.4

Br. & Wood __ 97.1
99.7
Br. & Cone.
Br. & Steel
100.6

100.8
101.5
103.0

Apartments

Comm. & Fact.
Frame ________
96.4
Br. & Wood __ 96.5
Br. & Cone. ___ 99.0
Br. & Steel_ ___ 102.4

'38

99.3
100.6
100.6
106.9

'39 JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUN.
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DENVER
150
140
130
120
110
100

I
1~

=---

90 80
70
60
50

Moy'39 Moy'40

_J --

-

-

---

~ ~--

· -

Residences

frame _______

Brick ________

111.0
110.7

111.3
112.3

Apartments
Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone. ___
Br. & Steel_ __

109.9
115.2
113.8

111.7
117.3
115.2

113.3
108.3
116.6
116.3

112.8
111.7
119.6
118.5

~

Br. & Cone. ___
Br. & Steel_ ___
'36 '37

'38

90
80
70
60
50

Residences
Frame _______

~
'36 '37

Brick ________

97.8
102.2

101.7
104.8

Apartments
Br. & Wood __
Br & Cone. ___
Br. & Steel_ __

102.4
109.2
107.8

105.0
108.9
108.0

97.5
104.0
111.2
112.3

101.7
105.6
110.4
110.9

Comm. & Fact.
Frame ________

Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone. ___
Br. & Steel_ ___
'38

120
110
100
0
80
70
60
50
'36 '37

Moy'39 Moy'40

150
140
130
120
110
100

140 l---+-+--t--+--+--+--t--+-+---1 Residences
Frame ______ _ 121.9
130
Brick _______ _ 123.1
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DETROIT

'39 JAN. FEB MAR. APR. MAY JUN.

KANSAS CITY

Moy'39 May'40

150
140

100
90
80
70
60
50

107.1
111.9

120

Apartments
Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone. ___
Br & Steel ___

109.3
118.3
115.3

111.7
118.7
116.1

110
100

103.3
112.7
121.6
119.7

106.5
114.4
122.0
120.5

90
80
70
60
50

Comm. & Fact.

Frame ________
Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone. ___
Br. & Steel_ ___

'36 ·37 '38
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LOS ANGELES

Moy'39 Moy'40

150
140
130
120

96.9
98.4

Apartments
Br. & Wood __ 96.6
Br. & Cone. ___ 102.9
Br. & Steel_ __ 104.3

98.7
104.4
105.8

110
100

Brick ________

110
100
90
80
70
60
50

90.7
96.3

Frame _______

Comm. & Fact.
Frame ________ 95.1
Br. & Wood __ 96.0
Br. & Cone. ___ 103.7
Br. & Steel_ ___ 105.4

'36 '37

'38
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MINNEAPOLIS

Moy'39 Moy'40

150
140
130
120

101.6
104.8

105.3
107.6

Apartments
Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone. ___
Br. & Steel_ __

104.0
113.6
110.7

106.9
114.1
111.8

110
100

Comm. & Fact.
Frame ________

Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone. ___
Br. & Steel ____
'36 '37

'38

102.3
103.5
117.2
114.5

106.6
104.7
118.2
115.3
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NEW ORLEANS

Moy'39 Moy'40

140 l---+-+--+--+--+-+---lr--+-+---1
130
120
110
100

'36

JUNE

'37

'38

1940

'39 JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUN.

90
80
70
60
50

Frame ______ _
Brick _______ _

88.6
90.4

94.8
95.0

Apartments
Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone. __ _
Br. & Steel __ _

91.3
96.0
98.6

95.9
98.8
101.1

110
100

87.8
91.8
96.1
99.1

94.3
96.1
97.1
100.1

Residences

98.0
101.5

101.3
104.1

Apartments
Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone. ___
Br. & Steel_ __

102.0
105.5
104.2

104.7
106.4
105.6

96.4
104.6
106.7
105.8

100.1
106.4
107.4
107.5

Comm. & Fact.
Frame ________

Br. & Wood __
.Br. & Cone. ___
Br. & Steel_ ___
'36 '37 '38
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Moy'39 Moy'40
Residences

Frame _______

~

Brick ________

113.8
117.3

113.3
116.0

Apartments
Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone. ___
Br. & Steel ___

115.6
117.5
114.2

115.4
117.4
114.0

114.1
116.4
11'9.1
117.2

113.6
116.5
119.2
115.9

Comm. & Fact.
Frame ________

Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone. ___
Br. & Steel_ ___
'36 '37

'38
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May'39 May'40
Residences
Frame _______

-

Brick ________

107.2
110.3

107.2
110.4

Apartments
Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone. ___
Br. & Steel ___

110.0
118.6
116.2

110.1
118.9
116.5

107.6
110.3
119.7
118.5

107.9
110.6
119.9
118.7

Comm. & Fact.
Frame ________

Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone. ___
Br. & Steel__ __
'36

'37

'38

'39 JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUN.
Moy'39 Moy'40
Residences
Frame _______

-

-·

Brick ________

98.7
104.7

100.2
105.8

Apartments
Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone. ___
Br. & Steel_ __

104.4
117.0
113.8

105.3
117.1
113.9

97.1
107.2
121.4
115.3

98.7
108.0
121.9
115.2

Comm. & Fact.
Frame ________

Br & Wood __
Br. & Cone_ __
Br. & Steel ____
'36 ·37

'38
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SEATTLE
150
140
130
120

150..---,.~-r-~i--~~....,...~-.---,,----.-~-r-~..-~~~~---.~~-r-~--.

~

Brick ________

SAN FRANCISCO

Brick ________

Frame _______

-

90
80
70
60
50

150
140
130
120

Residences

110
100
90
80
70
60
50

96.6
97.9
105.8
106.9

90
80
70
60
50

125.2
119.4
133.4
129.8

Moy'39 Moy'40
Frame _______

ST. LOUIS
150
140
130
120

Residences

127.5
122.6
134.6
131.3

PITTSBURGH

103.6
109.4

~

Comm. & Fact.
Frame _______ _
Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone_ __
Br. & Steel ___ _

Residences

110

Brick ________

90
80
70
60
50

125.1
131.9
127.3

'39 JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUN.

150
140
130
120

136
110
100

'38

124.4
125.9

Apartments
Br. & Wood __ 122.3
Br & Cone. __ _ 130.6
Br. & Steel __ _ 125.9

PHILADELPHIA

150
140
130
120

Residences

Frame _______

Moy'39 Moy'40

150..---,.~-r-~r--,.~-,---.,-----.~....,...--.----.~~~~~_,.~--.--'-~

9

Comm. & Fact.
Frame ________
Br. & Wood __

NEW YORK

Moy'39 Moy'40
Residences

Brick ________

96.3
104.l

98.0
105.4

Apartments
Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone. ___
Br. & Steel ___

103.4
119.2
114.4

104.7
119.0
114.9

93.9
108.1
125.7
117.6

96.0
108.9
124.8
117.5

Frame _______

~

Com<n, & Fact.
Frame ________
·-

'36 '37

'38

Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone._ __
Br. & Steel ____

'39 JAN. FEB MAR. APR. MAY JUN.
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REVIEWS OF CURRENT BOOKS
THE NEW ARCHITECTURE. By Alfred
Roth. Published by Dr. H. Girsberger.
Zurich, 1940. 233 pages. Illustrated.
TH IS WORK is presented as "a contrihution towards estahlishing the present
state of the development of the New
Al"l'hiteeturc.'· As sul'h. it is not historii·al in s('ope I an approach which the
author purposd~ lea\Ps to the historian)
hut prPsents. instead. a compendium of
tllf' J\ew Ar('hitec:ture's best examples in
different ('Ollntries, with an inquiry into
its general validit\ and its possible
future developments.
Twent\ <'haracteristi(' types of buildings arc examined, these including
apartment lwuses, multistoried blocks of
flats. offit·f' huildings, factories, broad('asting studio><. week-end houses, libraries, prefahri('ated houses, exposition
pavilions. health <'enters,
open-air
S('hools. baths and swimming pools, and
suC'h community projects as garden
('itit>s and co-operative farms.
Ea<'h structure is ('Onsidered with respcl'l to the following four points:
spatial planning, or the general layout,
lo('ation. and orientation to the imnlf'diate environment; technical details;
economic factors, or the cost of construction, etc.; and the aesthetic aspects.
The resear('hes covered by these four
points are based on material furnished
by the al"l'hitects concerned, including
their own e><tirnates, plans, photographs,
reports, and general descriptions.
While the examples here published
represent the chief architeC"tural tasks
of our time, Mr. Roth regrets the
absence of examples within the vaster
field of modern town-planning, of which
therf' are but few in the world today,
and these only in the form of partial
solutions. He must, of necessity, be
content with stressing the enormous
importance of modern town-planning,
extended to regional and national planning. and encompassing all architectural
tasks, as urged by the International
Congresses for Modern Architecture
(the CIAMl.
In considering these tasks in their
broader aspects, Mr. Roth's statements
bear the impact of tremendous human
implications. "The New Architecture
is not exclusively the work of architects,
for which reason our researches cannot
be conducted from the point of view of
architectural and te!'hnical considerations alone. Its sphere of action includes all human prohlf'rns and acquirt>s
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its ideas and contributions from the
most varied sources provided by scienl"e.
te!'hnics. e!'nnonn. art. etc."
This New Architecture can be rich,
loft1, and beautiful, he says elsewht>1-e.
for "the premises art' plentiful enough
in human. natural. and tedrnical don1<11ns.
Since the realization of grPat
idPas rt>quirPs courage to master ]lf<'\'ailing conditions, "the furtht>r dt>1 dnpment of the new architecture can he
borne into the future onl1 h, a capable
and animatt>d generation of affhitt>l'l~ in
full l'onsl'iousness of our times." In
this !'fmnt>dion, Mr. Roth pa1s tribute
to the Bauhaus schooL whi('h pla!'Pd the
curri!'ulum of architecture right into tlw
centre of reality." and contributt>d so
richly and extt>nsively to the arts of our
time.
It is Mr. Roth's wish that this hook
might also "!'ontributp towards the training of 'our architects and giYe them a
number of sugge><tions and fruitful
ideas." In the examples illustratt>d
throughout this book, tht>y should be
ahlf' to find such suggestions and ideas;
in Mr. Roth's exposition of the subject.
the\ should discovt>r Yision, 'rith intelligPnt dirf'ction.

STORE INTERIOR PLANNING AND
DISPLAY. By A. Edward Hammond.
Chemical Publishing Co., Inc. New
York, 1939. 247 pages. Illustrated.
Price, $5.00.
As IN ALL OTHER FIELDS, the turn of the
('entury was to bring great ('hanges in
the physical aspects of retail stores both
in Europe and America. From the shop
of the past-with its clumsv counters.
its dark and monotonous shelves. and
its windows crowded with merchandise like auxiliary :stockrooms-to the
modern shop interior, a metamorphosis
has taken place in coordination with
the changing conditions of life itself
during the period.
It may be observed that these changes
have been greatly accelerated during
recent years, not only due to improved
standards of living and to changes in
fashions and buying habits, but above
all to inrreased advertising and to the
intrnsification of retail competition-factors which have profoundly affected the
tempo of selling. Mr. Hammond observes
that tht>sc transformations have been
more numerous since 1930 "than in tht>
whole of the first quarter of this cf'n( Co11ti1111rd 011 pa_r1c 13(i)
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COMMUNITY SHOPPING CENTERS
Over 103 million dollars were spent on store construction
during 1939 in 37 eastern states, and over 29 million in
1940's first quarter, report F. W. Dodge statisticians ....
Community shopping-center planning takes into account
strong forces-population shifts, transit facilities, use of
automobiles, protection of neighborhood values-which
change urban and suburban patterns . . . . In addition to
discussions of such factors this study contains Case Studies
and Time-Saver Standards on stores and parking areas.

TODAY'S HOUSEWIFE,

I

ORI VES TO HER NEIGHBORHOOD SHOPPING CENTER
-and many such developments have arisen in recent years to make it easy and safe for
her to "park-and-shop." The small shopping center which serves the immediate needs of
an outlying residential area usually benefits by a certain uniformity of treatment, and by
precautions against the creation of adjacent blighted neighborhoods. On these pages an
officer of New York's Regional Plan Association outlines principles of shopping-center
design, and a real-estate editor of Los Angeles' "Daily Times" reports local experience.

DEVELOPING THE SHOPPING CENTER
By C. EARL MORROW, Planning Engineer, Regional Plan Ass'n.
The residential neighborhood: The general character of the resi-

dential areas tributary to a local shopping center largely determines its success. To create, among other things, the
stability so essential to business, a new pattern of a residential area has evolved, known as the neighborhood unit.
The neighborhood-unit development envisions a method of
building and rebuilding self-contained neighborhoods in, or
just outside, urban areas, under unified ownership and management, providing facilities necessary for well-rounded
family living. These include schools, parks, playgrounds,
parking areas, shops, library, theater, and a street system
which is both convenient and safe. Local stores are grouped
on peripheral main and secondary streets-not express highways-with adjacent automobile parking space.
Normally the business section of a neighborhood unit
would locate at the intersection of two boundary highways,
that is, at one corner of the unit. If this point were at, or
near, a subway or railroad station, the four corners of the
intersection would constitute the principal shopping district
for the four neighborhood units that come together at that
point. There might be minor shopping areas at other intersections of the highways bounding the neighborhood.
Over-all dimensions: For a self-contained community in which
practically all of the shopping is done locally, there are
normally about 50 ft.* of local retail-business frontage for
each hundred of the population. In an urban or suburban
neighborhood, allowance must be made for that part of the
shopping which is done in the city, as well as the more general
business and commercial activity that may locate in the
neighborhood.
In a survey of the relation between retail business and
population in the Chicago regiont, it was found that in 54
cities and villages there was an average of 51.8 front feet
of business per 100 population. The business frontage per
100 people ranged from 28.3 in River Forest to 86.5 in
Burlington. In general the further in time or distance the
community is from Chicago, the more business frontage it
has per unit of population.
On the average, about 5,000 people constitute an urban
neighborhood unit in a large city. If four neighborhood
units converge at one point and have relatively little other
business on their borders, there would be something like
*In Southern California, preferred ratio is 80-100 ft. of gross frontage per
100 population.
tChicago Regional Planning Association.
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20,000 people to count on serving with the community shopping center. It remains to know how many people are served
by the different stores. (For a tabulation see page 105.i
Planning principles: Many forces in a business center work
against each other and require balancing. Business tends to
locate where there are a lot of people passing. If many people
pass in automobiles and congestion becomes acute, shoppers
may go elsewhere. Again, the shopper likes a compact center
where she doesn't have to walk very far or cross a wide
thoroughfare. On the other hand, she wants to park her car
in front of the store; this necessitates a wide street.
The most important fact to remember in the design of a
shopping center is that old street systems were not adapted
to the use of the automobile and new streets tend to keep too
closely to obsolete patterns. Shopping centers have to be
arranged for the convenience of the motor-car shopper.
Parking: Some motorist may want to park her car only a few

minutes while she shops. Another may want to park all day
while he goes to the city or works in the local hardware
store. For some stores, trucks have to park at the store
door while merchandise is being unloaded. It is reasonable that short-time parkers should have the most convenient places to park.
On main streets, where there is considerable through
traffic, the area for parking may be protected by the sidewalk, which may also serve as a safety island. On secondary
streets which have business frontage, parking is preferably
at the curb. Traffic supposedly is moving slowly and the
danger of moving in and out of a parking space is more
than offset by the convenience.
Three points in designing a center-block parking space
are to be noted. First, the entrances and exits for cars must
be carefully considered in relation to both vehicular and
pedestrian traffic. Blind corners are apt to create a serious
traffic hazard.
A second point is convenient footpaths for pedestrians. The
parking area may be just behind a row of stores on Main
Street, but if the shopper has to walk around the block
to get to the parking area she may refuse to use it. In
addition to separate footpaths, the individual stores adjacent
could well have rear entrances.
The third point is not the least important-it is a question
of the looks of the parking area. If the parking area
created inside has a forbidding look, or is visually difficult
to enter, at least the women shoppers will have as little
to do with it as possible. Since all the rears of buildings
cannot be revamped at once, the best bet is landscaping.
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THE FAR WEST PUTS
In Southern California the auto·
mobile has exerted a tremendous
influence on shopping habits, and
upon community planning in gen·
eral. DON TAYLOR, of the "Los
Angeles Times", here assembles
practical data based on the ex·
perience of several California ex·
perts, including architects, city
planners,

planning

commissions.
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The RIVER OAKS development in Houston, Tex.,
offers an example of controlled community and
shopping-center planning. Homes for those in the
lower-income brackets, both within the boundaries
of the project and in adjacent developments, and
including River Oaks Gardens, the local m1altiple·
housing project, are closest to the shopp ing centers.
Main
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Houston: secondary center, at right, is at present
only partly occupied.
other
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of a community shopping center is feasible as soon as there
is sufficient population in the surrounding trading area to support a representative group of merchants. However.
it is desirable to start tentati\·e planning
for the shopping center as early as i>'
practical. For a dclibcratch· created
communil\- ~uch a~ a new real-estate
promotion, a government project, or
settlement project bv some other agencv
I large manufacturing concen1. for example, such as Ford's Ri\l'!' Rouge
plant )-the !'enter rnav be planned coincidentall~· with the whole communitv.
In cases of old-established ;;;tatic small
communities, any factor which presage:immincnt growth-!'onstruction of factories, devdopment of ne\1· real-estate
tracts, establishment of a university, etc.
-is a signal that plans should he made
for a shopping center that \I ill protect contiguous properties from becoming blighted areas because of uncontrolled growth. that will protect life by
eliminating traffic hazards, that will aid
merchants by providing efficient, pleasant shopping conditions.
It is theoreticallv advisable to pool all
the properties in an area of four to nine
square miles so that the whole may be
handled as a unit (without, of course,
surrendering actual ownership). When
there is a community government such
pooling may be effected h~- ordinance~.

ESTABLISHMENT

Location: In planning a shopping center.
the interests of merchants require as
much consideration as those of residents
and property owners. For this reason
stores must be as accessible as is practical. The community need not completely surround the center, but shops
must be so located, relative to residences
of people in various income groups, that
they are readily accessible by the usual
means of local transportation. Multifamily buildings and lm1·-income-bracket
private homes have to be within easy
walking distance. These areas, too, have
greatest need for mass-transportation
facilities (buses, trolleys, etc.) which
are routed close to the shopping center.
The center is preferabh· close to, but
not traversed by, major highways, with
rapid-transit systems routed to the peripherv of the center.
Level sites arc considered advantageous

for thrPe

n~asons:

Shoppers I 7.S;:i or

A RC H I T EC T U RA L

R E C 0 R r:

OF

SHOPPING-CENTER

more of whom are women) don't like
to climb hills; cost of construction is
held to a minimum; safety is increased
because level streets are safer for both
pedestrians and motorists.
Maximum econo!lli('al area of the
entire shopping-center site is governed
bv the distance shoppers are willing to
walk from parked ears or mass-transportation terminals. It appears that 3
blocks square is the practical maximum
in communities where the automobile i~
the prime means of transportation to
and from home.
When shopping
centers arc too large. thev tend to deYelop in a disorganized manner, often
along their own periphery, and to depreC"iate within. The shopping area can
be protected against adverse influences
I su!'h as undesirable developments within or adjacent to the center) hy restrictive leases. lff a continuing C"ontrol over
the selection of tenants, or by zoning
ordinances drawn in accordance with
a master plan.
Amount of land needed for stores, parking, service stations, and other units
within the center: Determination of
exact land uses is ordinarily resorted to
only in the event that space can be preallocated. Generally it has been found
that a combination of factors (necessary
sidewalk traffic, proportionate rentals,
etc.) acts to foster a correct allocation
by the tenants themselves.
It is sometimes estimated that there
should be 50 ft. of business frontage for
every 100 persons in the community.
In Southern California this is deemed
insufficient; the preferred ratio is 80
to 100 ft. of gross frontage in the business center for every 100 customers.
Parking space in the center has been
found satisfactory when it equals in area
the land occupied by business. One
successful chain of supermarkets recommends 60% parking, 40% store area
for their outlets. It has been found
advisable to locate large parking areas
to serve groups of stores rather than
individual parking for each store (an
exception is the supermarket, which may
require its own parking area). Group
parking areas facilitate the practice of
leaving cars and touring shops.
Location of buildings: and distribution of
par le in g space around store buildings: A
satisfartory arrangement places the store

PLANNING

on one corner of the site so that parking
areas surround it on three si<les. Large
parking areas, situated right on the
street and involving no shoestring alley
entrances, appeal to women shoppers.
Large rear areas have been found good
if they arc extremely accessible.
Cas stations are logicalh· located on
the peripherv of a shopping center,
nearest to major trafTt!' arteries and out
of high-rent districts. The tendency is
to allow plPntv of room for gas stations,
30.000 sq. ft. being common.
Other buildings: It would seem logical to locate units whirh an~ patronized
when stores are closed (theaters, recreation facilities, etc.), so that deserted
parking areas can be used.
Shapes of buildings are largely determined by locality, climate, and topography. Ho,1ever, there are maximum
depths for various types of ,..tores: approximately 25 ft., 100 ft., and 150 ft.
Shallowest stores are cand\ stores, bakeries, etc.; 100-ft. depths. are favored
for the greatest number (shoe stores,
dress shops, etc.) ; 1.50-ft. depths are
desirable for department stores, large
variety stores, markets, auto showrooms
and service garages.
Future expansion: If the center attracts
more business than its allocated area
can accommodate, it is deemed better
to establish a new center some distance
away than to expand the existing center.
If it is definitely assured that the center
will be restricted to its original boundaries, owners of adjoining residential
property will be encouraged to develop
their properties fully because of the
sense of security they will have. Otherwise blighted areas may develop just
outside the shopping center.
Appearance: Landscaped parkway strips
down the middle of the center's main
thoroughfare are favored by women
shoppers. Aside from agreeable appearance, these induce a sense of safety in
crossing streets because traffic need be
watched in only one direction.
Architectural attractiveness: Most
people are agreeably influenced by good
design in buildings and environment,
just as they are by attractive rnef!'handise. The practice of permitting a di\·ersity of architectural expression may tend
to loss of attractiYene~s.
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WAYS TO BETTER SHOPPING-CENTER DESIGN

I

This check list is based upon replies to a quedion:iaire submitted to a number of carefully
selected city planners, realtors, Federal agencies, and architects experienced in shopping·
center planning. It contains in brief notes the main practical considerations which influence
a shopping center's design, and is presented for use during the formative stages of
planning.

Its headings can be expanded to suit requirements of particular projects.

1. SITE AND TOPOGRAPHY
Level sites are preferred, particularly in localities where sleet and ice make winter
driving unsafe. It is generally considered desirable to locate buildings parallel to
contours, especially in small projects. For ultimate financial success, and for convenience of pedestrians, a site close to a main thoroughfare, but planned so that
merchandise trucking need not traverse residential areas, is preferable to locations
on express highways.
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2. TRAFFIC

~

For small projects it is considered best not to have the principal thoroughfare run
through the center, to avoid congestion and increase safety. In some cases it may
be desirable to use both sides of the principal thoroughfare in order to double shop
frontage. A common practice is to locate the project at the side of the principal
thoroughfare, usually on the "home-going" side. A setback from the street is usually
desirable, and auto traffic within the shopping center is preferably, though not necessarily, one way. Pedestrian traffic needs control for safety and to increase accessibility of shops. In some cases complete separation is found desirable. Other
methods include arrangement of parking facilities to eliminate cross lanes; establishment of safety islands, lanes, and sidewalks adjacent to shops; overhead walks and
underpasses; and control of automobile traffic by traffic lights, stop signs, etc.
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3. PARKING
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Parking at street curbs is not ordinarily recommended unless street can be widened
locally. Extension of sidewalks to form parking bays helps. Parking entirely off
street is considered most desirable. Parking areas in rear of buildings require
extremely accessible entrances. Local building codes often govern widths of driveways, sidewalks, streets, etc. Parking parallel to curbs requires least space, but in
some localities diagonal parking, either at curbs or in lanes within parking area, is
considered more satisfactory because of greater ease of maneuvering. Recommendations for parking-plus-traffic dimensions vary greatly; usual minima are indicated in
Time-Saver Standards on page 110. For small projects, with one-way traffic, a single
entrance and a single exit are preferred. For larger projects more than one exit
and entrance may be desirable, hearing in mind the needs of pedestrian safety.

4. LANDSCAPING
Requirements for ground cover include low cost, easy maintenance, and high resistance to traffic. Grass is used in many cases, although it has been the experience of
numerous observers that low shrubs, creeping plants, flagging, or pavement are more
satisfactory. Gravel is sometimes recommended although it is often hard to maintain
and has b~en found to damage shoes of women shoppers. Tall plantings have to be
carefullv selected and placed, perhaps pruned above eye level. In general, increased
attracti~eness provided by landscaping is considered financially worth while.
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5. EXPANSION

PARK I NO

Future expansion has to he considered at the time of the original planning. The
type of provisions varies with local conditions. Building restrictions, zoning ordinances, and, in cases of individual ownership or collective action, a restriction of
the type of tenant can he employed to prevent incursions by nonconforming elements.
Buffer strips, such as parkways, have sometimes been placed around shopping centers
to prevent formation of blighted areas immediately adjacent. Recreational areas,
and nurseries where children can be cared for, may be similarly located.

6. CIRCULATION
It is considered advisable to establish some means of control of pedestrian circulation
at entrances and exits of shops, parking areas, recreation areas, etc. Drive-through
parking areas are uniformly preferred. These restrictions, however, should not
interfere with free access to shops. Recommended sidewalk widths, for general
circulation, range from 4 to 10 ft., and, for sidewalks directly in front of shops,
from 6 to 15 ft.

7. TYPE OF BUILDING
One-story and basement buildings are ordinarily preferred, with two stories desirable
for parts of the project only. If there is parking space on both sides of the store
block, entrances are usually required in front and rear. In many cases display
windows on the rear are considered valuable. Harmony in design with the general
character of the neighborhood is highly desirable; in some cases projects can establish
their own character of design. Some form of protection from the elements, such as
continuous marquees, is necessary, hut any architectural form (such as an arcade)
which tends to decrease the effectiveness of display windows has been found to
decrease store sales. Within the building it is possible to preallocate certain types
of stores. To some extent preallocation of space can determine column spacing, etc.,
hut complete reliance on forecasts has been found generalh- undesirable.

8. TYPES OF RENTABLE SPACE
Frequency of and Average Population per Business Concern*
Type of Concern
I. Grocery

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Meat market
Restaurant

Druggist
Garage
Merchant tailor

Plumber

Confectionery
Bakery
Fruit & vegetable

Population
641
1,023
1,406
1,681
2, 185
2,204
2,259
2,714
2,749
3,728

Type of Concern
II. Hotel
12. Furniture
13. Dry goods
14. Cigar & tobacco

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Undertaking

Coal
Shoe
Clothier
Florist
Jewelry

Population
4,494
4,522
4,552
4,957
5,590
5,599
5,619
5,656
6.117
6.416

Type of Concern

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Millinery
Hardware
Cleaner & dyer
Delicatessen
Laundry
Musical instruments
Bank
Furrier
Typewriter
Sporting goods

Population

6.531
6,647
6,928
7.568
7.772
9,785
10,836
20,467
34,421
38.241

*The above tabulation from data obtained by the New York Regional Plan is based on surveys of seven
representative cities. Other types of shops usually included in a shopping center are barber and beauty shop,
electrical supplies, household furnishings. men's and women's clothing and furnishings, novelty shops, newsstands and stationery stores, painter and decorator, real-estate office, tearoom, department store.

9. ADAPTABILITY
Some form of skeleton construction, within which partitions can be shifted as
requirements change, is a necessity. The type of store required by the neighborhood
may not change radically, but individual stores undergo periodic changes.
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10. CONSTRUCTION
Materials and systems to be used depend to some extent upon local conditions, such
as code requirements, availability, costs, permanence of development, etc. In general,
concrete foundations, reinforced where necessary, masonry or frame walls, concrete
floors, and shingle, slate, composition, etc., roofing are used. The structural system
should be of a type which is highly fire resistant.

11. DURABILITY
Recommended life expectancy of such a building is usually short ( 15 to 20 years)
due to technical improvements, changes in merchandise, and possible changes in
trading areas. However, when buildings are flexibly planned and built of materials
that satisfy requirements of fire safety, etc., life expectancy has been estimated as
high as 50 years. Alterations to interior and exterior finish are to be expected.
Ease of maintenance, low cost, advertising value are factors bearing on the selection
of finishing materials. Satisfactory surfaces include tile, "stainless" metals, structural glass, concrete, etc. Plastered ceilings are commonly used and acoustical treat·
ment is considered valuable when costs are not too great. Style, durability, and low
maintenance costs are considered more important than low first costs.

12. HEATING, AIR CONDITIONING,
Automatically fired boilers are ordinarily installed in northern states, with a central
heating plant preferred over individual plants. This depends somewhat on the size
of the project. In southern states individual unit air conditioners are sometimes
included. If a central air-conditioning system is installed, or forced-air system with
washing and cooling, supply and return ducts have to be located independently of
partitions.

13. ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
Most electrical codes require use of rigid-conduit systems in commercial buildings.
BX cable is usually considered satisfactory where codes permit. The usual building
service is 110-220 volts; sometimes 440 is required. Individual meters are usually
preferred. However, in some large projects, project master meters with submeters for tenants have been found to work satisfactorily. Signs and sign lighting
require exterior weatherproof outlets, and there is a need for night lighting for
buildings and grounds. An important consideration in connection with both signs
and lighting of grounds is the possible effect of too great a display on the surrounding
residential neighborhood. In some projects means have been found to light indirectly
parking areas, signs, shop fronts, etc., and overhead lighting has been confined to gas
stations. Similarly it has been found advisable to limit sign locations to conform
to the architectural design of the entire project.

14. PLUMBING
Municipal or private disposal systems have to be planned with possible future
expansion in mind. Corrosion-resistant piping is desirable. The exact type (copper,
brass, iron, etc.) depends upon characteristics of the local water supply.

PLANNING UNITS FOR RETAIL STORES· 1-BARBER SHOP AND TAILOR
On this and the two following pages are presented space requirements for typical small retail shops which are ordinarily found in a
neighborhood shopping center. Where over-all sizes or areas are
given, dimensions are those which experience has proved to be
economically satisfactory. Local conditions may cause some variation from these optima. TllP information is intended to form a

basis for design which can be adapted to the designer's needs.
Data were compiled by Richard S. Hertzberg. The architectural
firms of Tannenbaum & Eisen, and Telchin & Gina, contributed
substantially to the completeness of the presentation. Numerous
manufacturers of equipment around which the stores are planned
also contributed.

BARBER SHOP
The typical five-chair barber shop can
be accommodated in a store 14 by 42
ft. in size. ·A shop for a small community ordinarily has a single shampoo
basin; if individual basins are required at all barber chairs, space requirements have to be slightly increased.
SHOP CLEARANCES
a. 10'-9" e. 0'-10"
b. 4'-6"
f. I 2' -0" to 14' -0"
c. 7'-6"
g. 2'-6"
d. 4'-0"
Manicure table: I'-4" x 2' -6"
CHAIR UNIT
a. 3'-0"
d. 4'-6''

b. l'-6
c. l '-6"
11

e. 1'-0"
f. '-0"
1

g. 6'-0"

h. 0'-6"
i. 0' -3"

TAILOR AND CLEANER
The schematic plan here presented
shows areas required for the various
functions in a complete small tailoring and cleaning establishment. If a
tailor's shop is the only requirement
(for pressing and repairs) and cleaning work is sent out, cleaning and
boiler-room areas may be omitted.
PRESSING UNIT
Vacuum steam unit: 2'-6" x 5'-9"

Pressing machine: 5'-9" x 3'-0", 5'-0",
or

HOr;\AGf

RACK~

60 LtNfAL

n

6'w0"

Tables and racks: 2'-0" wide, 15 lin.ft.
HANDWORK AREA
Tables: 3'-0" x 6'-0", 2'-6" x 5'-6"
Sewing: 3'-6" x 6'-0"
Finishing board: 4'x0" x 6'-0"

Hanging rack: 2'-0" wide, 41;, lin. ft.
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PLA NNING UNITS F0R RET AIL ST0RES: 2-FOOD SUPERMARKETS
The modern supermarket, which incorporates self-service in several departments, includes most of the types of
food stores to be found in the average
community shopping center. Dimensions and clearances given here can
be applied to individual store·planning
problems.
The typical successful supermarket
contains approximately 7,000 sq. ft.,
and is 100 to 150 ft. deep. General circulation, checking and cashier space,
not including aisles for grocery or other
departments, totals 1,270 sq. ft.
GROCERY DEPARTMENT

Type of service: Self-service
Location: In center of store
Area: 2990 sq. ft.
Dimensions:
a. 3' -4" to 3' -6"
b. 3'-9"
c. 6'-0"

d. 8'-0" to f. 14'-0"
g. 16'-0"
h. 22'-0"

10'-0"

e. 12'-0"

DAIRY

Type of service: Counter
Location: Close to entrance
Area: 470 sq. ft.
Dimensions:
a. 35'-0"

b. 8'-6" min.

BUTCHER

Type of service: Counter
Location: At rear of store
Area: 800 sq. ft.
Dimensions:
a. 40' -6" to 48' -0"
b. 9'-0" min.

c. 19'-0" min.
d. 5'-0"

CHECKER AND CASHIER
Type of service: Counters where packages are lifted from carts and packed
Location: At front of store

Dimensions:
d. 4'-9"
a. 5'-4"
e. 2'-0"
b. 10'-0"
c. 5'-4" to I 0'-0"
Show window: l'-0" to l'-6" deep
VEGETABLES

Type of service: Self-service, with clerks
Location: Near front of store
Area: 740 sq. ft.
Dimensions:
a. 25'-0" to 35'-0", with 2'-0" passage
between units, 2'-8"
show-window back
b. 8' - IO" average

clearance

to

STOCK ROOM
Location: At rear of store
Area: 730 sq. ft.

Dimensions:
a. 8'-2", for circulation, shelving, etc.
b. 9'-6", for uncrating, shelving, elc.
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3-BEAUTY SHOP, SHOE-REPAIR SHOP, DRUG STORE

BEAUTY SHOP
The typical small beauty shop has to
contain at least six to eight booths in
order to do enough business to be successful. If manicuring is to be done in
booths, 20% of the shop's total area is
devoted to waiting room. If manicure
tables (15 by 30 in., with 5 ft. between
tables) have to be placed in waiting
space, the 20% proportion may have to
be enlarged.

DIMENSIONS
a. l'-0" to l'-6"
b. l'-0"
c. 5'-0", 6'-0", 7'-0"

d. 3'-0"
e. 6'-6" to 7'-0"
f. 3'-6" to 7'-0"
9· 6' -6" to 7' -0"

(for standard
wall cabinets)

SHOE-REPAIR SHOP
Data are based on requirements for a
one-man shop, possibly with helper.
Door is always at one side of show
window; small window is sometimes
omitted. Large window contains 10- to
12-inch-wide workbench. Booths for
"while-you-wait" are standardized at
1 ft. 8 in. wide, with 2-in. arm rests
between; depth is variable. Shoeshine
benches are never placed opposite waiting booths.

DIMENSIONS
d. 6'-0"
a. 5'-6"
b. 51_g"
e. 11'-0"
c. 5'-0 std. for f. 2'-6"
2 chairs; 6'- 9· 6'-0"
O" size also h. 7'-0"
11

i. 6'-0"
j. 3'-6"
k. 5'-6"
I. 3'-6"
m.13'-0"

available

DRUG STORE
The drug store requires large, deep
show windows near the entrance, and
is preferably in a corner location. An
additional entrance is often provided
into or close to the rear storage room.
An increasingly common practice places
a large plate-glass window between the
pharmacist's working space and the
store proper, in order to display the
laboratory. Preferred disposition of departments in relation to the principal
entrance is indicated on the diagram.

PLAN DIMENSIONS
f.
a. 8'-6"
b. 32'-6" ( w a 11
9·
h.
cases, counter,
stepped counti.
er)
c. 10'-6"
d. 9'-0"

i·

21 '-6"
14'-6"
6'-9" to 7'-0"
5'-9" to 8'-0"
1
11
4' -6" to 5 -8
(varies with
counter depth)

e. 13'-0"
SODA BOOTHS
a. 11 -4"
b. 2'-0"

c. 4'-8" min.

d. 3'-6" min.

PRESCRIPTION DEPT.
b. 3'-4" to 3'-6"
glass partition
c. l'-6" to 2'-0"
down center
d. 10'-0" to 12'-0"

a. 3'-6" min., with
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PARKING SPACES AND DRIVEWAYS FOR COMMUNITY SHOPPING CENTERS
Data for this presentation are based on principles developed by Ernest
Irving Freese, correlated with the findings of traffic engineers in respect
to clearances for safe driving and parking. From the bases here illustrated,
solutions may be found to parking and traffic problems in connection with
shopping centers.
PROPERTIES OF AUTOMOBILES

Unless an automobile is driven in a straight line, rear wheels do not
follow exactly in the tracks of front wheels, because front wheels only are
controlled by the steering gear. Hence, on curved driveways, the inner rear
wheel may track off a roadway if the inner radius of the drive is too great.
The outer front wheel may track off if the outer radius is too small.
Determination of the minimum width of driveways for various radii (and
vice-versa) depends on three properties of an automobile: "tread," "wheelbase," and "turning radius." To these properties are added inside and
outside clearances to provide a margin of safety, so that both front and
rear bumpers, fenders, trunks, etc., will safely clear shrubbery or curbs.
The "tread" of a car is the distance center-to-center of the front or rear
wheels. The tread varies both between the front and the rear wheels and
with the make or year of the car. The tread of the rear wheels, being a
constant on curves and normally greater than that of the front wheels, is
used in driveway calculations.
The "wheelbase" is the distance center-to-center between front and rear
axles. It also varies.
The "turning radius" is the radius of the circular track of the outer front
wheel, also variable.
All of these factors have been taken into account in dimensions and
clearances given in the accompanying diagrams, which will accommodate
most automobiles sold in the years 1936 through 1940.
PARKING

Parallel parking space may be slightly less in length than the 22 ft. shown
in the sketch. This dimension is based upon the space required for an
automobile to come into position parallel with the curb. In general, 8-footwide lanes are preferred for parallel parking.
Perpendicular parking requires slightly more width than diagonal parking,
and slightly less length. Individual parking spaces as narrow as 6 ft. 9 in.
are considered advisable only when attendants are available to park cars.
Diagonal parking is considered easiest and safest for parking spaces in
which owners park their own cars. However, narrow parking spaces (6 ft.
9 in. to 7 ft.) are not advisable unless attendants park the cars.
TRAFFICWAYS

One-way traffic, with one entrance and one exit, is considered best for
small projects, or in portions of projects where areas are restricted. This
does not mean that entrances and exits are to be alleys between buildings;
generous openings, with no obstructions to vision, and with actual driveway
entrances segregated by safety islands or by extensions of sidewalks, are
both safer and most likely to be voluntarily used.
Entrance widths (and exits) are preferably not less than 15 ft., even for
one-way traffic. This aids in eliminating some of the hazards attendant
upon driving from a parking space into a traffic-laden street. Maximum
width is sometimes controlled by local ordinances, and should not exceed
the width of secondary streets commonly used in the neighborhood. This
precaution is advised so that pedestrians can estimate the length of time
needed to cross an entrance or exit almost subconsciously, from their
experience in crossing nearby streets.
Parking-plus-traffic: Minimum dimensions are given in the accompanying
diagrams. For parallel parking, the 19 to 21-ft. dimension shown allows
room for one line of traffic, and for maneuvering space; for two lines of
traffic, plus one line of parking and maneuvering space, add from 10 to
11 ft.; for two lines of traffic, plus two lines of parked cars and maneuvering space, double the dimensions shown. If there is little or no through
traffic, and parking-plus-maneuvering space is all that is needed, 18 to
20 ft. (total from curb to curb) will suffice.
Clearances indicated for diagonal and perpendicular parking are based
upon requirements for maneuvering. It is usually uneconomical of space
to provide additional traffic lanes within parking areas; these are preferably
eliminated or restricted to the areas' boundaries.
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TIME-SAVER

STANDARDS

UNIFIED CENTER SUCCEEDS IN EASTERN TOWN
The Locatelli Building in Winchester, Mass., consists of a number of closely related structures which were unified architecturally by JOHN EDMOND KELLEY, Architect.

The de-

velopment has proven so successful financially that there is constant demand for its store space,
and the sponsors are planning a larger edition of the building in a nearby community.
THE COMPLETED LOCATELLI BUILDING is
the result of progressive developments,
each of which was initiated as the preceding step began to pay its way. The first
unit was that shown in the foreground
above, facing on Main Street, Winchester.
This building was extensively remodeled
from an existing taxpayer. Second came
the unit in the right of the view above,
which faces partly on Main Street, partly
on adjacent Thompson Street. Here the
original building, whose Main Street face
projected some 11 ft. beyond that of the
first unit, was demolished and a new one

constructed in line with the first to provide
additional curb parking space.
The last step comprised buildings along
a pedestrian right of way, visible at the left
of the photograph below. Old residences
were here replaced with store, office, and
apartment space.
In the Main Street building, which consists of the first two steps outlined, there
are at present 10 stores, 11 offices, basement bowling alleys, and janitors' quarters.
In the other portion there are 9 stores and
4 second-floor studio apartments. Below is
a view from the Aberjona River.

LOCATELLI BUILDING
JOHN EDMOND KELLEY, Architect
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THE ACCOMP YING PLAN shows the arrangement of the first floor. The portion
indicated as "department store" is occupied by a branch of Filene's large Boston
tore. In the basement, besides bowling
alleys, are storage spaces for all stores.
Second-floor offices all face on Main or
Thompson Streets. The apartments have
individual roof terraces, and a separate
roof garden is provided over the restaurant.
Parking space is available on both boundary streets. The lane along the bank of
the Aberjona River, to which Winchester
Terrace (the pedestrian passage through
the building) leads, is part of a landscaped
development which adds to the attractiveness of the building's setting.
The structure is of concrete, brick, ca t
stone, wood, and steel. Main office entrance, on Main Street, and hall leading
to office are paneled with knotty pine.
Offices have rubber-tile floors and are
equipped with Venetian blinds.
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Above, view of the latest development, showing 'the arched entrance from Thompson Street
into Winchester Terrace. Below, shops and apartment entrances along the Terrace
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Paul Pt?ters

A LONG-CONSIDERED SCHEME DEVELOPS
In the environs of Houston, Tex., the community of River Oaks has grown up
where a few years ago there was open country. When the development
started, the owners recognized a future need for a community shopping
center. Land bordered by multifamily and low-priced detached house sites
(see map, page 102) was set aside, and a scheme was developed which
needed only minor later changes.
were the architects, with

STAYTON NUNN and MILTON McGINTY

OLIVER C. WINSTON,

consulting

architect.

RIVER OAKS SHOPPING CENTER lies on one side of
Shepherd Drive, a belt artery, and is bisected by
West Gray Avenue, which leads to downtown
Houston. Bus lines, used principally by domestic
servants, traverse these two highways and another
which parallels West Gray some blocks to the
south. Almost every family in the surrounding
developments has at least one automobile. It is
planned to expand this center several blocks eastward, as conditions demand, along West Gray Ave.
There are at present two one-story store buildings, with offices in two-story blocks; two gasoline
stations at the principal intersection and one further
east; and a theater immediately east of the stores.
Before definite plans were undertaken, several
conditions were set up: ( 1) the center should be
neighborly in character with the adjoining community; (2) corner locations should be reserved
for service stations, which were to be planned
without sacrificing maximum visibility for the setback stores; ( 3) front parking space, and direct
delivery access in the rear, were to be provided,
with large additional parking spaces so disposed
that patrons would not hesitate to use them; ( 4)
form and construction of each shop space were to
be adaptable for use either with or without air
conditioning; ( 5) costs were to be kept as low as
was compatible with reasonably good construction.
Appearance of all buildings was to be unified, with
restrictions on signs, displays, and lighting.

Sigurd Fischer
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Exterior walls are brick and hollow clay tile, load bearing, stuccoed, and painted warm
sand color. Soffit of continuous canopy, and steel windows, are pale blue. Structural glass
at shop fronts and entrances is black; show-window and door trim is extruded aluminum,
alumilited. Most of the stores have taken advantage of the large show windows to make
their interior arrangements count as exterior displays. Signs are beneath canopy.
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Tenants include food and liquor
stores, beauty and barber
shops, drug store, tailor-cleaner,
flower and gift shops, electric
supply store, women's clothing,
offices, etc. Interior partitions
have light pressed-steel studs
with metal lath and plaster on
both sides, and are not load
bearing. There is a stock room
close to each store's service
(rear) entrance. Passageways
lead through each building
from the rear parking spaces.
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View from east, or Houston, side of the center, showing the two-story portion which houses dance studios and several architects' offices.

RIVER OAKS SHOPPING CENTER

STAYTON NUNN, MILTON McGINTY, Architects; 0. C. WINSTON, Consulting Architect

basement; foundations consist of concrete beams resting on piers with spot footings.
Roofs have steel bar joists supported on steel
girders which rest on the masonry walls, or on
steel columns at store fronts. Roof deck is of fiber
insulation board with built-up surfacing; air-conditioned shops and offices have loose-fill insulation
between roof decks and hung ceilings. First floor
is concrete on fill with terrazzo finish; second floor
is lightweight concrete on bar joists, with woodblock finish in dance studios, asphalt tile in offices.
Heating or air conditioning are provided as individual spaces require; at present, four shops and
all second-stnn· areas are air-conditioned.

THERE IS NO

Night photo, day photo, and section at right show
use and construction of canopy. Light trough under
canopy indirectly lights parking spaces and silhouette signs. Additional road-lighting units are
on building waifs, near ground; a few floodlights are
mounted at copings; all are time-switch controlled.
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Gasoline stations are designed to offer minimum obstruction to visibility.
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RIVER OAKS SHOPPING CENTER
NUNN and McGINTY, Architects: O. C. WINSTON, Consultant

Interiors of two of the air-conditioned stores, a food shop and a
drug store, show how duct work is
handled as each job demands. No
special provisions have been made
for sound insulation beyond the
fact that partitions between occupancies are double shells of
metal lath and plaster. However,
special acoustic treatment has
been used on dance-studio ceilings.
BU I LDING
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PARK-AND-SHOP BUILDING ALSO INCLUDES SPORTS FACILITIES
Chevy Chase Park-and-Shop Stores have a steeply sloping site in Washington, D. C.,
which contained filled ground unsuitable for foundations. Excavation to original grade
provided three rentable basement floors.

JAMES F. HOGAN was the architect.

Tms IS THE FIFTH center of the same general type designed
for the same realtor. The Chevy Chase center has a frontage
on Connecticut Avenue of 345 ft., and is 40 ft. deep. There
are six stores at the Connecticut Avenue level, with ample
parking space in front, separated from the street by a planted
strip. In the basement and sub-basements, besides storage
space for the stores above, boiler rooms, etc., are 57 bowling
alleys and rooms for table tennis, archery, and a shooting
gallery. The top floor contains an ice-skating rink 370 by
105 ft., with foyers, dressing rooms, check rooms, and skaterental space. Above one end is a balcony for spectators.
The structure is of "fireproof" brick and concrete. Foundations are concrete, carried to bedrock. Roof is supported on
long-span trusses, whose use permitted elimination of interior
columns in the top story. The section below shows how the
sloping site provided additional rentable space.

One of the I-story wings contains a branch department store.
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Continuous trusses span the top floor over the skating rink.
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CHEVY CHASE PARK-and-SHOP;

JAMES F. HOGAN, Architect

.SKATIN6

RINK

Top floor conta.ins skating
rink and accessory spaces,
including a soda fountain
and restaurant concession.
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STORE

LOBBY
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PARKING

Street-level floor contains six
stores and a lobby which serves
both the upper and lower f.loors.

BOWLING

FOYER
BASEMENT
(STORE)

BOWLING

•

Basement houses stock rooms
and bowling alleys. Three lower
floors' windows overlook a park.

BOWLING

BOWLING

BOWLING

..

BOWLING
D

Sub-basement includes provisions
for table tennis, bowling, toilets.
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Boiler-room floor has space for
building services, more alleys,
and for archery and a shooting
gallery, as yet not installed.
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Sloane-Blabon linoleum
Attracts Traftic
Resists Its Wear
1
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The"'"""' freslr "l'f>Nlr<llH'<' of the Slo(Jt1P-Blalw11 Lirwf,.11111 floor in
this allractinJ cund~y shop incites trad(', aids sales, is qui('t, cleall.

Rel'i'f>lion rown in a srnart bN111t_v .o.;/UJfJ ldwre Sloan,,-R/ahon I'!aia
Li11ole11m H'us utilized tu i;o111ple11wnt the gerierul decorulire rwle.

Slowu•-IU"lm11 /J"tt!Pship I irwle11111 1rns specified in this moder/I

111 ,lrop:< and :<Ion•,.; :-iloarw-Bla!.011 Li11ol•·11111
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for ,.;ton· in:<tallation.
\\ lry spe1·if\· linol•·11111~ that lraH· to h,·
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ARCHITECTURAL
METAL WORK
WINDOWS
REVOLVING DOORS
STATUARY
TAB LETS

GENERAL BRONZE craftsmanship includes all non-ferrous
metal products - for banks,
institutional buildings, apartment houses, schools and
private residences. Statuary,

large or small, is executed by
Roman Bronze Corporation,
a subsidiary. For non-ferrous
metal work of any type, we
invite your inquiries. Our
catalogs are filed in Sweet's.

GENERAL BRONZE CORPORATION
34-19

TENTH

STREET

LONG

ISLAND

CITY, N. Y.

FABRICATORS IN BRONZE · ALUMINUM · STAINLESS STEEL • NICKEL SILVER
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Another new Architectural Concrete Sears, Roebuck
& Company store-at Houston, Texas; designed by

Nimmons, Carr & Wright, Chicago. Knutson Con·
strucfion Co., contractors.

The skill of the architect has given merchants
a new kind of crowd-pulling, sales-booming
store. It is designed for greater accessibility to
all departments and for better display of goods.
And it is best built of Concrete throughout-for
firesafety, spick-and-span appearance, structural
efficiency, low first cost and low maintenance.
With Architectural Concrete the frame, floors,
walls and ornament are cast as one strong construction unit. New, simple forming technique
gives striking exterior appearance. Hundreds

of owners of new concrete buildings will tell
you it is the ideal way to build your store, factory, warehouse, office building.
Let us help you consider concrete for your
building. Write for your copy of illustrated
booklet, "The NEW Beauty in Walls of Architectural Concrete," (free in the U. S. or Canada),
or ask for a representative to call.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
Dept. 6-8, 33 W. Grand Ave., Chicago, Ill.
A national organization to improve ancl extencl the uses of con•
crete •.. through scientific research ancl engineering fie/cl work

~ ••• COMBINING

ARCHITECTURAL
AND STRUCTURAL FUNCTIONS IN ONE FIRESAFE, ENDURING MATERIAL
JUNE
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WHAT'S NEW IN MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

-.......

Fig. I: Jointless wallboard

Jointless Wallboard
"Jmvrno SPEEDWALL" !Fig. 11 is a plywood panel for dry wall construction
manufactured in sizes up to 8 by 20 ft.
and faced with a fabric designed to take
either paint or wallpaper. Because of its
large size, one board ordinaril) makes
a room walL thus eliminating joints.
Doon:, 11 indows, and other openings are
cut in on the job; panels are nailed or
glued directly to the studs; and decorating can commence at once. According to
the manufacturer. this system has made
it possible to erect a five-room house,
foundation to finish. in 40 da) s. The
Speed\\ell Co., .'iO.'Ei First Avenue S .•
Seattle. \\ ash.

Folding Kitchen Table

Fig. 2: Folding kitchen table

"T,\m:u:TTE" I Fig. 2 I 1s a ne\\ wrinkle
in kitchen cahinetry in the form of a
small utilil \ table that folds out of sight
when not in u~c. JVIounted on a pi,·ot
hinge which is placed at the top of a
cabinet. ·'Tahelctte" "'' ings out and
locks in position. \'I/hen erected it is
ncarh 2B in. from the floor. a good
height for comfortable \\ ork \rhen one
is seated. Abo, it nw \ he lon1ted at
either side of the sink unit. or is availahlP as a t·omplett' hm:e unil lo he placed
whert'\ er desired. It may onh be used
in l'onjunl'tion with the manufacturer's
"tandarcl line of kitchen fixturPs. The
Kill'he11 "\!laid Corporation, Andrews,
Ind.

Convector Fronts
A NE\\ U"\E of fronts I Fig. 31 of modem dPsign has been annomH·ed hv Tuttle and Baile1 [or in,.tallation \1ith their
com l~~·tor-t1 JW radiators. Rounded cclµ:cs
and a rn·11 grille are said to facilitate
cleaninµ: of the fronts as \\-ell as affordi11µ: additional t'\l' appeal. Tuttle and
Baile\. I nC' .. \le\\- Brit,1in. Conn.

Foundation Ventilators
r\ I\ EW \ F:\TI LA TOR dPsi :11ed for the
proper ventilation of small-house unders,tructure,: has been announced. 1Vfa<le
of rustproof rnatnials. it is said to add
to the appcaram·p of foundation walls.
] ts main feature, howe1 er. is a glass
shutter whit·h can he opened from outside the house. makinµ: controlled ven0

Fig. 3: Convector radiator fronts

tilation possible. This has the added
advantage of admitting sunlight under
the house when the ventilators are
closed, thus at all times discouraging
fungus growths and the propagation of
insect pests_ E. L. Bruce Co., Memphis,
Tenn.

Inexpensive Room Ventilator
SELLING FOR LESS than $100, this new
room ventilator is designed for use in
either homes or oflices. 1t is said to afford effective filtration and circulation
and has controls to regulate the nilume,
direction. and mixture I outdoor and recirculated I of the air flow. The apparatu,: comes in two sizes, junior and
large. and mav he fitted into practically
all t\ pes of windm,·s or transoms. Carrier Air Conditioning Corp .. Snacuse,

:\'. y.

New Oil Furnaces
F (JL n :'I EW \YAR1\I-\IR. oil-fired furnaces,
designed for homes in the $2.0ll0-S9,000
f!roup and ranging in heating capacit)
from 40.000 to 120.000 Btu. haH
bet>n announced. The smallest of these
"Faslt>mp'' furnaces requires no l'e!lar
hecau,_e it is suspended from the joists
and ex lends onh 4 1) in. helo11· floor le el.
Like the next in size, it depends on
graYit\ for its air circulation. while the
t\rn lari!er units have forced-air deli1 Pn and filter~. Humidifiers am available at e'\:tra cost for all four of the
units.
\ orge Division. Borg-\\" arner
Corp .. Detroit. 1\Iid1.

~toker Air Conditioner
TnE "lh:ATJ\L\K1rn" is a self-C'ontainecl
\\inter air-l·onditioninµ: unit of moderate
price. com plcte with furnace. bin-fed
automatic coal stoker. humidifier, circulator. and air filteff. In bituminous
modt·ls, the ashes arc rcmo\'cd from the
hearth and conYeyed to a l'ontainer located \\ ithin the unit. \\hile anthracite
models are arranged so that the ash
drops dirccth into a pit under the fur11ace. This pit may he made large
enough to ac!'omrnodate the ash accumulation for the entire heating season.
Maximum output is 100,000 Btu per
hour.
Iron Fireman Manufacturing
Co ...)()/ W. 106th St., Clewland. Ohio.
(('onti1111cd 011 }'a11c

13-~J
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New Light on Store Door Locks!
For Shops and Stores, Lockwood offers you No. 8705,
in the Lockwood Modernized Line of Cylinder Locks.
Ruggedly built for heavy duty, this lock is standardized and interchangeable in the same mortise, with
other locks in the series. This is true of all other locks
in this modernized line.

Plain front, plain latch
bolt regularly furnished.
Anti-friction latch bolt,
armored front, rabbeted
front-all are available
when so ordered.

In construction, in function and in smooth operation, this is a superior lock. Especially interesting to
you as an architect are the handle sets applicable to
this number. The choice is very wide, allowing you
to fit almost any interior or exterior motif in a standard set.
The new Lockwood Catalog-illustrating more
than 300 different Cylinder Mortise Locks in an easyto-read panorama style-will save you hours of ref-

A wide variety of fittings is available
for this lock. Lockwood suggests the
modern Alamac Design in the elongated escutcheon type, as shown, or
the striking Azex Design, illustrated,
in the sectional type.

erence time in specifying cylinder locks. We will
gladly send you a copy with full information.

Locl~wood

Hardware Mfg. Co.

Division of Independent Lock Co.

JUNE
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--- :that the most desirable homes today are those in which attractive
design is combined with comfort, convenience, and economy
of operation.

--- that you who provide or finance General Electric equipped houses
not only give the utmost in eye appeal, freedom from household drudgery, and operating economy to buyers whose
purchases indicate great trust in your judgement, but that at
the same time you are providing more sales appeals which will
influence more people to buy houses.

--- that a fully G-E equipped home-carefully planned wiring system,
automatic heating, complete kitchen with refrigerator, range,
steel cabinets, dishwasher, and garbage disposall-is definitely
a sounder business proposition to buy, to build, to sell, to finance.

AND WE KNOW--- that the added cost of complete General Electric equipment in new
homes, when spread over the payments, is usually less than
fifteen cents a day.

-----------------,
General Electric Home Bureau, Dep t. AR-406
1285 Boston Ave ., Bridge port , Conn .
Please send me informat ion on your H ouse Merchandising Plan .

............! a m an Archi tect.
........... .! am building for resa le .
............! am building my own home .
Name ...... ................ ... ... ................... .... ·------·--·-----·-- ·--··----······· ············· ····· ········

The G-E Home Bureau offers an Architectural

J

Engineering Service a nd a tested House Merchandising Plan tha t Arc hitects and Professional
Builders are using regularly and enthusia stically. Won't you send in the coupon for complete
informa tion, without obligation I'

Address ...................... ................. ..... .... .... ........................ ..... ... .. ........ .... ..... ..... .
City ........................................ State .............................. Cou nty ... ..... ............ .

GENERAL@ ELECTRIC
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If you want greater latitude
in Store Front Design -

GL.\SS-in countless \'arict\ of forms
-is a store front medium that never
exhausts its design possibilities. It
gi\'cs you a versatile tool to work with
-one that provides you with a "new
wav" to meet ar1\' store front demand.
Architects in. increasing number
are employing glass in store front
work-and achie,·ing effects that are
possible "·ith no other medium. In

Pittco Products thcv find an everwiclcning line of u~aterials of top
quality ... materials that arc available in identical quality throughout
the countrv.
Recendy, Herculite Tempered
Plate Glass, Suede-finish Carrara
Structural Class, PC Architectural
Glass and PC Glass Blocks ha\e taken
their places with the other Pittco

products. Striking achievements already accomplished with these new
kinds of store front glass indicate that
their scope in crcat ive store front design is practically limitless.
Drop the coupon at the bottom of
this page in the mail. \ \T c'll be glad to
send you, without obligation, more
detailed in formation about Pi ttco
Store Front Products.

Jlforris K,•tdrnm. Jr. designed this truly distinctive front in /\eu,
York City. lit- ('mployed glass
in new and striking form - to
f!il'I:! 1t its individuality. The faciu. pier~. and the U!(Jlls of the
1·e~tilmle are of" gray Carrara, suede finish. And the attractive
nitrance door is of llerculite Tempered Plate Glass.

--------------r-------------,
fo
cjt:zJs
-------------•L-------------'
DITTCO STORE Fl\ONTS

I PITTSBUR.GH

PLATE

PITTSBllTU;H" s~

11

JUNE

GLASS

COMPANY

f2~

I
II
I
I

St,eet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I
I

I

City .....•..•.••............. State, . , . . • . • •

I

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company
:!:JZ.8 Grant Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Please send me, without obligation, your new book
entitled "How to Get More Busines,:;."

Name......................................

I
1
I
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. and Economy Says-

Russell }\.fills, arch., /Jlanned this handsome home for D. 0. Rohinson. Reno. Nev. Sidewalls and toP-floor ceilings are safeguarded by Celotex Insulation.

CELOTEX GUARANTEED INSULATION REPLACES OTHER MATERIALS PROVIDES STRUCTURAL STRENGTH, INSULATION, VAPOR SEAL, AT ONE COST!
IDEWALLS represent definitely large heat-loss areas

S

in a house. They need insulation if the owner is to
realize economy of fuel. And economy of construction
calls for installing sidewall insulation .:tt the time the house
is built. By building with Celotex Vapor-seal Sheathing
and Celotex Vapor-seal Lath - both of which repl.:tce
other m.:tteri.:tls at sm.:tll extra cost-this vital sidewall protection is permanently assured, at minimum expense!
This fact has been emphasized to millions of magazine readers by the current Celotex advertising campaign. That campaign has been planned to m.:tke it

easier for you, the architect, to persuade your clients to
include sidewall insulation when they build.
By providing structural strength, insulation, and
vapor seal-all at a single cost-Celotex Vapor-seal
Products are enabling thousands of owners to enjoy
the complete protection they might otherwise neglect.
Further advantages include permanent protection
against termites and dry rot, provided in all Celotex
cane fibre products by the exclusive, patented Ferox
Process-and the famo11s Celotex writte11 life-of-b11ilding
g11ara11tee. * Mail the coupon for full details.

*This guarantee, wh('lt issued, applies only within the
Contine11tal Uni/I'd Stoft>s.

---------------------------,
THE CELOTEX CORPORATION
919 N. Michigan Ave .. Chicago, Ill.

AR6-40 :
I

Please send complete details about Celotex Guar- I
anteed Insulation.
I

I County. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... State. . . . . . . . . . I

l---------------------------~

CELOTEX
REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

PRODUCTS

Sales Distributors Throughout the World
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An Architect speaks of
OIL BURNING SYSTEMS
FOR
STORE BUILDINGS
Ely Jacques Kahn, a foremost figure among .~merican architects and designer of
many store buildings, says, "I hm:e a/cua:,·s found that my use of oil b11rm11g s:,•ste111s
'''as a z,•isc choice for store buildi11gs, fur they have resulted in efficiency rn
pcrfor11w11ce and economy ill u/Jerating costs. Jfy reco111111elldations for oil svstcins
ore fortified /1y the cxpcrie11ccd adi•ice of engineers with whom I have consulicd. Jn
regard to the Petro Oil Burni11g S3•stc111, which I ha-ve often used, it has prm.:ed
t!10ro11uhly satisfactory to 111yself and my clie11ts."

In successful store planning, proper heating is as obviously vital to customer comfort as heating economy
is vital to store profit. A store's heat demand varies ,,·ith hour-to-hour fluctuations in volume of store traffic.
\Viele experience proves that Petro oil burning systems meet these variations automatically, with resultant
major economies in fuel cost. Automatic operation naturally eliminates labor cost. The result is a comfortably heated store that pleases the public, with a low heating cost which pleases the management.
Major contributions to this result are: Petro's practice of completely engineering each installation; the
mechanical excellC11ce of Petro burners; and the reliability and efficiency of the Thermal Viscosity System
for proper combustion of the heaviest and cheapest fuel oils.
using pre-heated ~o. 6 (Bunker C) fuel oil, the Thermal Viscosity System insures reliably automatic operation in: (a) "Cold starts"; (h) Fuel pumping~\\·ith integ-ral pump; (c) Instant meeting of load fluctuations:
and. (cl) Literally and wholly automatic control of the supply of oil to the burner at f1o\\·-rate ancl
temperature correct fur maximum combustion efficiency.
Cnless a burner or system includes all four of these operating characteristics
and performs them properly with pre-heated fuel oils. it would he an
oh, ious misnomer to call it "automatic".
Petro Jnd11strial R11rncrs for A11to111atic operation (with pre-heated .Yo. 6, or
i\' o. 5 and !iyhtcr oils) arc 11rnilablc i11 SC<'en si:::es, Jfodds wzy; to TVS
incl11s,; .-. Each />11r11cr is a self co11tai11cd assc111bly of 111ofor, fan, p11111p,
rotary c't/' ato111i.c:cr 1111d interlocked air and oil adj11st111c11ts. The i/111stration
shows /,, <v so1111dl_\' this /!11r11cr is dcsi!J11cd.

CAP A CITIES: to 100 gal. per hr.-336 boiler h.p.47,000 sq. ft. steam E.D.R.
Semi-automatic and }Ianualh· controlled }Iodel \V burners and "}[echanical
type" units ;ire also a\·ailah.k to mcct circumstances \\'hich clo not require
automatic operation.

Petro's Engineering Division u:ill gladly answer questions. The Petro
Industrial Equipment Catalog will be sent promptly on request.

PETRO
for Stores

PETROLEUM HEAT &
STAMFORD
JUNE

POWER COMPANY

-Makers of good Oil Burning Equipment since 1903-

CONNECTICUT

1948
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AIA'S 72nd CONVENTION

Equally significant was a discussion of

(Continued from Pauc 18)

Mr. Voorhees stressed the fact that in
property-management work, rehabilitation and replacement of buildings and
the ability to advise in the determination of budgets are most appropriately
within the architect's scope. The re·
sponsibility requires a trained office staff
and, when developed, returns a moderate but steady income to the architect.
Other round tables investigated specialized aspects of the architect's poten-

"Incomplete Architectural Services,"

tial services and spheres of influence.
The need to step over the lines that
heretofore circumscribed private professional practice was pointed out in a
meeting devoted to "Regional Enhance·
ment," conducted by Frederick Bigger.
In the salvaging of depreciated and
blighted areas, all parties concernedreal estate, financial, government, legal,
and architectural-must learn to co-op·
erate if a successful program is to result.

Fedders Type K Heating Coil
design is the cumulative result of 44 years of specialized
experience in heat transfer.
Copper fins bonded to copper tubes . . . patented, full.
floating relief of expansion
stresses between heating coil
and casing ... "knee-action"
relief of differential expansion
between neighboring tubes
. . . heavy, forged bronze
expansion guides . . . large
plenum-type steam headers
... integral orifices and scale
breakers-those are some of
the advanced engineering features of Fedders Type K Heating Coils.

FEDDERS COOLING COILS
New Complete Range of Sizes for Refrigerants and
Cold Water
FEDDERS UNIT AIR CONDITIONERS
Seven Base Models irom 1 V2 to 25 Tons Capacity

FEDDERS SERIES 4 UNIT HEATERS
Full Range of Models from 75 to 1100 EDR

Husky, rigid ARMCO ZINCGRIP casings provide protection against piping stresses
and coil distortion.
Complete data is given in
new Catalog AC-60 I. Write
for your copy right now.

FEDDERS MANUFACTURINC CO., INC.
Air Conditioning Division

47 Tonawanda St., BUFFALO, N. Y.

with Charles Frederick Cellarius presiding. William Stanley Parker of Boston stated the basic problems. fames R.
Edmunds, fr. of Baltimore commented
on the architect's relation to the housing
authority, and S. B. Marston of Pasadena, Calif., specified some of the pitfalls and losses in partial service.
Apart from these round-table discussions, the convention, as in previous
years, looked at other related trends.
A seminar was held on "Architectural
Education and Registration," led by
I ohn Bakewell, Jr., chairman of the
Committee on Education; Richard
Koch, chairman of the Committee on
Allied Arts; and C. Julian Oberwarth,
chairman of the Committee on Regis·
tration Laws.
Trends in architectural-school pro·
grams were reviewed in a symposium to
which the following outstanding educators contributed: Mies van der Rohe,
Armour Institute; William Frank Hitchens, Carnegie Institute of Technology;
Frederick V. Murphy, Catholic University of America; Prof. Ernest Pick·
ering, University of Cincinnati; Leo·
pold Arnaud, Columbia Lniversity;
Gilmore D. Clarke, Cornell University;
Rudolph Weaver, University of Florida;
Walter R. McCornack, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology; Roy Childs
I ones, University of Minnesota; Ellis F.
Lawrence, University of Oregon; George
Simpson Koyl, University of Pennsyl·
vania; Arthur C. Weatherhead, Uni·
versity of Southern California; Walter
Thomas Rolfe of the University of
Texas, and Harlan Thomas, University
of Washington.
Another symposium, led by Richmond
H. Shreve, reviewed the subject "New
Materials." This discussion was ar·
ranged and conducted, as heretofore, in
collaboration with the Producers' Coun·
cil, holding its convention in Louisville
concurrently. A. W. Varasse, of the
Architectural Relations Department of
the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, discussed "Glass Blocks." "Exterior Deco·
rative Metals" were reviewed by Dr.
Bruce W. Gonser, Supervisor of the
Division of Non-Ferrous Metals, Bat·
telle Memorial Institute, Columbus,
Ohio. L. H. Meyer of the United States
Plywood Corp. discussed the development, growth, and use of "Architectural
Plywood."
And "Plastics" was the
subject of a paper by /. Roger White,
Assistant to the President of the For·
mica Insulation Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Sculptor of Beautiful Walls
H

ANDS and trowels like these are making

punched to make a stronger wall! It doesn't

hetter walls and ceilings all over America,

warp, buckle, pull away from the plaster or

using modern materials to make beautiful sur-

leave lath marks. A plastered Perforated

home construction, United States Gypsum has

faces in today's homes. Smooth, unblemished

Rocklath partition has passed fire tests to

developed many improved materials which con.

plastered walls and ceilings fit any style of

show that it will hold fire at bay for one full

tribute greatly coward giving your home more

architecture, take any decoration. The art of

hour! The plaster is Red Top Plaster, tailored

fire protection and greater year-round comfort.

plastering is as old as civilization. But the

for each community to blend properly with

USG has assembled many valuable facts about

right combination of plaster base and plaster

the sand and water with which it is mixe<l.

homeownershi o and home modernization in two

has taken years of experiment to develop.
Look at chis picture. The plaster base is fireproof Perforated Rocklath. Its holes were

Together these two make a combicannot be equalled for beauty

?

During 38 years, the United,

UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY,··

IJ

I'

-where research develops better. stifer building maten'als '

JUNE

Company has been making quality building
materials. As a result of continuous research in

USG advertisements like these are
selling better building to America.
USG advertisements appear in
SA TU RDA Y EVENING POST, BETTER
HOMES & GARDENS, AMERICAN
HOME, GOOD HOUSEKEEPING,
AMERICAN MAGAZINE, LIFE,
COLLIER'S, PARENTS' and others.
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A BROADER HORIZON FOR THE ARCHITECT
{ Cont."11 ·1cd fr um

9nternattonal Studio
9lrt eorpovatton
EXHIBITION
June 24 through July 12

XII-XIX CENTURY
STAINED GLASS
of French, Flemish, German,
Austrian, and Spanish provenance

I)
II

~his comprehensive collection is one
of the most varied and interesting
ever made by either an individual or
an institution. It illustrates supremely
the evolution and history of the craft.

)

Included in the exhibition are three
very fine XIII century French pan-

fitUfl'

,'{/)

a good one for beginners. They can co-operate with small
sh~ps and local craftsmen wherever they are. As a vehicle,
specialty design is like a cub plane, "fool-tolerant," yet serviceable in training for more exacting tasks.
A Big Future Demands a Broad Base

All three of the design fields just described extend indefinitely into the past and the future; all three are necessary and
honorable. All will gain when clearly delineated, and when it
is recognized that the trend in any one object or design is
from the craft to the industrial field and seldom the reverse.
From this standpoint the show entitled "America at
Horne," at the Fair, makes a big stride forward. It improves
the designer's public relations. Though the published program is concerned with "regional design" rather than "industrial" or nonindustrial design, this show is laid out so
as to revolve unmistakably around the apartment already
mentioned, one that belongs clearly to the mass-industrial
market. Like a menu centered upon meat and potatoes, such
a presentation has a down-to-earth breadth and reality, and
even the hors d' oeuvres gain in significance and flavor. The
emphasis upon strict serviceability is the more welcome because so much American modern furniture is notoriously
styled on drawing boards-with European chassis as models,
at that-and is rarely built to well-considered programs.
When truly architectural methods are introduced into the
general design field it will be possible to write a program
for a chair as it is written for a $10,000 house-the problem
is no less difficult-and then the public will have assurance
that the trick materials really work and the smooth lines can
really be sat on, and the demand for architect-designed
articles will be large and secure.

els; the central one, predominantly a
I)

rich deep blue, with a medallion of
Christ robed in brilliant red and bearing the cross, is bordered with an early
Gothic motif. It is interesting to note
that this exceptional panel is very similar to the celebrated "Tree of Jesse,"
in the Cathedral of Chartres.

Stained glass acquired by

ii

qj)ilfiatn q/l,anclolp' g./eavst
I
Irn1uirics irn-itcd; address Dc:partrncnt G

J

I

5 East 57 Street, New York City
"Interior of a Pennsylvania Hill House" by GEORGE
HOWE, Architect, and WHARTON ESHERICK,Sculptor.
Typical of the artist-designer craftsman approach
are spiral stair and carved wood lighting fixture.
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</he Shower Head

ANYSTREAM
SHOWER
HERE'S why your clients will
commend your selection of
"ANYSTREAM" . . . It gives
the bather any type of spray he
wants ... it can't clog up ... it's
self-cleaning in open position ...
it's economical in water consumption-and it's built to last a lifetime with ordinary care. There are
no holes to get clogged up in
11
ANYSTREAM." Instead, there
are tapered grooves in the plungers which assure full, unbroken

Sel/-e~

HEADS
sprays. The position of the
plungers controls the type of
shower you get.
Schools, colleges, hotels, apartments,cl ubs, etc.,as well as modern
homes, where performance, design and durability are essential,
are the places where you will find
the perfect use For Speakman
Anystream Self-Cleaning Shower
Heads.
We promise their users will sing
your praises.

ALL FROM THE SAME
"ANYSTREAM" HEAD

A quarter turn of the le1 er
handie :J,it'esafine "Needle"
1

spra}'·

SPEAKMAN COMPANY • WILMINGTON, DELAWARE
A quarter turn further provides a "l\nrmal.. gentle
spray.

S-2250-Anystream Se/f-Cleanini< Shower
]lead with Lever Handle Control (Patented) I/2-irrch I. P. S. Inlet, provides
choice of spray to suit bather. Ecorwmical water consumption. Also obtainable
with Loc/;:shiel<l Control (S-22.SS).

SINCE
I 8 69

s

S-2260-Anystream Self-Cleaning Shower
Head. '!2-inch I. P. S. back ln/et. Vandal
proof type. Fits flat af!,ainst wall. Hexaj!on wrench for operation furnished n•ith
head. Also obtainable with side inlet for
exposed installation (S-2265).
-

A further turn to a boiie
position J,.!ives a ""flood"
spray. flushitz~ out all
sedir11ent.

PEAKMAN

SHOWERS • SHOWER HEADS • BATH FIXTURES •.SI-FLO (SILENT) FLUSH VALVES
LAVATORY FIXTURES • SINK FIXTURES • INSTITUTIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL FIXTURES

J U

~J

t
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NEW MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT
(Co 11 ti 111u d fro111 page 124)

New Method of Calculating Air-Conditioning Installations
D. C. WILEY and John McElgin have
formulated a new method of calculating
extended heat-transfer areas for air-conditioning applications in which both
cooling and dehumidification are to
occur. Their procedure is said to overcome the use of arbitrary correction
factors heretofore employed in the selection of the cooling surface, which
assigned false performance characteristics to the surface. At engineers'
meetings held throughout the country,
this new system of calculation was said
to be "rational, precise, and a worthy
advance." Details of the Wiley-McElgin
method of selection are fully explained
in a special publication (Number 223)
in which work sheets and temperature
charts are provided. John J. Iesbitt,
Inc. , Holmesburg, Philadelphia, Pa.

Protective Surface for Aluminum

SALES THROUGH COMFORT
Business in general benefits when air conditioned comfort
is available to patrons, through correct automatic control
devices. When "control by Johnson" performs the important job of comfort selling demanded by department
stores, architect, engineer, contractor, and owner are assured
of dependable performance.
The Johnson organization
covers th e entire continent and engages in just one line of
business- the design, manufacture and installation of automatic temperature and air conditioning control systems.

UtlJlkMAW&mma
JOHNSON SERVICE COMPANY: MILWAUKEE, WIS. AND DIRECT BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

"CoLo JAL CnEMODIZI c" is described
as a nonelectrolytic method of producing a hard, corrosion-resistant, colorless, and integrally fused surface on
"Colalloy," aluminum, and their alloys.
It is substantially a simple immersion
process in which the use of heat is optional, and it is claimed that ~hese
metals, heretofore restricted in their
uses in highly corrosive atmospheres,
can now claim a rightful share of this
business. It is also possible to impregnate the surfaces of the processed metal
with anticorrosive materials specifically
designed to resist certain types of corrosion . The Colonial Alloys Co., Chemicals Division, Philadelphia, Pa.

Wallpaper Protection
WALLPAPER and other surfaces treated
with a product known as "Denso-Gard"
are said to become impervious to dirt,
grime, grease, ink, mercurochrome, lipstick, etc. These and similar stains may
be easily washed off with soap and water
without damage to the original surface.
The protective coating is applied with a
brush and, according to its manufacturer, will not affect color or texture of
surface to any noticeable extent; has no
gloss; is odorless; and costs about $2
to treat the average room. The Densol
Paint Co., 7806 Rockside Road, South
Park, Ohio.
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HE Robinsons have steam heat-the Smiths have a hot
system-boiler, furnace, radiators, oil burners, stokers, controls, valves and fittings. Crane systems, you see, are unified
water system - the Browns have a gas-fired furnace.
with every part designed to work harmoniously
One architect satisfied all these heating needs
with the others for better heating satisfaction.
-from one heating line: Crane.
Crane advanced engineering assures your
And every one of those clients will get better
clients of getting latest heating advantages ...
heating to suit his own special conditions ...
special features that assure more complete comin his size of home ... in his location! For whatbustion and lower fuel costs ... whether the fuel
ever the heating need-whatever the type of
is coal, oil or gas ... whether the system is comfuel to be burned-whatever the locality-the
pletely automatic, stoker-fired or handCrane complete heating line fills all requirements!
fired.
A post card to us will bring you all
Crane heating systems are many-but there's
This symbol identifies a
Heating Contractor able to
the facts about the complete Crane heating
a single responsibility behind them all-a reprovide complete Crane
line-without obligation on your part.
sponsibility that extends to every part of the
heating service.

T

CRANE

CRANE CO .• GENERAL OFFICES:
836

5.

MICHIGAN

AVE .• CHICAGO

VALVES

FITTINGS
PIPE
PLUMBING• HEATING• PUMPS

NATION-WIDE SERVICE THROUGH BRANCHES, WHOLESALERS, PLUMBING AND HEATING CONTRACTORS
JUNE'
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BOOK REVIEWS

(Co11fi1111cd fro/II /lll</C 98 )

tury." And it is in his awareness of
the persi tence of change that his s tud y
of present and future trend in store and
in terior planning becomes intere ting
and valu able.
Among present trends in the fittin g
and layout of retail stores. one of the
more common is th at of simplification
and specializa tion: the sh op will be laid
out on the simple t lin es, with its departments specialized, for the purpose of
quick service. attractive display, and to
facilita te the movemen ts of customers.

Obviously. the most effec ti ve la) ou t will
incorporate a maximum visual display
of merchandise.
Future trends, a may already be
observed in certain tend encie . will lead
more and more toward flexibility and
mobility, making it possible to adapt
the shop interior to meet the needs of
seaso nal sellin g. The use of easily
movable fittings or adju stable units,
capable of being expanded or contracted
to suit ch anging needs, would also serve
lo avoid expensive alterations or replacements. In addition, such adap tabl e
units, light in weight and simple in

construction, would afford mobility between the various departments of an
establishment.
It should be ob erved that in discussing these trend Mr. Hammond writes
from observa ti'on of curren t practices,
which his work substantiates in numerou illustrations and diagrams. Excluding the theoretical and basing itself upon
co ncrete examples, the present volume.
therefore. takes on the form of a work
of reference in its field. Its treatment
of both the small sh op and the large
departm en t store includes uch various
subjects as store interior decora tion.
di play. loca tion of departments. counters, children's departments. self-serve
shops. escalators and eleva tors, floor
coverings. interior illumination, supernumerary services, and many other factors encoun tered in store planning.
tore /11/erior Planning and Display
may be regarded as a handy guidebook. valuable as a source of information to architects. store de igners, shopfilters. and illuminating engineers, as
\\ell as to store executives and others.
ARCHITECTURAL SPECIFICATIONS.
By Harold Reeve Sleeper, AIA. John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1940.
822 pages. Price, $I 0.00.

BULLETIN No. 121-R
describes Spencer Sys·
terns, shows. a score of
ways Spencer is used to
save time and money in
stores.

Don't wait until your building is built or
remodeled. Don't expect your housekeeper
to compete in cleanliness until you have
installed cleaning equipment that is satisfactory · to your architect and your engineer.
The Spencer Central Cleaning System has
the necessary pulling power, flexibility, speed
and stamina for your tremendous daily cleaning job.
Small store owners report 40% less cleaning time and twice as much dirt collected.
large stores are cleaned at the rate of 6000
sq. ft. per man per hour. In Wanamaker's,
Philadelphia, and Macy's, New York, the
Spencer System cleans nearly four million
square feet of area every night.
Carpet life is increased, decorations and
goods protected, less wax is required and
even the mopping time is materially reduced.
Standards of cleanliness from the boiler
room to the shipping room are automatically
maintained, year after year.
Your Architect and your Engineer will
recommend Spencer if you ask them.
181 _8

N ...,
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E
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P
S

CENTRAL AND PORTABLE
VACUUM CLEANING SYSTEMS

HARTFORD

THE SPENCER TURBINE COMPANY, HARTFORD, CONN.

THE FL i\CTION of this book is to provide. 11·ithin one volume, specufication
material based on accepted modern
practice . so that portions which are
appli cable to any one proje: t may be
eas ily selected for use and adapted to
the specific problems involved. thereby
aidin g specification writers in their difficuiL La sk.
Though the intention of this book i
to ease the prohlems of the spe ~ification
11-riler. the author does nol present his
work as a univer al panacea. Though it
offers a thorough check list. as well as
standard substance. it will nol automaticallr serve lo write a good specificati on. Ho1rnver. its real usefulness to
architect- and to the building trades
hould be self-evident.
The book is not the sole product of
th e author or of an) one office. but the
result of an anal) sis of the work of
man) specification writers in prominent
offi ces and governmen t agencies. and an
examina tion of existing tandards; of
confere nces with and letter from trade
associa tions. manufacturers. con tractors,
and govern ment agencie . Wherever
definite trade standards have been published b) reliable trade associations. they
have been inco rporated in this book,
after checking with th i:, assc.eiation:o.
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